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• USB-powered 
• 44.1/48KHz, 16/24 bit recording 
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Line 6 GearBox'"" tone 
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and Windows- based 
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Professional Bass Tone from Line 6 
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Thousands of professional producers, engineers, and musicians depend on Line 6 every day. 

Get that same creative freedom in your studio: ...+ www.line6.com/toneport 
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• Normal & High Gain Instrument Inputs 
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FUELING YOUR CREATIVE FREEDOM 
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• Expression pedal in for controlling 
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MIDI/recording software 

• Transport control buttons 
• 4 assignable real-time knobs 
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ACID' Pro 6 software is the ideal environment for composition, recording, mixing, and 

production. Its unique fusion of professional power and exceptional ease of use sets 

ACID Pro 6 software apart from all other digital audio workstations. With multitrack audio 

technologies, comprehensive MIDI sequencing, and legendary ACID looping functionality, 

ACID Pro 6 software will redefine the way you make music. www.sony.com/acidpro6 

Multitrack recording • Real-time pitch and tempo matching • lnline MIDI editing • Unlimited 

media clips per track • MIDI track envelopes and keyframes • Drum grid editing • External 

control surface support • 24- bit, 192 kHz hard disk recording • Built-in DirectX' audio 

effects • VSTI parameter automation • 5.1 surround mixing • Frame-accurate video 

scoring • Groove quantization tools • Integrated CD burning • Over 1,000 loops 

0 liCIMPAKT 
Includes Native Instruments" KOMPAKT 
sample playback engine and custom 
sound library—a $200 value 
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Ta K  OX 
DARE TO FAIL 
There's a part in the movie Dumb and Dumber that to me, 

encapsulates one aspect of the music business. Lloyd (played 

by Jim Carrey) is finally face-to-face with Mary, the woman of 

his dreams. He asks " What do you think the chances are of a 

girl like you and a guy like me ending up together?" Mary is 

obviously thrown by the question, then replies, " Not good." 

Lloyd says " You mean not good, like one out of a hundred?" and 

Mary answers " I'd say more like one out of a million." Lloyd at 

first looks discouraged, then brightens: "So you're telling me 

there's a chance?" 

The odds of making it in the music business aren't quite as 

bad as one in a million, but they're not good. Still, there's always 

that chance, and that dream drives lots of people. 

But what can you do to increase your odds of success, 

whether at the local level, or as a worldwide superstar? Here's 

my advice: Dare to fail. 

You don't reach stardom by analyzing what others have done 

and calculating a path that will take you there. The big stars are 

those who have been true to themselves and true to their 

vision, and more than likely, failed so many times they have 

pretty thick skins. The odds are remote that the public will love 

the " real you" — but the odds are even more remote they'll 

love a fake you. 

Your only real option is to throw away the safety net, strike 

out in a direction where others haven't gone, and stake your 

claim to an original statement. Make the music you want to 

make, and which resonates in your heart. If you're really persis-

tent, the stars are in alignment, and luck is on your side, it just 

might sync up with the public. If it does, great: Stardom awaits. 

Realistically, though, maybe your music isn't suitable for a 

mass audience. Maybe it's best served by playing for a more 

select group of people; but there's nothing wrong with that. 

Even if you don't reach superstardom, you'll have the satisfac-

tion of making the kind of music that is not only honest, but 

expresses what you're all about ... and that's its own reward. 
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Input channels can magnify the signal by more 

than 1000:1. There's no " Undo" after this point. 

Coloration or distortion become part of the signal. 

Lost information can never be recovered. 

Data compression algorithms can't distinguish 

signal from noise, so preserving absolute signal 

integrity through the recording and production 

process is critical to communicating your 

intention and individuality. 

Millennia's unique designs avoid circuit- induced 

artifacts, giving you total control. 

Amplify the original sonic information with an 

absolute minimum of alteration, or apply tonal 

shading so natural and transiuscent that it seems 

to become an integral element of the source itself. 

Make every take count. 



TUNE IN, TURN ON, PUNCH OUT BY 
THE EQ STAFF 

NATHANIEL STREET WESTBVMARKNOWARD 
Nathaniel and his family have a huge, beautiful house. So I told him that 

I wanted to take over the main floor of his house and record there. The 

living room has 20-foot ceilings and big windows that look out over the 

ocean; a really inspirational setting. So that's where I set up my rig: an 

Amek Media 5.1 console, two iZ Technology RADAR 24 systems, and my 

two speaker systems — one small and one big. When I recorded Tim 

Easton in this little desert house at Joshua Tree, we just used the small 

system — a pair of Westlake BBSM-5s, which are great for mixing, and 

a pair of Dynaudio BM 15As, which give you plenty of power in a small 

environment. Nathaniel's place had a bigger layout though, so I also brought 

in the big system with its pair of Westlake BBSM-12s, a pair of 18' subs 

for an extra kick, and a pair of 24' subs below that for a huge low end. 

The big system was really to keep everyone enthusiastic. In some 

studios, listening through headphones, things can start to sound dull 

pretty quickly. But when you hit them with the big rig, it's like, " Wow!" 

It's enough to get them re-energized and go back in to cut another track 

right away. 

I even went so far as to bring my own furniture in — huge 

Indian rugs and lots of cool lamps — to help set an atmos-

phere. I also brought in some of my backline: a beautiful Gretsch 

drum set and some truly wonderful vintage amps (Vox AC-30 and 

an old Fender Tweed Deluxe). I get great tones out of those amps. 

We ran a 1964 Fender Strat with the Vox and the Tweed, an amaz-

ing tonal combination. For some tracks, we used an old Martin 

018 and a newer Les Paul, run through the same amp config-

uration. In addition, we used a new Asher lap steel guitar for the 

slide performances. 

Capturing Nathaniel's vocals properly could be tricky, but I 

ended up using a Shure Beta 58A for most of the vocals. Though 

we were going for a sound not unlike Bob Dylan's Time out of 

Mind, on which I had used a Sony C37A for Bob's vocals, I was 

afraid that, as the band was tracking together in this room, the 

C37A might pick up too much " band sound" and bleed into the 

vocals — which is something I really wanted to avoid. With the 

58A, there was hardly any " leakage"; and when Iran it through 

a bunch of Neve pres and into a couple of choice tube com-

pressors, the vocals came out really big, really warm. The way 

I looked at it, we just needed to capture a clear, isolated vocal — we could 

color the sound with the pres and the outboard effects. 

I approached the tracking sessions the same way I always have by 

employing an ethic, a tactic I think is immensely beneficial to bands of 

this ilk: Don't isolate the musicians, isolate the amps. If you put every-

one in the same room, in a circle around the drummer, you foster eye 

contact and communication — which allows for really strong takes. 

For Nathaniel's project, I isolated all the amps by placing them in var-

ious closets throughout the house. All the musicians could hear what they 

were playing, exactly how they wanted to hear it, by just running them 

through their own separate headphone mixes (with those integrated Pioneer 

and Marantz amps from the '70s that have built-in receivers).Therefore each 

musician had his own volume and tone control for total independence. 

It was like they were each playing to an amazing record — tailored to 

their personal preferences — and it really helped them throughout the 

tracking process. 

EC) SEPTEMBER 2006 www.egmag.corn 



DEBATE: THE LARGE_ 
For the past four years I've owned and operated a large format, 

vintage console (a Neve 8108. to be exact). Handmade in the late 

'70s, this desk has the vintage quality, the character, that appeals 

to me in a way that is directly analogous to how a guitarist may 

view an old ' 58 Les Paul. While there may be more efficient 

tools, the romantic studio guy in me looks at owning this monster 

as one of my life's biggest accomplishments. But, it's also been 

quite the challenge — there's a price to pay for having these great 

channels that are so " characteristic," that add a certain gloss 

and polish to my signal. 

Relatively speaking, I spend nearly as much time tinkering with 

this damned thing as I do with my wife, Lovingly, I refer to it as 

"my baby" or "you bitch," depending on the time of clay. Given this 

emotional roller coaster, I find myself oftentimes wondering: Are 

large consoles really worth it? 

It's obvious that, nowadays, you do not need a 1600-pound con-

sole to make a great recording. Even with all its charm, I see a lot 

of people bypassing the signal path of their console for the 

sounds of their external pres.1 here are, undoubtedly, many good 

options for the modern recordist, thanks to the spoils of technology. 

With every passing day our gear becomes more compact and, 

arguably, more versatile and efficient. 

With a large console comes the advantage of a flash factor 

when dealing with prospective clients, an aesthetic lure that a 

virtual mixer just doesn't have. There's a sense of mystical power 

as they watch the moving faders running, the plasma meters glow-

ing. I'm certain that having a nice console draws business to a 

studio, especially if you are working with a Neve or an SSL — as 

people in the industry trust that certain brands lend themselves 

to big hits. 

And that attitude can work well for you, if you actually have a 

client base that can support you financially, as it takes a lot of money 

to run a large format vintage console — along with a lot of 

patience. Through spending many years, in many studios, work-

ing with varying budgets, I've learned one thing: If you don't 

have a full-time tech on staff, there will never be an instance where 

every channel on a board is working properly. It just doesn't hap-

pen. Lack of serious money is almost always going to material-

ize as lack of full function. 

Fortunately, most of these vintage bad boys are modular, so 

if you find yourself in the aforementioned position, you can phys-

ically move EQs, pres, auxes, or filters to any channel on the con-

sole. But, after two or three channels go bad or, God forbid, 

something in the master section screws up (which is semi-reg-

ularly, up to three times a year in my case) you end up dropping 

big bucks on console repairs, as well as the cost incurred from not 

having your studio fully operational. 

And from a business model standpoint, the logistics of console 

maintenance become even more impractical as the majority of us 

are forced to let studio time slip to under the $50/hour mark 

just to survive, what with all these legions of competitors arising, 

setting up digital studios on virtually every street. 

If you are using external preamps, dynamic processors, 

and have a decent control surface for your DAW, you are able 

to make a comparable product. And in foregoing the cost of a 

large console, you open up your budget to buying lots of really 

cool pres that allow you to get a lot of raging tones. If you're 

going for that great, crystal-clear pop vocal, you may be better 

off buying one of the many external pres that are much cleaner 

and quieter than what you can get with the elevated noise 

floor of many consoles. 

But there is something to say for not only the " coolness" 

factor of having a large console, but for the fact that you can only 

synthesize sound with plug-ins and cool, modern, outboard gear. 

There's a reason people stick by their old favorites. Outside of habit, 

they produce unique sounding recordings that have a character 

that the emulators have yet to nail perfectly. 

Sure, digital studios take up far less space and are totally 

modular. As technology advances, you see less outboard gear in 

some studio racks, and more processing power on our computers. 

But that fact, in and of itself, does not necessarily equate with large, 

vintage consoles being obsolete. The practices of many great pro-

ducers/engineers who still swear by their old trusty behemoths 

point in the opposite direction, and that's one path I'll probably 

always follow. 

Now if you'll excuse me, channel 12 is making that " screech-

ing noise of doom" again. . . . — Jeff Anderson 

Frederik Nordstrom on getting the metal kick sound. 

"If the drummer is playing a lot of double kick drums, and wants that standard death/black metal drum tone, 

I'd recommend just straight triggering. If they're not playing so much double kick drums, I would keep the outer 

head on, and use an old tube mic in the hole, like the Neumann U 67, for instance. But, if you want your bass drums 

very clicky, but natural like on Metallica's Black Album, the Shure SM 91 is the mic to use. Raise the treble around 

10kHz, and raise the bass around 100Hz. It sounds very nice at a high volume but, be forewarned, it can sound weak 

when you play it at lower levels." —Roberto Martinelli 
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EXCERPTS FROM MAKING TRACKS 
Can you give me a visual tour of Allaire? 

Basically, there are two main wings to this place, the north and the south 

wing. The north wing contains the Great Hall Studio, while the south wing 

contains the Neve Room. In each wing there are a number of bedrooms 

as well. This is a lot more than a studio; it's like a hotel. There are about 

14 bedrooms and there's a kitchen that sometimes operates all day long. 

What kind of construction issues were you dealing with when Allaire 

was built? 

The inf rastructural issues were immense. In order to have proper 

sound isolation, they had to build a room around the Great Hall to pro-

tect it from outside noise and to keep noise from getting out, so they 

wrapped the whole building in scaffolding to do the work. 

The fellows who were supervising the construction started calling 

me and asking me questions from afar. " Should we do this, or 

should we do that?" " People have told us we should have these 

monitors, what do you think?" I was answering questions for three 

months over the phone until they finally asked me to get involved in 

a more serious way. I drafted Ken McKim, who had been the very 

respected Chief Technician at Bearsville, since I knew that I couldn't 

tackle this thing alone. Ken and I basically walked the process through 

from the blueprints. They hired John Storyk, the renowned architect 

and acoustician, and I felt it was important to have George Augspurger 

involved, too. George's philosophy has seeped into just about every 

good studio in the United States. He's a really capable guy and has got 

it all together on the theoretical end and the practical end. He used 

to be a speaker designer at JBL, and he's the person responsible for 

the sound of the control room. 

So you got the best of both worlds ... John Storyk and George 

Augspurger. 

It works, because John was in charge of the entire architectural operation. 

He has a big office with a very capable staff; there's a lot of detail in those 

plans. It contrasted with Albert EGrossmard's approach, since when I worked 

for Albert, Albert would sit down ... he wouldn't even sit down. He had 

a contractor or a builder working for him all the time, and he would 

draw something on a napkin and just say, here ... and the guy would do 

it [laughs). John Storyk's work was really specific, you know, with hun-

dreds of detailed Auto Cad drawings. 

Did you spec out the Neve? You have very nice SSL and Neve consoles. 

Well, we didn't really plan it, frankly. I suggested that we get a small 

analog console for the project studio. It would make a lot of sense 

because people could use the mic inputs and all that. And the fellow 

who was the supervisor at that time said, "Why don't you see if you 

can find a Neve?" 



JEFF TOUZEAU INTERVIEWING MARK MCKENNA FROM ALLAIRE STUDIOS 

So you found one. Can you tell me about it? 

It's an 8068 with 32 channels that came from a commercial studio in 

Miami. We did it just as a very informal way to get things going before 

the Great Hall studio was ready. 

So the Neve Room was always an "open-air" studio with the 

artist and control room in the same room? Why did you take this 

approach? 
Its just a really easy way to work, and you don't have to build a con-

trol room. One of the most interesting aspects of that development is 

that people would come up and have to adjust to it or relate to it. Some 

people are quite happy to do it. Steve Lillywhite and U2 and others have 

done it countless times. 

Has this approach worked particularly well for certain kinds of 

artists? 
I don't know, I don't think it's discriminatory in any way. Psychologically, 

it's nice because it doesn't feel so imposing; there are literally no walls. 

There's sort of a mythical and a real aspect to that. When you take the 

walls out, you do put the engineer at a slight disadvantage because 

they can't monitor exactly the way they might be accustomed to, but 

it also makes it easier to communicate. At the end of the day, you're 

trying to put some energy into the record and this approach just 

helps make the energy happen. All the electronics and all the record-

ing gear is still really first rate: the Neve console, the API outboard, 

the really nice limiters and EQs and compressors and stuff like that 

are all there. We try to give our clients the best of everything. 

Jeff Touzeau's new book, the beautifully assembled Making Tracks, gets 

deep into some of the world's most interesting recording facilities, 

and is available at many a fine literary establishment. Check it out — 

it's cool. 

DOUBLE THE AMP, 

BOY KILL BOY'S CHRIS PECK ON 

KILLER AMP TONE 

"1 primarily use a 72 Fender Telecaster Thinline running into 

two Marshall JCM 800s, with 1960AV cabinets. There is what I 

describe as a ' sultry' gain level set on one head and a ' bite-y' 

gain on the other. Because there's quite obviously a clean chan-

nel and a gain channel on both amps, I set them up like this: 

II Amp # 1's first channel is clean, with the second channel 

having a bit of a boost in the gain but still relatively 

clean and smooth sounding. 

• Amp #2 is set to a more " gritty" clean, upping the presence 

moderately from the second channel settings on Amp # 1. 

Amp #2's second channel is absolutely cranked in both gain 

and presence — it's quite filthy. 

"I don't do much in terms of processing; I'm into capturing 

the real sound of the amp. I NB the two amps and, in the stu-

dio much as live, I mic them up and activate both, which cre-

ates a much broader, stereo sound." — Lily Moayeri 

MARTIN BUTTRICH GEAR CHOICES FOR 

TIMO MASS' PICTURES 

"For the vocals, most of the time I used a CAD e300 mic, 

which is nice and warm. But sometimes I had to break out the 

Brauner for the ' duller' voices. The signal was run into either 

the Universal Audio M610 or 2108 preamp, going into a 

Denmark 2402 digital audio converter directly into Pro Tools. 

For pre-EQing purposes, I'd pull out the Neve 1073. 

"This time we put a lot of emphasis on the guitars. For 

'Like Siamese,' in the beginning there was a beat with a lot of 

industrial noises, mostly samples from other records, drum 

machines, from our library of the last eight years. It was very 

hip-hop-y . . . and then the guitar came. We used a Line 6 

POD to emulate most of the amp tones, but a few times we 

went with the whole Marshall/SM57, for that classic tone. This 

would then run into a Millennia Media HV-3 or Neve 1073. 

Most times, however, I'd EQ with a GML 8200 and then go 

real hard on the compressors." — Lily Moayeri 
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FILE DUB TRIO 
Deep inside the walls of Studio G with producer 
Joel Hamilton and Dub Trio for their second offering, 
the much-anticipated New Heavy 

by John Dylan Keith 

Ever since the inception of the subgenre known as dub 

(a sprout from the main trunk known as reggae or per-

haps better yet, the heavy-handed producer's reaction to 

reggae), the relations between the recorded product and 

the live performance have, historically, been a bit of a 

blur of head-chasing-tail. Why? Many of the main players 

of this musical microcosm have recognized the satisfying 

meta-process of applying their numerous studio tricks 

(dub's traditional realm) to the live domain in attempts to 

recreate their often times sonically surreal records. But 

New York's Dub Trio has switched this process around 

180 degrees, and in the process, have reinterpreted the 

traditional approach to creating dub music in the studio. 

You see ... Dub Trio is a bit anomalous, as they per-

form all their dub effects live. " For instance, Joe ITomino] 

mics up his drums and runs them directly to my pedal 

chain," says guitarist Dave Holmes. Playing what's 

become affectionately referred to as the " sleight-of-hand 

drum set," Tomino manually passes the mic around the 

set while playing with one hand, at times doing some 

impromptu EQ filtering by squeezing over the top of the 

mic underneath the hi-hat. Holmes adds, " I route my gui-

tar, a keyboard, a sampler, and the drum mics [ into a 

looper and a delay] to create the dub effects live." 

But to what extent do they take employ their show 

tactics in the studio? Surely there is a much easier way 

to synthesize these effects.... 

DUBBING LIVE IN STUDIO G 

In the case of their sophomore release, New Heavy, Dub 

Trio convened with Joel Hamilton at Brooklyn's infamous 

Studio G. Hamilton, who had previously recorded their 

first effort (the critically applauded Exploring The Dangers 

Of), pulled out his trusty Studer two-inch deck and the 

band proceeded to lay down 11 tracks in just under three 

days. Much of the album was recorded using the same 

tricks they employ on stage. As Hamilton attests, " They 

had a pretty good idea where the ' dub stuff' was going 

to happen, as they already play a lot of it that way. It's 

not like anybody ever missed the break — so we don't 

just cut some crappy fill and apply a 

delay to it. From this side of the glass, 

it sounds like the song when it was 

being tracked." 

"But since it's dub," adds Tomino, 

"the music is only partially done once 

it's recorded. There's so much in post-

production that we do to it, but it's not 

a deconstruct/reconstruct situation. 

Nonetheless, I want to be able to hit a 

crash and hear that crash stopped by 

the board, by the mute button." 

It's an odd play: There's no clearly 

defined split between tracking and 

processing for the Trio. The sonic tricks 

discovered in pre-studio session 

rehearsals clearly inform the tracking 

itself. As an example, Holmes says, 

"Joe was in the live room while I was 

playing guitar, circling the room with a 

microphone in hand, so that the guitar 

track had a weird phase-y sound to it. 

The guitars on ' Sunny I'm Kill' that go 

'mimics sound of a phase sweep'? 

That's Joe actually physically turning the 

mic 360 degrees." 

WHAT'S THAT DRUM7TELL ME WHATSA HAPPENIN'l 

On first listen, one of the most immediate impressions 

results from the literal battery of drum tones. 

Experimenting with tuning his drums in key with songs, 

Tomino removed the bottom heads from the toms — a 

classic dub tactic in which the immediate decay of the 

drum leaves plenty of sonic room for the various options 

of delays and post treatments. 

Conversely, the kick sound on " Table Rock Dub," one 

of Tomino's favorites on the album, was created by taking 

a single-ply head on the beater side, tuned very loosely, 

with no hole in the front. Captured with a low-passed 

room mic running into an old ADR expander/limiter, 

the end result is a kick with an explosive, yet floppy, 
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Punch In 
resonance — almost like a giant heart beating in a sub-

terranean dungeon. " Every time the kick is hit it blos-

soms, because the expander release time determines 

the kick drum's note." Pointing to the unit in a wall of 

Studio G's vintage outboard gear, he comments, " I don't 

know what they expected it to be used for — all it 

seems to do is make things sound like explosions." 

LONG DISTANCE LOVE: ENTER MIKE PATTON 

There's a lot of room for such odd sounds to breathe, as 

the Trio's music is mainly instrumental, save for " Not 

Alone" — a track that features the chameleonic, and 

ever-virtuosic, Mike Patton of Faith No More, Mr. Bungle, 

Fantomas, and Peeping Tom fame. It's an interesting 

collaboration, considering Dub Trio hasn't yet met Patton, 

who agreed to lend his talents after they had e-mailed 

The first section grew from 
a sort of "test-tone jam," as 

Hamilton explains it. "We each 
had tone generators mapped to 
faders, turning the console into 

a kind of synthesizer." 

him cold. "We vibed well, cross-continentally," says 

bassist Stu Brooks, " It was a shock how great it was. We 

felt like we sent a finished song, but he found a place to 

fit in. He really brought the song to him." 

Hamilton mailed a Pro Tools data disc to Patton, with 

a stereo mix which " turned out to not be the final mix, 

but it was what the headphone mix would have been, 

had he been here." Patton then sent back a plethora of 

tracks, some processed and some dry, which Hamilton 

lined back up in the multitrack session and " mixed from 

the ground up. We ended up using the ones with effects, 

not just because it was Mike Patton, but because it was 

aesthetically matched with the intent of what Dub Trio 

was already doing." 

METAL OCCURRING 

New Heavy turned out to be quite a departure from 

their more traditional-sounding debut, adding influences 

from Meshuggah, Refused, Bad Brains and Slayer to 

King Tubby and Lee Perry. Though it is both new and 

heavy, in many ways the band prefers to look at it as 

qualitatively innovative. Hamilton describes the differ-

ence in the two albums this way: " We didn't have to 

break out any tricks that work within the genre confines 

of metal, where the goal sonically is to get something 

cartoonishly gigantic and aggressive, both in the perfor-

mance and the mix." 

AMP-PLAY 

Surprisingly, the frequency range of latter-day metal gui-

tar makes a good neighbor to the ultra-low dub bass. 

Holmes, fluent in the various tonal idioms, switches 

between the harder-rock sounds and the reggae, but not 

without effort. On the recording, for maximum flexibility 

in the post stage, they tracked the guitar through five 

amps simultaneously: " I used my Ampeg V4 head 

through a Marshall cabinet, plus three other little amps — 

an old Moviola ' squawk box,' a Fender, and a Gibson 

GA15RV." Likewise, Brooks was also something of an 

amp scavenger when it came to tracking the album, tak-

ing his trusty Atelier Z bass and using a variety of head 

and amp configurations — SWR and Aguilar heads, 

paired with Studio G proprietor and bassist extraordinaire 

Tony Maimone's custom EV 15" cabinet, which is similar 

in design and tone to an Ampeg B15 Porta Flex. Typically, 

Brooks will " keep the bass and low mids cranked, every-

thing else turned back to 0, but kicked up in the mids for 

the rock stuff." He uses a SansAmp in the chain to 

achieve this mid range drive without having to change his 

amp settings — a technique indicative of the band's live 

approach aesthetic to the studio. 

WHAT THE F$%& ARE THEY YELLIN'? 

"When we have ' conversations' going on between the 

live instruments, and the dubs — and the dubs within 

each other — that's when we're like, ' this stuff's happen-

ing,'" says Brooks. From various knob tweaking to actu-

ally manually filtering the spring reverb live; playing the 

tape echo to draping tape loops on mic stands around 

the studio (such as on " Not Alone," when Holmes had 

played a chimey guitar arpeggiation, and Hamilton put 

just the guitar to tape and made a spontaneous loop), 

the studio begins to look more like a Montessori School 

playroom than a standard tracking environment. A more 

concrete expression of this approach is found in the 

album's final track, " Lullaby for...," which punctuates the 

final downbeat of the previous song's metal riff with a 

trailing, meditative cloud that morphs over the course of 

five minutes from a buzzing hive of tinnitus-afflicted bees 

playing tiny feedback loops to a hovering, jettisoned-

from-the-spacecraft tableaux. The first section grew from 

a sort of " test-tone jam," as Hamilton explains it. "We 

each had tone generators mapped to faders, turning the 

console into a kind of synthesizer," which they all played 

together and mixed with another Hamilton idea, a tape 

loop of an antique Dutch music box: " The kind with 

paper belts that you punch out melodies and feed into 

the box — we placed it on a conga, using the head as a 

sounding board. 

DELIVERING THE GOODS 

To Tomino, the final result is an album that maintains the 

integrity of songs, but augments the spontaneity in a 

unique snapshot of a recurring event. " It's as different as 

if we had tracked the album on two different days, it's 

like doing a jazz record. Every night is different, but there 

are themes, and these are meant to be interpreted as 

songs." 

John Dylan Keith is a freelance writer and musician vibing 

mostly within Brooklyn, NY He's a regular EO contributor 

and has appeared everywhere from the New York Press 

to TapeOp, and many publications in-between. 
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SUCCESS STORY: 
Keeping the spirit alive 
by Dan Daley 

George " Night of the Living Dead" Romero might want 

to meet Red Spyda — the hip-hop producer/beatmaster 

who has a knack for resurrecting the careers of 

deceased rap stars, bringing them back from " gangsta 

heaven" and into your speakers. Spyda's 2002 under-

ground phenomenon "The Realest" (a track that paired a 

previously unreleased NOTORIOUS B.I.G. a capella vocal 

and a patented Spyda-beat with the voice of then-up-and-

comer 50 Cent) rocked the hip-hop world. But it also 

makes a direct connection to the bizarre 2005 commer-

cial for Motorola's ROKR iTunes-connected phone in 

which a bunch of music stars cram into a phone booth as 

a Biggie look-alike strides towards them and Madonna, 

face pressed to the glass, cries out, " Biggie, no!" 

Two years later, Spyda did it again with the track 

"Realest Killers" by marrying an unreleased Tupac 

Shakur vocal with a newly produced beat, and adding a 

duet with the artist that everyone was just calling " Fifty" — 

who was riding large on the multiplatinum success of 

RED SPYDA 

Get Rich Or Die Trying. Result: another hit, spiking radio 

waves nationwide. 

The tracks generated a lot of heat — when 

Innerscope Records and the Shakur estate got wind of 

the Tupac track, Red Spyda had cease-and-desist missives 

flying at him left and right. But Spyda isn't the type to 

get ruffled. He came up through the ranks of the rough-

and-tumble Miami rap scene as a bassist and program-

mer in the mid-1990s, when the Slip ' n' Slide Records 

crew were giving the city an expletive-laden voice as hip-

hop's Third Coast. " I got my first ( beat) placement with 

Trick Daddy on vvvvvv.thugs.com," he recalls. " They 

slapped $2,000 cash in my hand for that and that's when 

I said ' I got to do beats.— 

ON 2 NEW YORK 

Spyda was working with a basic, but powerful, setup — a 

Roger Linn-version MPC-60 and Ensoniq ASR- 10 (" The 

best filters in the world — 1 still use it every day") — 

which he packed up and took to New York City in 1999 to 

hook up with DJ Stretch Armstrong, who began getting 

his beats circulated throughout the scene. The move to 

New York was initially lucrative (beats were selling for as 

much as $ 10,000 a piece), and he began getting dub work 

with everyone from Macy Gray to Ruffendz. The relation-

ship with Armstrong eventually faltered, but his foot was 

in the door in New York's hard-to-crack rap landscape. 

"The hardest thing to get is placements when no one 

knows you," says Spyda. " But a beat on a record is a 

credit and a credit is like a Grammy. Record labels read 

those credits. You get a credit on a 50 Cent album, your 

email is going to blow up." 

Spyda soon connected with Whoo Kid, who was com-

missioning mix and beat tapes. Soon Spyda was honing 

his Pro Tools chops editing and mixing beats for Whoo's 

releases. "We worked out a deal: I'll engineer and edit 

for you, and you let me freestyle my beats behind the 

vocal tracks," he explains. 

BUILDING THE GROOVE 

Whoo slipped him the Biggie vocal in ' 02, and using the 

same MPC-60/ASR-10 combination, Spyda created a beat 

for the track. " It came in on an audio CD," he says. " I 

transferred the file to Pro Tools and looped the first eight 

bars of the verse. I was listening to his flow, the words. I 

wanted to make it sound like Biggie, to sound current. 

There was a Biggie track that DJ Premiere had produced — 

"1 Put A Spell On You" — which I looped into Pro Tools, 

took an ASR- 10 French horn sound, and made a staccato 

pattern that matched the one on that track. Then I recorded 

that to an MPC-2000, along with Biggie's eight bars. 

"I had to build the groove. I hate drum machine hi-hats. 

But I had this typewriter sound someone had sampled 

for me; it had this ' chk' sound instead of the usual ' tk' 

.you get off a drum niachine. It inspired me to make the 
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beat sound like Biggie was typing out a letter to his fans. 

Like, ' Hey, I'm back! — 

Spyda took the track to Whoo, who checked it out in 

his primary monitoring environment — a Lexus LS400. 

Within hours, Whoo had the track at 50 Cent's manager's 
home. Within minutes of that, 50 was in the studio laying 

down a rap, and within days " The Realest" was all over 

New York radio, with DJs scrambling to cover it. It was 

then that Spyda's beats became in high demand. 

WELCOME TO THA SPYDADOME 

One of Spyda's moves was to build his own studio, the 

Spydadome, in a room that's part of an artist/engineer 

collective in SoHo. The gear is representative of the musi-

cian in his " inner engineer": a Line 6 Bass POD, various 

versions of MPC samplers, classic Yamaha NS-10A 

speakers, and an SSL AWS-900 console. " I have a way 

of working," he says. " I'll lay out beats on the MPC, play a 

live bass to that and use the POD to get a ' Bootsy Collins' 

or other cool bass sound, and run it into Pro Tools HD. 

Most of the work really goes into editing the loops; that's 

what I build tracks from. That combination of being a musi-

cian and being an engineer is what sets my beats apart." 

GETTING SOUNDS 

Once the basic beat track is built, Spyda resorts to the 

huge range of samples he collects on an ongoing basis. 

("One of my things is that once a month or so 1 stop pro-

ducing and just spend a few days, or even a whole week, 

just sampling and editing.") In addition to the usual break 

CDs and samples traded amongst friends, he keeps an 

MPC-4000 constantly connected to the output of his TiVo. 

"The secret is, television commercials have the best 

sounds, especially car commercials," he says conspiratori-

ally. "TV is moving to high-def, so tho quality of the 

Punch In 
sound, and the samples, keeps getting better and better." 

Working these samples is the thick of what Spyda 

does. He prefers to lift percussion samples from vinyl 

versions of beat recordings, such as the Vinylistics 

series. " For the kick, you have to find one in the open," 

he says. " If the hat is on there with it, it adds high fre-

quencies you don't want. I take the kick and put it in the 

MPC and use the filter on the filter page to muddy it up, 

and pitch it down to add more bottom. Then I run it 

through a JBL or Manley compressor with the threshold 

set up about halfway. The more you process a sound, the 

more of the original sound you lose, so 1 use the com-

pressor to tighten what's in there." 

Spyda collects many of his snare samples from rock 

records. " Most of the big-sounding snares you hear on 

hip-hop records are from rock records," he says. " They're 

hard-sounding. But rock music loves to put the guitars up 

front, and hip-hop has the drums up front, so the rock 

snare samples usually need more bass and low-mid EQ 

to thicken them up." And noise — Spyda will not trim the 

noise in a snare sample. "That's part of the ' dirt' you 

need to give it presence and help it sit in the track." 

THA PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE 

Spyda and Whoo Kid remain partners; the pair also were 

responsible for the release of " Realest Killas." By the 

time it came out, the number of Tupac bootlegs rivaled 

that of the Beatles. They include Death Row Presents 

2Pac Nu-Mixx Klazzics and one iteration of the Rap 

Phenomenon CD series. " The pressure was on for that 

one because the Biggie mix had been so huge," Spyda 

recalls. Pressure from Shakur's estate began even before 

the record was done. " I'm like, this is a mix tape, not 

something that's going to be sold in stores," he says, 

defending the concept as one that acts purely as an 

homage within the industry. It could be argued that 

Spyda benefited from the acclaim and notoriety the 

mixes had brought him, but self-promotion is a survival 

tactic he says Shakur would understand well. " I feel a 

kind of bond with him," he says. 

In fact, Spyda originally flew to Miami to bring his 

Tupac track to 50 Cent. There, the playback at Circle 

House Studios revealed a dark beat, knocked out at 6 

A.M. the previous day. " I popped the CD in and Fifty 

drops his food and runs into the booth, ready to rap on 

the spot," he remembers. " Tupac can still inspire." 

Red Spyda's dance card is full these days — tracks are 

ongoing for Kelly Rowland of Destiny's Child, Lil' Kim, and 

others. He's taking a break from deceased artists for now, 

but is unapologetic about the phenomenon he helped kick 

off. " They were well known and loved for a good reason," 

he says. " If you can find a way to keep that going, all the 

better. People get attached to artists they love and they 

want to remember them only as they heard them. But 

they can still evolve .. ° with our help." 

Dan Daley is an author and journalist who covers entertain-

ment technology for publications including EQ, Wired, Fast 

Company, and the London Daily Telegraph. He lives in New 

York, Miami, and Nashville. 
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TECH BENCH 
Avoiding Update Perils 
by Craig Anderton 

Updates are great, right? You get new features and fixes, 

often for free. But unlike updating a computer OS (see last 

month's " 21st Century Recording" column), updating a prod-

uct can contain some pitfalls that at worst, could leave you 

with a non-functioning device. As you probably don't want 

that, let's cover how to avoid the various issues that could 

cause problems during the update process. 

THETHREE TYPES OF UPDATES 

There are three main types of updates: 

• Chip updates. This is a physical process, where you 

remove one or more chips and replace them with updated chips. 

• Firmware update. You don't need to take off the cover for 

this one; you may need to run a program while the device is 

connected to a computer (e.g., via USB), or load firmware in 

from a CD if the device has a CD drive. In this case, you're 

generally rearranging the memory of a chip deep within your 

product's innards. 

• Software revision update. With this type of update, you 

upgrade an existing version of a software application with 

new features or bug fixes by running an executable program. 

For each of these types, the first and most important rule is 

to read any documentation that came with the update (piece 

of paper, " read me" file, whatever). One wrong move during 

an update could lead to real problems. If there's something 

you don't understand in the instructions, contact the compa-

ny's tech support and make sure you know what you're 

doing before you proceed. 

CHIP UPDATE ISSUES 

• Chips are sensitive to static electricity. Wear a grounding 

strap (available at electronic supply stores) and connect it to 

a metal part of the device being updated. 

• Make a special 3-conductor IEC line cord that has the hot 

and neutral prongs cut off, but the ground prong intact. With 

AC-powered gear, use this so that the unit is grounded to 

the wall socket ground but doesn't have power going to it. 

MI The chip will likely come in a protective package. Leave it 

in there until the very last moment. When you pull out the 

old chip, rest its pins on a metal surface (e.g., a piece of alu-

minum foil), then after removing the new chip from its pack-

aging, put the old chip in it. You may need to reinstall the old 

chip at some point, so keep it protected. 

• Line up the pins on the chip before inserting it into its 

associated socket. One of the biggest problems with chip 

updates occurs when a pin gets folded under the chip 

instead of getting into the socket. 

al If the chip doesn't show update information, put a 

removable label either on the chip or in the unit itself. Write 

the update revision and date of installation on the label. 

• When inserting a chip, apply even pressure all the way 

around as you work the chip into its socket. Make sure that 

the pins remain straight at all times. 

FIRMWARE UPDATE ISSUES 

Of the various update options, this one is by far the most 

dangerous. If the chip update fails, you can just put the old 

one back in, and if a software revision update fails, you can 

re-install the program. But if a firmware update fails, the 

device may be left in a state where it is not only non-func-

tional, but can't even " boot" to attempt another update or 

reinstall the old firmware. 

Reading any instructions is, once again, crucial. But re-

read them as well. Then, make sure that the device being 

updated and whatever is doing the updating (e.g., your com-

puter running a program) are both running from an uninter-

ruptible power supply. The most common causes of a 

firmware update failing are not reading the instructions, or 

having a power failure occur in the middle of the updating 

process. Also make sure that if a cable is involved (like a 

USB cable that shuttles date to the unit), it's not intermittent 

and is plugged in firmly. 

If the firmware update involves loading data from a CD, 

do not use a rewritable one, and burn at a relatively 

slow speed. 

SOFTWARE REVISION ISSUES 

• Do " due diligence": Check the company's forums for dis-

cussions about updates. Sometimes there will be incom-

patibility issues that mostly likely won't affect you ... but 

they might. 

• It's prudent to wait a week or two before installing an 

update just to make sure no important issues arise; you then 

need to judge whether the updated features are worth the 

potential pitfalls. However, bear in mind that some Internet 

forums do not always have accurate information — the 

problem might be that someone didn't read the instructions. 

• If you are updating a Windows program, most updates set 

a system restore point " just in case." But not all do, so 

before making any changes, set a system restore point 

(Start > Programs > Accessories > System Tools > System 

Restore). 

• It may be necessary to uninstall the previous version of a 

program for the update to " stick:' The documentation should 

tell you whether this is necessary. 

• When updating a software program, always copy any cus-

tom patches, files, etc. to a separate location. Usually you'll 

be warned if an update will modify these, but it doesn't hurt 

to make sure. 

• With downloadable updates, create a folder that contains 

all updates. If you later need to reinstall a program from 

scratch (e.g., hard drive crash), you may need to install the 

original program then follow the " update path" through the 

various revisions — you can't always update a version 1.0 to 

a version 1.2 without going through version 1.1 first. In that 

same folder, keep any serial number or activation info. 

Okay .... now you'll have a successful update. Enjoy the 

new features! 
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TO FIND OUT MORE, CALL SWEETWATER TODAY 

1-800-222-4700 
www.sweetwater.corn 

Why do more 

musicians, engineers, 

and producers make 

Sweetwater their 

source for music 

technology? 

s NNI 
t 

SELECTION 
Our huge, intelligently stocked inventory 

provides numerous options for every step of 

the signal chain. 

PRICE 
Broaden your choices with our great, 

budget-stretching prices, exclusive 

package deals, arid money-saving offers 

in Sweetwater's DealZone! 

SALES 
The audio world's most knowledgeable sales staff 

will help you make the right choice every time. 

e TECH SUPPORT 
Free, unlimited tech support via phone or 

Internet, plus a factory-trained, worid-ciass 

service department. 

FREE SHIPPING 
With the ahsolute best FREE shipping deal 

in the industry, there's really only one 

choice — Sweetwater! 



Line 6 Gold and Silver GearBox 

Plug- In Bundles 

Audio Impressions Releases " 70-

Piece Orchestra — London" 

70- Piece String Orchestra — 

London is the first commercially 

available library to license DVZ 

Realtime Orchestrator technolo-

gy. This process automatically 

divides chords into correct instru-

ment sections no matter where 

notes are played on the keyboard, 

and cures the unrealistic volume 

build-up (organ effect) generated by 

playing string chords with con-

ventional libraries. www.audio 

imoressions.com  

Sony MDR-7509HD Professional 

Headphones 

Inc MDH-7509HD headphones intro-

duce new HD driver units capable of 

80kHz ultra-wide range reproduc-

tion, and eliminate pressure on the 

ear during periods of extended use. 

www.sony.com 

Alesis Control Pad 

This USB/MIDI percussion pad con-

troller is designed to serve as both 

a performance instrument and 

MIDI programming tool for studio 

recording. It features eight velocity-

sensitive pads and two trigger inputs 

for connecting external pads. 

www.alesis.com  
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The Mac AU/PC VST GearBox Plug-

In Silver Bundle ($419.99) includes 

18 guitar amp and 24 cab models 

from POD xt, 5 bass amp models 

from Bass POD xt, 6 vintage and 

modern mic preamps, and 30 studio 

and stompbox effects. The Plug-In 

Gold Bundle ($699.99) adds many 

additional plug-ins. Both packages 

include the TonePort DI USB guitar 

interface. www.line6.com  

AudixVX-5 Hand Held 

Condenser Mic 

The VX-5 1$2991 features a 14mm 

gold vapor diaphragm, supercar-

dioid polar pattern, —10dB pad and 

bass roll-off filter, steel mesh grill 

screen, and black satin finish. It han-

dles sound pressure levels of 144dB 

(in the pad and roll-off position) with-

out distortion and also provides over 

20dB of ambient noise rejection 

for feedback control. www. 

audixusa.com  

Sony Next-Generation Hi-MD 

Recorder 

The Hi-MD MZ-M200 ($439.95) 

includes USB 2.0 for high-speed 

uploading to Windows/Mac com-

puter and a high-quality stereo mic. 

The MZ-M200 accepts removable 

qmag.corn 

dei 

iikilkiJ11111 
1GB Mini Discs tor up to 94 minutes 

of uncompressed recording time, 

and up to 34 hours in ATRAC3 plus 

format. www.sonv.com  

Steinberg WaveLab Studio 6 

WaveLab Studio 6 IS399) is a stream-

lined version of its industry-standard 

WaveLab 6 audio editing/mastering 

application. Tailored for project stu-

dios and professional musicians, 

WaveLab Studio 6 offers stereo and 

multi-track editing along with CD 

burning features. www.steinberg.net 

Ableton Live 6 

The latest version of Live ($599) 

offers Quicktime video support, an 

8GB multisample library, cus-

tomizable racks of instruments and 

effects, multicore support, enhanced 

project management tools, the abil-

ity to edit " frozen" tracks, and 

improved MIDI control. Sampler, 

Ableton's new optional multisam-

ple instrument, is also available. 

www.ableton.com  

Yamaha G046 FireWire 

Audio/MIDI Interface 

The bus-powered G046 ($4491 fea-

tures two front mounted combo 

inputs (with independent phantom 

power and gain), two inserts, head-

phone out, and a total of 4 ins and 

• ••• 110.61.•• 

6 outs with recording resolution up 

to 24 bit/192kHz. A bundled cross-

platform PC/Mac software suite 

includes Cubase LE, Groove Agent 

SE, HALion SE, Sample Tank SE, 

Sonic Synth 2 SE, Amplitube LE 

andT-Racks EQ. www_yamaha corn 

New Book on Home Studio 

Acoustics 

Acoustic Design for the Home 

Studio, by former EC' editor Mitch 

Gallagher, is a guide to making any 

space sound better. Whether bed-

room, garage, basement, bonus 

room, or closet, this book shows 

how to optimize the space acousti-

cally. It's jargon-free, easy to under-

stand, and helps improve your stu-

dio regardless of your budget. 

www.courseotrcom  

Line 6TonePort KB37 

Audio/Keyboard Interface 

The cross-platform compatible 

TonePort KB37 audio interface 

($414.991 delivers Line 6 guitar, 

bass, and vocal tone via GearBox 

software, with the added conve-

nience of an integrated 37-note key-

board controller (including expression 

pedal input) for controlling GearBox's 

wah and volume pedal effects. 

www.line6.com  



CME Bitstream 3X 3-Axis MIDI 

Controller 

This compact desktop controller 

($399.991 for virtual instruments, 

DAWs, and other MIDI hardware is 

the only 3 axis (X,Y, and Z) controller 

on the market. It includes 35 knobs, 

8 sliders, 16 buttons, joystick, cross-

fader, and infrared controller. The 

joystick controls the X and Y axis 

while the infrared beam controls 

the Z axis. www.cme-oroscom 

ADAM Sub8 Powered Subwoofer 

The Sub8 compact subwoofer ($6991 

extends the low end of any near 

field monitoring system. It houses 

an 8" woofer with a large 50mm 

voice coil and is driven by a 160W 

ICE power amp. The front baffle fea-

tures two remote-controlled, motor-

ized knobs that tailor input level and 

crossover frequency settings; the 

unit also provides onboard 2.1 bass 

management. vwvw.adam-audio.com 

ALTO Digan Series Digital 

Equalizers 

The Digan Series of digital equalizers 

consists of the Digan 2.7 (2 x 7 

bands, $ 149), Digan 2.14 (2 x 14 

bands, $ 1891, and Digan 2.30 (2 x 30 

bands, $269). All models work like 

traditional analog equalizers; for 

further convenience, a USB port 

provides digital interfacing and the 

unit ships with a Windows PC Editor, 

so you can edit the curve from your 

laptop and save your settings in one 

of the resident memory presets. 

www.altoproaudio.com  

Audio-Technica Next-Generation 

Artist Series Mics 

A-T has added new mics to the line, 

while upgrading classic models for 

a comprehensive selection of vocal, 

instrument and drum mics. The 

series consists of the ATM410 

Cardioid Dynamic Vocal Mic ($ 1691, 

ATM610 Hypercardioid Dynamic 

Vocal Mic ($2491, ATM710 Cardioid 

Condenser Vocal Mic ($ 2991, 

ATM250 Hypercardioid Condenser 

Instrument Mic ($329), ATM250DE 

Dual-Element Instrument Mic ($5491, 

ATM350 Cardioid Condenser Clip-on 

Instrument Mic ($449), ATM450 

Cardioid Condenser Side-address 

Instrument Mic ($3691, and ATM650 

Hypercardioid Dynamic Instrument 

Mic ($169). www.audio-technica.com 

DUY Magic Spectrum 

Mastering Tool 

Available for TDM, RIAS, Audio 

Units, VST, and MAS/MOTU for Mac, 

DUY Magic Spectrum is a mastering 

tool that allows spectrum match-

ing (where the spectrum of one 

song can be superimposed on 

another), but also offers an advanced 

mode that allows graphic editing of 

a song's spectrum. www.duv.es 

CEntrance Releases Free ASIO 

Latency Test Utility 

CEntrance's ASIO Latency Test Utility 

ILTU) is available as a free download. 

This precision Microsoft Windows 

tool measures the true round-trip 

latency of your computer audio 

setup, from input to output via an 

ASIO driver. You can use the LTU to 

test different hardware, drivers, and 

applications. Accuracy is within 0.5 

ms. www.centrance.com  

Cakewalk Releases Free Expansion 

Packs 

Rapture Expansion Pack 1 and 

Dimension Pro Expansion Pack 1 

are available now to registered cus-

tomers at the Cakewalk website. 

Each pack includes 350 new pro-

grams and hundreds of new samples 

and wavetables. www.cakewalk.com 

Sonic Reality Releases Sonic 

Reality Rex Paks 

Offering different combinations of 

drum and percussion grooves, fills 

and variations, instrument riffs, con-

struction kits and other production 

elements, Rex Paks ($79) are 

designed to be easy to use and uni-

versally compatible. Initial releases 

are Vintage Soul Grooves, Hip Hop: 

Dirty South, Electronic: Drum n 

Bass, Sixties MTown Grooves, 

Vintage Rock Grooves, and Nashville 

Pop Grooves. www.sonicrealitv.com 

AudioSkin Cable Organizer 

The AudioSkin ($ 16.99, distributed 

by FMI Wholesale) collects loose 

cables and zippers them into one 

snake with a twist of the wrist. 

Great for both studio and stage, 

you can say goodbye to spaghetti 

cable messes. www.audioskin.net 

Crest Performance CPX 2.0 and 

CPX 3.0 Power Amps 

With power ratings up to 3,000 

watts, the Crest Performance 

CPX Series combines high-power 

ratings and MI-style value. CPX 

amps feature a variable crossover on 

each channel, plus variable low-pass 

filters and an amp function switch 

that selects high, low, or full-range 

operation. www.crestaudio.com  

All prices are manufacturers sug-

gested retail price. Toolbox material 

is provided courtesy of Harmony 

Central, Inc., and is used with the 

express written permission of the 

publisher 
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DRUMS UP 



RECORDING 
ACOUVIC ORUM5 
'You'll definitely want to save 
this for future reference ... 

If you're looking for a "one size fits all" solution to recording 
acoustic drums, forget it! When it comes to miking and E0ing 
drums or anything else, every recording engineer has different 
opinions and techniques. While that may seem chaotic, it's also 
liberating: Never be afraid to experiment in your quest for the 
ultimate sound, as there are no rules ... and if there actually 
are, maybe you'll discover some new ones. 

BUT FIRST, SOME PROBLEMS 

Recording acoustic drums defines the meaning of " give and 

take." A common technique is miking each drum, so all the 

mics will pick up leakage from each drum/cymbal but with a 

slight time delay. This delay can cause " comb filtering" (phase 

cancellation and addition), which alters the miked signal's tone. 

The less leakage the better, but it's impractical to baffle other 

drums and cymbals within the set. A work-around to cut down 

on leakage is to use fewer mics, and try to capture the set with 

a couple mics on the set itself, and maybe some room mics. 

Another problem is that the drum head tuning will likely 

change over a relatively short period of time, due to the con-

stant hitting of the drums as well as temperature changes with-

in the studio environment. Keep lighting and air conditioning 

consistent, as they're the main causes of temperature varia-

tions. Remember to check tom and snare tuning throughout 

the session. 

Also note miking the full set leads to lots of mics, booms, 

and cables running around your studio. This multiplies the 

chances of an accident, like the mic stand falling over and killing 

your oh-so-expensive vintage tube mic. We'll address this topic 

as well. 

ISOLATION AND AVOIDING REFLECTIONS 

Isolate the mics from the floor as much as possible so that they 

don't pick up any rumbling noises. If your studio was not built with 

a floating floor (a second foundation over the first supported by 

rubber and styrofoam, as used in most pro studios; see Figure 

1), a drum riser will help isolate the mics. Even if the studio has 

a floating floor, a drum riser may still be helpful. (When construct-

ing a drum riser, make sure that it is solid and includes some 

type of rubber on the bottom of all surfaces that rest on the 

floor. Cover the platform with rugged, indoor/outdoor carpet.) 

If the drums will be set up on the floor itself, a carpeted 

floor cuts down on reflections; a hardwood floor will allow 

sound waves to bounce back up into the drums, possibly causing 

phase cancellations. Consider a floor tom mounted in a stan-

dard vertical orientation: With a hardwood floor, when the player 

hits the drum the bottom head vibrates sympathetically. This 

directs a waveform toward the floor, which bounces back up 

by Jay Graydon 

and interacts with the vibrating bottom head to cancel or 

emphasize certain frequencies. 

To minimize this problem, angle the floor tom slightly by 

lowering the triangular height rod (the one nearest the drum-

mer) to taste; see Figure 2. This causes the waves to scatter 

somewhat. 

MIC CONSIDERATIONS 

If the drums will be hit medium to hard, you'll usually want to 

enable the mic's built-in attenuation (" pad") switch. This helps 

minimize the chance of distortion. 

Some condenser mics offer pattern choices. With an omni 

response, the mic hears everything — the front and back as 

well as on the sides. The figure 8 response allows the front and 

back of the diaphragm to be active but not the sides. Cardioid is 

directional on one side only, and is typically used for drums. 

Other patterns include " super cardioid" (very directional), which 

may be useful if you want to tighten up the sonic picture. 

Note that all of the following mic placement positions are 

my starting positions. When listening to the mics to dial in the 

sound, always move the mic around a bit to find the best sound. 

Regarding mics, there are so many, and the landscape has 

changed so much in the past few years with the advent of bud-

get mics, that we won't even attempt to recommend possible 

mics; I'll just mention a few personal favorites and deal in gen-

eralities. One strategy for getting pointers on mics is reading 

interviews with producers and engineers whose work you 

admire, as they will often mention which mics they use for 

specific applications. 

INITIAL MIC SETUP: ONE OVERHEAD MIC 

Once the drums are set up, start by using one mic only — 

preferably a large capsule, wide-range condenser mic. 

Otherwise, use your best-sounding dynamic or ribbon mic. 

With the mic placed on a boom stand, position the mic 

about two feet above the drummer's head, and point it straight 

down at the bass drum pedal's inner edge. But positioning the 

mic is not enough: It has to be stable. Most mic stand bases 

can tip easily; if a mic hits the floor, it may be permanently 

damaged. The bigger the mic stand base, the better. 

Anchor the mic stand with sand bags or any stable, heavy 

object that will not slip or rattle (three sand bags in a triangular 

position works for me). The best weights have a handle in the 

middle for carrying. 

Now that the stand is solid, while positioning the mic, wrap 

the mic cable around the boom stand arm a few times and leave 

a little slack at the back of the mic so the cord doesn't pull at 

the mic and change its position. To keep the cord from moving, 

tie the cord to the stand using removable cable ties (available at 

most electronic supply stores). Put a few cable ties on the 

boom and a few on the main mic stand, all the way down 

to the base. 

Avoid permanent cable ties, or you will have to cut the 
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Fig. 1: Floating floor construction. Note how the spacers (" U-Boats" 
by Auralex) are placed to isolate the floor support boards from the " real" 
floor. ( Photo by Jeff D. Szymanski) 

cable tie and throw it away when putting away the mic and 

stand. Velcro cable wraps, available from most pro and con-

sumer recording supply companies, are costly but are also the 

best choice as they are easy to 

set up and remove. In a pinch, 

you can use something like 

Scotch tape. 

Even though we've secut eu 

the mic stand and cable, some-

one could still trip over the mic 

cable and knock over the mic. 

But there is a solution. 

With wood floors, use duct 

tape to tape down the mic cable 

on the floor, from the mic stand base to the mic panel or record-

ing console. There should be a very little mic cable slack at the 

mic stand base. 

If you are low on duct tape, cross the cable in one foot 

strips about every two or three feet. Artist tape or any thin tape 

will not do the job. Keep the tape down tight, with no slack 

between the tape strips. In areas where there will be foot traf-

fic, cover the cable totally with duct tape. 

With carpeted floors, avoid duct tape (which leaves glue 

residue) and put something like throw rugs over the cable. 

Bathroom rugs will work in a pinch. Get some carpet remnants, 

and cut them up to suit your needs. If you use carpet on a wood 

floor, make sure it won't move (i.e., has a rubber underside) if 

someone walks across it. 

Now that the mic stand and cable are secure, and the cable 

is taped down, plug the mic cable output into the appropriate 

mixer or audio interface channel. As there typically will be some 

cable slack at this end, " cable tie" after plugging in, then tape 

this down if someone could trip over the mic cable. 

GENERAL TWEAKING WITH EG 

When you're satisfied with the Inc position, experiment with 

the EQ. For more " bottom end" with the bass drum, toms, and 

snare, try boosting the low frequencies (e.g., +2dB at 100Hz). 

Experiment with other frequencies (from 50 to 150Hz or so) to 

discover the best area for your particular mic setup. Typically, 

50Hz will not do much with distant miking, but 150Hz may be 

better than 100Hz in this situation. 

Careful, though — your ears 

can get used to the extra high 

frequencies, which means 

you'll want to add more, but 

your ears get used to that, so 

you add more. . . . 

Experiment with the midrange EQ. 2kHz through 4kHz will 

make the snare " bite," and the toms will have more of an attack 

esound. However, the Cymbals may start to sound painful with this 

added EQ. AS mentioned, recording drums involves tradeoffs. 

For the high frequencies, Start with a very slight shelving 

boost at 10kHz. You'll notice an added sheen; the cymbals will 

get louder, and all drums will sound brighter and more open. 

Careful, though — your ears can get used to the extra high fre-

quencies, which means you'll want to add more, but your ears 

get used to that, so you add more ... a little high frequency 

boost goes a long way. 

A typical setting ( Figure 3) for one drum overhead mic would 

De adding at least a few dB in the low end ( 100 to 1501-1z) and a 

few dB at 10 to 12kHz. 

KICK DRUM MIC/PLACEMENT 

A dynamic mic, which can handle loud sound pressure levels, is 

the typical choice. The Sennheiser 421 is popular, but try all the 

dynamic mics at your disposal. Some people use the Neumann 

47 FET (condenser) mic. If you use any condenser mic, it is cru-

cial to realize that the sound 

pressure may hurt the fragile con-

denser diaphragm. The rule of 

thumb regarding condenser mics 

is " use it only if you can put 

your ear in front of the sound 

source you will be miking without 

hurting your hearing." Because 

the kick drum sound pressure and 

transient is strong, I highly rec-

ommend a dynamic mic. 

If the mic you choose has a bass rolloff switch (bass attenua-

tion), don't use it! The rolloff (low end filter) might have choices 

like " music" and " voice" or " M" for music and " V" for voice. 

There may be more than these two options, like Voice 1&2. The 

voice mode is surely a low frequency rolloff, so use the lowest 

number music mode. When dialing in the sound, experiment 

with any switches to make sure that you are getting the mic's 

full frequency range. 

Fig. 2: With the tom set up vertically, sound waves hit the floor and 
bounce back into the bottom head. Angling a tom slightly causes 
sound waves to scatter, and diffuses them. 
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Intelligent I/O - Integrated F/X 

Not Just Another Audio Interface 
Konnekt 24D is a groundbreaking audio interface that integrates TC's world famous effects in a state-of-the art design. Developed for recording 
and performing musicians seeking the highest possible sound quality, Konnekt 24D ensures that your analog recordings make it to the hard disk 
in perfect shape. 

konnekt 24D 

• 

FABRIK R FABRIK C ASSIMILATOR 

KONNEKT 

Expected features 

• 14/14 I/O: 2 mic/inst/line, 2 line inputs and 

4 line outputs, 8 ADAT and 2 S/PDIF (optical 
and coaxial) 

• Full feature stand alone mode 

• Link up to 4 units to get more inputs, outputs 
and effects channels 

• DICEII digital interface chip with JETT"' Jitter 
Elimination Technology 

• FireWire bus powered 

• Low latency drivers: WDM,ASIO and CoreAudio 

• 24-bit/192kHz sampling rate 

• Sample accurate MIDI 

• Bundled with Cubase LE 

t,-c• elOr9114 

Unexpected features 

• Built-in real-time DSP effects; Fabrik R reverb 
and Fabrik C channel strip based on MINTTm 

• IMPACT' m mic preamps 

• True Hi-Z guitar inputs 

• Front panel light ring control of internal mixer 
parameters 

• Intuitive control panel with automatic input 
detection 

• Analog volume control for perfect integration 
with powered speakers 

• Dual headphone outputs, one with auto 
speaker muting 

• Assimilator Konnekt native fingerprint EQ 
included 

▪ 3 DSP programs for total recall of internal 
routing, mixer and effects settings 

• TC NEARTM 1394 Fire Wire based network for 
full feature direct monitoring— even between 

units 

•   

I, 1,0% / 000 elr 

konnekt 8 

TC ELECTRONIC A/S DENMARK • e + 45 8742 7000 
TC ELECTRONIC INC USA • r (818) 665 4900 • MAIL: INFO@TCELECTRONIC.COM 

WWW.TCELECTRONIC.COM 
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Fig. 3: This EQ shows a +2.1dB boost at 115Hz, and a +2.1dB boost at 
10.5kHz.There's also a slight boost at 3.7kHz, and a very slight dip at 
410Hz to reduce a bit of room " mud." 

Kick options fall into three categories: 

• If there's no front kick drum head, position the mic inside the 

bass drum about a foot back from the point where the beater 

hits. Now move left half way to the side, and angle at 45% 

towards the left rim. 

• If the kick has two heads, with a hole for miking, place the 

mic about one foot in and angle slightly toward the left rim. 

• If the kick has two heads and no hole for miking, place the 

mic about 6' back from the center, and slightly to the left. 

All starting positions are just that. Finding the best mic posi-

tion involves finding the best compromise between getting as 

much " natural bottom end" as possible without losing too much 

of the " point" (beater attack). Some like a boxy or boomy sound 

with or without " point." For less point, move the mic farther 

away from the beater, meaning near the side of the shell and 

pointing away from the beater. 

taut also note that in these days of unlimited tracks, it's very 

common to place more than one mic on the kick, and you'll 

usually find a hole in the front head where you can stick a mic. 

Steve Sykes (a brilliant engineer) uses a dynamic mic inside the 

kick basically pointing at the beater. He also uses a Neumann 

047 FET on the outside head a few inches back, and a Yamaha 

NS 10 woofer speaker as a mic! This adds the real lows (around 

the 60H2 range) in this era of home and car playback systems 

with extended low frequency response. Ho positions the 

woofer to taste on the outside head in which the low frequen-

cies are thick — simply move around until you hear the most 

natural low frequencies. 

When using multiple mics, though, slip the track for any mic 

set at some distance from the head so that its phase lines up 

with the dynamic mie inside the kick. This is important to main-

tain the fullest possible sound. 

After experimenting with the kick drum mic placement, 

when you feel that it sounds good, reset the levels ( if needed) 

and EQ to taste. Try adding around 60-100Hz to bring up the 

bottom end. If the sound is kind of " boxy," try cutting the EQ 

response a bit at around 300-500Hz. To add more point, add a 

boost at 5kHz or so. 

The kick drum may have a pillow resting up against the inside 

bass drum head. Typically, the pillow rests equally between the 

bottom of the bass drum and the inside head. This stops the bass 

drum from ringing ( reverberating) like a tom. The amount of pres-

sure of the pillow against the head defines the sound's " dwell." 

During the '70s pop music era, the pillow was packed against the 

head but these days, there are no rules — the kick sound can go 

from a totally dead sound to wide open, with no pillow or 

padding. When using padding, anchor the pillow down with a 

sand bag or a non-reflecting heavy object so it doesn't move. 

Drum tuning is crucial. If using padding, pull back the 

padding and ask the drummer to get the tuning "even" and as 

low as possible without making the head too loose for the beater. 

This is a touchy area. The drummer needs to be comfortable 

with the feel of the beater hitting the head. The experienced 

drummer should know the sweet spot for the tuning. The room 

sound may help dictate the best tuning if you don't use a pillow. 

If the kick drum has one head, after getting the kick drum 

sound to taste acoustically, put a packing blanket or any thick 

TYPICAL DRUM RECORDING ROOMS 
There are three main categories of studio recording rooms. 

THE DEAD ROOM: This has major padding on the walls and ceiling, with a carpet floor. There are very few " live surfaces," so this type of room 

does not generate natural reverberations as the surfaces absorb the sound. The 1970s pop and R&B ( rhythm and blues) era favored this type of drum sound. 

SEMI OPEN-SOUNDING ROOM: This has some reflective surfaces, such as wood wall panels and a hard wood floor, with a few " soft spots" 

like a carpet border around the hardwood floor or padding on a few walls. The ceiling may have wood reflectors, or a few boxes filled with environ-

mentally- safe fiberglass material may hang from the ceiling to stop any ringing caused by the ceiling. If you can only have one big room in your studio, 

this is the best option. You can change it into a dead room by adding foam, packing blankets, or commercial frequency absorbers. For any music other 

than hard rock, this room style is a happy medium. 

OPEN-SOUNDING ROOM: This type of room is usually quite large and is the key to a big, exploding drum sound. The surfaces are typically 

cement and plaster; non- reflective surfaces are rare. When recording drums in an open-sounding room, you'll generally use room mics ( mics distant 

from the sound source), so it is hest to put only the drums in this room and all other instrument amps in other rooms for isolation 
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blanket over the bass drum's outer shell. This helps isolation. 

Tape the blanket on the drum near the center of the shell with 

duct tape or any strong tape, and let it hang on the floor over 

the outside of the kick. If you're not using a pillow, and will be 

using room mics, you may not want to use the packing blanket. 

SNARE DRUM MIC/PLACEMENT 

Typically, a dynamic mic ( like the "old standby" Shure SM 57) 

does the job. There are many options to explore, as most 

dynamics will sound anywhere from usable to great on a snare. 

Condensers are used sometimes, but watch out regarding mic 

placement. If the drummer accidentally hits an SM 57, this is a 

drag but the replacement cost is cheap in comparison. 

My favorite condenser for snare is the Sony 37A tube con-

denser mic. Yes, this breaks the rule regarding sound levels with 

condenser diaphragms; but if this mic sounds best after trying 

many mics, I cross my fingers and hope it survives the session. 

You'll need a mic " boom stand" for the snare. As with all mic 

stands for the drum mics, a big base or triangular base (three 

legs) is best. Position the mic 

stand between the hi-hat and 

kick drum, with the boom 

extended to the nearest edge of 

the snare rim. Now move the 

boom in order to position the mic 

about 2' over the rim edge, and 

move in about 2 in toward the 

center of the snare head. Adjust 

the mic capsule to point at a 45° 

angle toward the drum head (Figure 4). 

Ask the drummer if the mic is in the way, i.e., it would be 

possible to hit the mic when playing. If so, back it up until the 

drummer feels the mic is out of the way. 

Moving the mic closer to the drum head picks up more low 

end. The '80s-era mic placement was around 1' away from the 

head to get the " proximity effect." Around 3' is typical these 

days but as always, move and experiment. If the mic has a bass 

rolloff, don't use it — you can always trim the bottom later with 

the console EQ. 

Some people mic the snare on top with something like an 

SM 57 and use another mic (typically a dynamic or small cap-

sule condenser) on the bottom to pick up more of the " snare 

rattle." Start by pointing the bottom mic up to the center of the 

snare drum bottom head, about 4' under. If the mic is a con-

denser with pattern selection, use super cardioid or cardioid. 

This is a good place for a short mic stand, as fitting a boom 

stand in the area of the other stands will be tight. Small stands 

usually have a small base, so secure it with sand bags and 

maybe duct tape too. A gooseneck stand adapter may work — 

but the gooseneck will move easily if the mic cable pulls on it. 

When using a top and bottom mic, note that when two mics 

face each other so the top mic diaphragm sees the air moving 

away when the snare is hit, while the bottom mic sees the air 

coming toward the diaphragm. This causes phase cancellation. 

The fix is to reverse the phase on one of the mics. In this case, 

reverse the top mic. (Note that you should also reverse the 

phase of all mics on drums that are miked from the top of the 

sound source — the only mic that sees correct phase is the 

kick — air moving towards the diaphragm at initial attack.) 

The only mic that 

sees correct phase is the 

kick — air moving 

towards the diaphragm at 

initial attack. 

HI-HAT MIC/PLACEMENT 

Many condensers will work. Small diaphragm condenser mics 

are the usual choice. The AKG 451 or 452 are both fairly com-

mon. If the mic has a low end rolloff filter, you may want to use 

it as you do not want bottom end (low frequencies) from the hi-

hat mic. If you will use something other than a condenser mic, 

use a mic that sounds " small," " tight," and bright. 

Set the mic boom stand so the mic is directly above the 

shaft of the high pedal, then back away from the drummer half 

way to the outer edge of the hats. The mic should point straight 

down and about a foot above ( Figure 5). As always, you will 

want to move this mic around while dialing in the sound. 

TOM MICS/PLACEMENT 

This is an area where dynamics and condensers are used about 

equally. With dynamic mics, use ones with a fair amount of low 

end response. The Sennheiser 421 is a good choice but watch 

out where you place it, as the mic is large and may get hit by a 

drum stick or wobbling cymbal. SM 57s are a possibility, as are 

many others. I like small capsule 

condensers (AKG 391 or 451/452) 

on rack toms, and large diaphragm 

condensers (AKG 414 EB) on the 

floor tom(s) for a smooth, big 

response. For the high and mid 

toms, it's best to use the same 

model mic. 

Set the boom stand for the 

high tom on the floor in front of 

the kick drum/tom; position the mic about 2' above the tom, and 

about 1' in from the rim away from the drummer. Same for the 

mid torn. Position the floor tom mic stand on the floor and set 

in the same manner. One reason for setting the mics fairly close 

is that the " proximity effect," which accentuates the low end, 

will be a good friend if you want a full, deep tom sound. 

Fig. 4: Typical setup when miking the top and bottom of a snare drum. 
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If the drummer has the cymbals positioned low and close to 

the toms, grab each cymbal and move it on its axis to see if it 

will hit the mic or stand. If there's no way to avoid the cymbal 

hitting the tom mic stand or mic, as a last resort you now have 

to ask something drummers usually don't like to hear: " Please 

move the cymbals up a taste." An experienced player will adapt 

if necessary. 

CYMBAL (OVERHEADS) MICS/PLACEMENT 

Condenser rrocs dre the norm. I like AGK 414s, but most any 

good condenser pair will do the trick. Neuman, Telefunken, and 

AKG are typical brands of this era as well as past eras. Avoid 

mics with a built-in 2kHz bump (build up) like the SM 57; this is 

one application where this mic is not recommended. If you 

must use the SM 57, when " dialing in the sound," use the EQ to 

roll out a few dB at 2kHz or so. 

When positioning the two overhead mics, be very careful 

that they don't fall down as the booms will generally be 

extended to full length. Secure the mic stands as soon as 

you've set the position. 

As mentioned previously, I look at drums from the audience 

perspective (floor tom at the left, hi- hat on the right). In this 

case, position the left overhead boom mic between the center 

of the ride and crash cymbal about 2-3 feet above. Start by 

pointing the mic straight down. 

Position the right overhead over the crash on the right side, 

with the same basic placement. If there's more than one crash 

on this side, go between the cymbals as on the opposite side. 

Position the mic stand on the floor near the hi-hat mic stand. 

If the drummer hits the crash cymbals hard, and they're fairly 

loose on the cymbal stand, they will wobble and you will hear 

this wobble in the mics. A little wobble sounds natural, but 

extreme wobble will sound like the cymbal is almost canceling 

out during the travel when the cymbal edges get near 90° away 

from the mic. A possible fix is to angle the mics at about 45° in 

Fig. 5: Miking a hi- hat. 

towards the center of the cymbals, but this may not totally fix 

the problem and is not a good position for the overheads in gen-

eral. The best fix is to ask the drummer to tighten the cymbal 

nut to cut down on the wobble. 

If the drummer uses more than four cymbals, and if the 

ride cymbal is used instead of the hi-hat as the constant time 

keeper, you might need to add another mic for the ride cymbal 

if it's not loud enough in the overhead mic compared to the 

crash cymbals. Again, a small diaphragm condenser works 

well. 

Position the mic above the center of the ride cymbal, looking 

straight down and about a foot above. Move in half way 

between the center and the inner edge of the ride if you want 

more " ping" (drum stick sound). 

Which is the main overhead mic? Typically the one with the 

ride cymbal, so let's say left overhead. Take a piece of string 

(or a mic cable, whatever) and hold it against the center of 

the main overhead mic diaphragm. Put the other end of the 

string in the center of the snare head. Now that you know 

the distance of the left overhead in relation to the center of 

the snare head, use that same measurement for the right 

overhead mic, meaning move the right overhead mic 

up/down, or slightly change where the cymbal is miked, to 

achieve the exact same length to the center of the snare head. 

This will minimize snare comb filtering/phase cancellation in 

the overhead mics. 

ROOM MICS/PLACEMENT 

This area is tricky. Room frequency " build-ups" and " suck outs" 

have a major influence. Condensers are the typical choice but 

each room sounds different, so try every mic that's left over. It's 

a good idea to use two of the same model with the overheads. 

You might think an omni pickup pattern would work 

well, meaning the condenser mics would hear behind as 

well as the sides. Maybe, but I use cardioid most of the 

time. Start by placing the mics about 15 feet in front of 

the drums, about four feet above the floor. Spread apart 

the mics around eight feet or more, using the bass drum 

as center. 

This is what works for me in my studio, but every studio will 

have " sweet spots" so experiment! Even a " semi-dead room" 

might like room mics. 

It is possible to use more room mics, especially if the room 

is big with high ceilings. If this is the case, for high distant mik-

ing, try the Neumann M50 (nickel capsule is best) which is 

designed to be a room mic. This mic sounds bright even when 

distant from the sound source. It's a hard mic to find, hut it's 

great for this application. 

Jay Graydon is a Los Angeles-based songwriter, recording artist, 

guitarist, producer, arranger, engineer, and more, with two 

Grammy awards and 12 top five Grammy finalist nominations, 

including the prestigious title "Producer of the Year" and others 

such as "Record Engineer of the Year." Some of Jay's greatest 

hits include the Grammy-winning " Turn Your Love Around" with 

George Benson, many songs co-written with David Foster (e.g., 

the Grammy-winning "After The Love Has Gone" — a huge #1 

hit with Earth, Wind 8i Fire), and several hits with Al Jarreau, 

DeBarge, and Manhattan Transfer, to name a few. 
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by Dr. Walker 
MAO BE -  
Give your beats an extreme — and we do mean 
extreme — makeover 

Beats are the most important element in dance music: Without 

that foundation, nothing else works. With a massively fat and 

funky beat, you already have your ticket to a rocking club track or 

hip-hop masterpiece or — if you're performing live — a direct 

connection to the hearts and hips of your audience. 

While it's easy enough to load a loop or punch up a preset, all 

that will give you is a beat. But what you want, and what your 

fans want, is a mad beat! Something interesting, extreme, novel, 

and capable of making even the dead want to get up and dance. 

So ... here we go. 

CREATING MAD BEATZ 

My favorite tools for dropping beats are hardware machines. I 

love knobs, pads, and buttons that I can really play. Of course, 

this is important for live use, as your audience will have more 

action to watch than just a guy moving a mouse and staring at a 

laptop's TFT screen. But in the studio, think performance as well. 

If you want to capture something special in the studio, don't try 

to perfect a part over and over and over until all its life is sucked 

out. Improvise and perform, and always be in record mode. When 

you're really grooving with the music and performing, you'll get 

some fantastically mad takes. And when you play with others, 

jam with them — don't act like you're overdubbing. 

The step sequencers in machines like the Roland TR-909, 

TR-808, Korg Electribe MX, Electribe SX ( Figure 1), Jomox 

xbase09, xbase999, and many others make it really easy to 

program the machines on-the-fly, which is always more fun 

than just playing back pre-programmed patterns. With live pro-

gramming, every performance will be different, which will not 

only be exciting for your audience, but for you as well! And if 

you're excited, that will show in the music. 

With sampling drum machines like the Akai MPC, E-mu 

Fig. 1 Korg's Electribe SX-1 is a popular sampling drum machine. 

SP1200, and Korg Electribe SX, you aren't limited to just drum 

samples. You can load entire loops, or crazy sounds like white 

noise, radio waves from a short wave radio, little parts of record 

hiss/scratches, or chopped up guitar noises to make the beats 

more alive. Of course, you can use this technique with software 

drum machines (like Reason, Project5, etc.) too. 

My favorite gear combination is the Jomox xbase for kicking 

bass drums and aggressive hi-hats, Electribe SX for fun noises 

and distortion/lofi effects, and the Akai MPC for atmospheres and 

drum loops. This setup is enough to perform live for hours; in the 

studio, you'll get plenty of raw materials and live, you'll have your 

audience dancing to the beats and screaming in the breaks. 

By the way if you use mostly hardware live, it's a temptation 

to just bring that into the studio for recording and let it go at that. 

But don't overlook all the software tools you can use in the stu-

dio. For example, the great thing with software drum machines is 

that you can easily morph your own drum sounds out of a couple 

of existing samples, and create entirely new sounds in seconds. 

Also you don't have to mess with cables and rewiring between 

takes or songs, and some software effects are more sophisticated 

than what you can find in hardware. You may even be able to 

trigger them from your hardware so you get everything you want. 

MULTIPLE OUTPUTS 

One major key to mad beats is don't be lazy and just pull a 

stereo output from your drum machine or audio interface. Use all 

the outputs! First, you can feed them into a mixer and " rock the 

mixing board" like a musical instrument. Push the levels, add 

dynamics, solo, mute — all of these make the sound come alive. 

Remember, samples tend to be pretty " flat" in terms of dynam-

ics; it's up to you to add the color and interest. 

The other cool thing about multiple outputs, whether hard-

ware or software, is processing. You can add colors and textures 

to percussion and other sounds while keeping a rock solid beat 

driving the track. If you have a hands-on MIDI controller for alter-

ing the effects processors in real time, that's even better. 

THE PROCESSING PARADE 

Effect processors are a big part of making mad beats. It's big fun 

to destroy beats on the run and reconstruct them at a later time. 

You can distort them, fatten them up with EQs and compressors, 

tweak them with wahwah effects, lower the bit rate with a bit 

reducer, use flangers and phasers, make them more " dub-like" 

with delays, and more. 

Here are some cool toys which can be useful to create mad-

der beats. 

Equalizers: Okay, you know how to use an EQ, so I'll give 

two cautions: Don't push too much bass in your beats, and keep 

the highs under control. Bass takes up a lot of bandwidth in a 

master recording, and live, there are limits to what a sound system 
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Fig. 2: Reason's Scream 4 module is called a " sound destruction unit," 
which it is. It even has a preset for drums called " LoopSlammer." 

can handle. As to highs, with digital recordings it's hard to get a 

"sweet" sound with lots of highs, and live, you don't want to hurt 

your audience's ears. 

Distortion: My favorite tools to distort beats are the Electro-

Harmonix Big Muff and the Craig Anderton OuadraFuzz. But there 

are a huge range of distortion pedals and plug-ins; Reason's 

Scream module (Figure 2) has lots of distortion options. While 

recording, try the whole range from soft distortion on beats that 

make the sounds warmer to heavy distortion for nasty rocking 

underground sounds. Also try distorting individual sounds, like 

snare, congas, rides, and claps to make those sounds more 

aggressive, but leave the kick and hi-hats undistorted to keep 

the drive. You also can also distort your drum sounds in the mix-

ing board by overloading the preamp; it gives yet another type of 

distortion. 

Bit Reducer: Nothing sounds more hardcore on a beat than a 

bit reducer, which simulates what a beat sounds like in lower 

Fig. 3: Project5's "Aliasfactor" plug-in can change sampling rates and 
bit depth, but also throws in a filter too so you can mess up the fre-
quency response. 

resolution, like 8 or 4 bits, and can often reduce sample rates as 

well ( Figure 3). It's a must for all Commodore-64/Atari/Gameboy-

music junkies like me. On our last few records we used the 

Alesis Bitrman and the Electribe SX bit reduction effect, but there 

are also lots of bit reducer plug-ins, including some freeware. 

Compressors: They can make your beats louder, but they also 

can destroy your rhythm very easily. Be careful when using com-

pressors! Most studios and clubs have excellent compressors, so 

a lot of times it's best to retain the drum's natural dynamics, and 

add compression later if needed. 

Flangers/Phasers: These are fun to hear on a drumbeat, but 

use them sparingly. The effect easily gets anoying; processing a 

kick drum will " steal" its energy. Flangers/phasers are perfect for 
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Fig. 4: Guitar Rig 2's Loop Machine is the software equivalent of prod-
ucts like the DigiTech JamMan, Boss RC-50, etc. 

little breaks in the flow or on single instruments like ride, crash, 

or claps. 

Auto Wah: This is a great effect for breaks, but gets old on a 

whole track. 

Looper: If you use your mixing board for beat arrangements 

and breaks, sample some of your beat arrangements live into a 

looper to bring back in later. In addition to DJ loop players that 

autosync to the beat (beat detection), there are also more expen-

sive, musician-oriented devices like the Lexicon/DigiTech 

JamMan, Electro-Harmonix 2880, and the 
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Delays: These are essential for beat 

design, as they make the rhythms deeper 

and more dub-like. Try bpm delays on the 

whole beat (for breaks) or on single instru-

ments like snare drums, congas, rimshots, 

and so on. But bpm delays aren't the only 

ones worth trying: Non-synced delays can 

add polyrhythmic effects, and complex 

delays like Native Instrument's Spectral 

Delay are very cool. Other favorite " dub" 

delays are the famous Electro-Harmonix 

MemoryMan and their 16 Second Delay, 

the Roland RE-201 or 301 tape delays, and 

IC Electronics' multi-tap delay. Of course, 

you can combine all these effects for more 

complex beats and sounds. And don't over-

look guitar processing software, like Native 

Instruments' Guitar Rig 2, for complex pro-
co,”ing of rhylhms. 

IT'S UP TO YOU 

. peen said before • " Machines don't kill 

music, people do." Beats can be the most 

boring, dumb things in the world and make 

you wish drum machines had never been 

invented — or they can be totally cool and 

exciting if you throw your personality into 

them. Saying " drum machines suck" is like 

saying " paint sucks." Well of course paint 

sucks, you have to get a brush, squeeze the 

paint out of the tube, and put it on a canvas 

before it gets interesting. Drum machineS 

provide only the raw material, you have to 

provide the rest. Experiment with your own 

sounds, be true to your own style and 

heart, and use the best combination of 

hardware, software, and whatever else you 

can to build your own Mad Beatz! 

Dr. Walker (Heraklion, Crete, Greece) 

has worked as a beat programmer, pro-

ducer, studio musician, and remixer 

on more than 700 dance music produc-

tions, and has performed more than 

1,000 live performances all over the 

world. For more info, surf on over to 

wwvv.dr-walker.com and 

www.myspace.com/dr_walker. 
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by Will Romano 

DOING DRUMS 
From fusion-heads to the metal maniacs; prog rockers to pop 
stars, EQ catches up with some of the most exciting drum-
mers of the past 30 years — and the people who help shape 
their sound — to delve into the underlying philosophies behind 
why, and how, they record drums the way they do. 

KEEPING IT REAL 

Donning dark shades and flashing a million-dollar smile, Taylor 

Hawkins struts into the New York offices of Red Distribution like 

a star. The drummer for the multi-platinum band Foo Fighters is 

rock-star royalty but his recent solo debut, recorded with his 

band the Coattail Riders, is a garage band tour de force. "When 

you are making a Foo Fighters record you know it's going to be 

on the radio," Hawkins tells EQ. " Everything is ' bigger.— 

From classic Genesis/Latin-influenced ride cymbal patterns, 

layered percussion, to cowpunk country backbeats and bubbling, 

close-miked toms, Hawkins' performance might shock Foo fans. 

"You can hear everything," says Drew Hester, co-producer and 

engineer. " It is a very organic, warts-and-all record." 

The lo-fi recording allows us to hear Hawkins' raw ability. 

"The drums were literally set up in my garage," Hester says, 

who explains that most of the songs were completed in a day 

(with eight drum inputs via Digi 002). "We didn't do this 

record in a big studio with a lot of gear," adds Hawkins. " It 

didn't even feel as though we were even making a record. It 

was just [ like] demoing." 

Hawkins tackled one song at a time — which is not the way 

he is used to recording with the Foo Fighters, but he didn't 

care. "Otherwise you lose perspective," says Hawkins. " You go 

in the studio for two weeks to work on getting the perfect drum 

tracks, then we're on to the guitars. The process gets too long." 

"If you get one of the top mixers to do your record, they'll 

get it done, but the drums will be completely artificial," says 

Taylor Hawkins. " It's like, 'Why do you actually spend time get-

ting drum sounds the way you want them if they are just going 

to get sampled and compressed?" 

PERSONALITIES SHINING 

Message to engineers. Don't bury a drummer's identity. 

Drummer Mike Wengren, of the band Disturbed, wanted to 

retain the primal, dry, thunderous tone of the band's debut for 

the band's latest record Ten Thousand Fists. "We experimented 

with the birch shells in the beginning, but we just kind of gravi-

tated back to my 6-ply maple Pearl Master Custom drums," 

Wengren says. " I hit hard and that thickness has become part of 

my sound." 

John Novello, keyboardist and B3 organ player for instrumen-

tal fusionoid band Niacin, captured drummer Dennis Chambers 

in Novello's converted triple-car garage studio (2133). " Dennis 

wanted the drums to sound the way he hears them when he 

plays," says Novello. "We retained the ' crashy, bangy' natural 

sound of his drums through close miking." 

"People always say to me, 'I love your snare sound. How did 

you get it?" says Bill Bruford (Yes, King Crimson, Genesis). 

"What is heard on a record, especially a live one, has almost 

everything to do with what the musicians actually played, and 

almost nothing to do with pushing faders up and down and 

altering balances artificially." Robert Frazza recorded Bruford's 

"mini" big band — the Earthworks Underground Orchestra live 

in New York. " I did not close mic any of the drums," says Frazza. 

"I put a little air in between the drums and mic, which retained 

the 'woodiness' of the kit." 

"My general feeling about drum kits, particularly when you 

are recording a drummer who does not have a ' production' 

drum sound, is to simply capture what they are doing," says 

Paul Northfield, who engineered and mixed Neil Peart's 

instructional DVD: Anatomy of a Drum Solo. "The starting 

point is always how Neil sounds when he plays," says tech 

Lorne Wheaton. " That tonal ring is part of Neil's character on 

the drums." 

OPEN MIND, OPEN SOUND 

Carl Palmer, former Emerson, Lake, and Palmer drummer and now 

with the Carl Palmer Band, comments on his two new live records, 

Working Live — Volume 1 & 2, produced in collaboration with 

engineer Paul Kennedy. " By using Paiste metal alloy drums, 

because of the ' liveness' of the metal shell, the drums had 

extra zing" (Palmer was using 57s on the toms, an AKG D12 in 

the kick.) " 1 have some of my drums flat so I can hit rimshots," 

Palmer says. " lam a kind of balls-to-the-wall prog drummer. I 

am very un-English when it comes to that. So, we kept the 

tuning as I liked it, and where the drum would ring we would 

just gate it." 

UNEARTHING MIC SETUPS 

Terry Date, known for his work with Pantera, Prong, and many 

others, offers a view into mic techniques for the latest Unearth 

offering, which has a notably " boomy" drum tone. "The kick mic 

was inside the drum, just off-center from the beater, about 4' 

inside the front head. The snare mic was just a Shure 57, about an 

inch off the rim, with the back of the mic pointed at the hat for as 

much isolation as possible. There was no bottom miking; toms 

were ATM 125s placed, once again, to maximize isolation from 

the cymbals. It was a km84 on the hi-hat, 451s on the overheads, 
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four 87s spread around the room, and a couple of trash mics, has rarely sounded so coherent and soulful. 

heavily compressed, for the kit. We also used a Yamaha NS10 Nance set up in Compass' Studio A live drum area — the 

woofer in front of the kick to give it a little more sub." same room that brought us the incredible drum sounds of " Back 

In Black," "Addicted to Love," and " Start Me Up." The double 

BUILDING THE PERFECT BEA(S)T percussion effect is heard (and felt) on Bob Dylan's " Solid 

While recording the 10110w-up to the rnuiti-platinum Pyromania, Rock," " Second Skin," "When the Clowns Come Home," and 

Def Leppard was served a near-fatal blow when drummer Rick "From the Cradle." 

Allen lost his left arm in a car accident. Thanks to the vision of Manning's unconventional recording approach contributed to 

then-Leppard producer Mutt Lange, the concept of mapping out the drums' booming sound. " I set up Todd's kit in the Rec Room 

songs with drum programming and used a long snake to extend 

became essential to the record- The very distant room mic the mic input cables and head-

ing process for Pyro's succes- phones," says Manning. " Mics 

sor, 1987's Hysteria. For the was two rooms away, and were placed in a different way 

recording of the band's new from the main tracking room to 

record, Yeah!, producer/engineer the entire sound wave conform to the space and sound 

Ronan McHugh and drummer journey was along con- of the Rec Room. I also put a 
Allen followed Lange's philoso- mic about 35 feet away, down 

phy and mapped out songs with crete hallways. one hallway, and up another, and 

the help of BFD — the digital made sure that the building was 

sound library of acoustic drum set samples, quiet when tracking. The very distant room mic was two rooms 

McHugh recorded Allen semi-live onstage to achieve the cor- away, and the entire sound wave journey was along concrete 

rect tempo for each of the tracks. Once in the studio, McHugh hallways. The hallway mic was absolutely crushed with the 

would continue to chase snare and floor tom samples (which Lucas compressors." " Terry gave it that John Bonham reverb 

were eventually stored in Allen's Akai sampler for use in Allen's effect," Ortiz says. 

studio performances), as the drummer recorded in waves: the The basic mic configuration for Nance's drums was as fol-

drums in one pass, the cymbals in another. " The only thing with lows: an AKG D-112 (through API 512c preamp) for the kick 

that approach is you really have to nail both aspects, otherwise drum; an AKG C12VR and a modified vintage Shure 545 (with 

it would sound like two people playing," says Allen. the internal transformer removed) for Nance's snares; a C12 

SECOND SKINS 

"Second Skin," the opening track of Widespread Panic's latest 

CD, Earth to America, engulfs with its backbeat. Recorded at 

Compass Point Studios in Nassau, Bahamas, by producer Terry 

Manning IZZ Top, Led Zeppelin, Shakira), Earth To America 

marks the 20th anniversary of the band, and first time Panic 

has recorded outside of John Keane Studios in Athens, GA. 

With seamless rhythms of percussionist Domingo " Sunny" 

Ortiz, drummer Todd Nance, and bassist Dave Schools, Panic 

Recording Peart's closed-head kick was achieved via an adjustable mike-
mounting device. " With a double-headed drum you'll want to get 
three inches from a head," comments engineer Paul Northfield. "The 
drum has enough natural tesonance that you Il want a bit of closeness. 

about a foot away from the snare; an AKG 451 on the hi- hat; a 

Rede NT-6 using gooseneck attachments on the toms; two NT-

2000s as overheads placed in an X-Y configuration (at a 90° 

angle) and centered on the snare; and an MXL V6 room mic 

placed on the 14-foot ceiling. 

Ortiz, for most of the record, was isolated from the band in 

the Rec Room at Compass. " I couldn't see anybody. It was a lit-

tle strange," Ortiz says. " The mic [we used] was a Rode NT-4 

stereo mic, placed back about two to three feet away, centered 

on his conga setup midpoint," says Manning. 

Recording Neil Pearl's expansive kit was a balancing act between the 
practical, technical, and aesthetic. " We didn't want to be tied up with 
cables and mic stands, so we used a lot of clip-on Shure mikes," says 
engineer Paul Northfield. 
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EXPREVDIVE 
DRUM LOOK, 
by Craig Anderton 

Drum loops: Boring. Repetitive. Yawn. 

Or at least, that's the cliché. But there are lots of ways to make 

drum loops expressive, interesting, and anything but a yawner. 

A TOUCH OF REALITY 

One technique is to use drum loops without cymbals. Then mic 

some cymbals, set up to do an overdub, and play the cymbal part. 

Not only will the cymbal's sound provide a richness that's difficult 

for a sample to provide, you can add variety to the loops by using 

real cymbals. 

HIT ME BABY, ONE MORE TIME 

There's a reason why drum loop libraries often include individual 

drum hits: Set up another track adjacent to the track containing the 

loop, and drag in some additional snare or kick hits. The occasional 

off-beat hit can liven up a part by adding an element of surprise, or 

increasing emphasis as needed. 

USE MULTITRACK DRUM LOOP LIBRARIES 

Multitrack drum libraries, such as those from Discrete Drums, 

require a little more work to apply than standard drum libraries — 

but the results are well worth it. One of the biggest advantages 

is that because individual drums are on separate tracks, it's easy 

to add dynamics to just one sound. You can also add timbrai 

changes, such as pulling back a bit on the snare's treble during 

quiet parts, then increasing it a shade when you want the part to 

cut a little more. 

Another option involves altering the room mic levels to comple-

ment the song. To make the sound bigger, bring up the room mic 

tracks a bit; reduce them for a more intimate sound. 

Furthermore, you can use a program like Drumagog 4.0 

(www.drumago..g,com) to replace particular drum sounds, such as 

the kick or snare. Drumagog works by detecting when a drum hit 

occurs, then generating a trigger to play a different drum sound. 

Assuming separate source tracks, replacing sounds is usually easy. 

Finally, you can shift track timing: Lag the snare track a bit 

behind the beat to create a more loose, laid-back vibe, or push the 

snare a bit for a more insistent " feel!' 

REMOVE, THEN REPLACE 

Programs liKe Aaooe Aurawon and Wavelab 6 can cut specific fre-

quency and amplitude ranges. Use this function to remove the kick 

part from a loop while retaining the other drum sounds, then over-

dub a kick part with more variations and interest. I've also been able 

to remove some percussion sounds, like triangle and clave — you'd 

never know they were ever there. 

This technique is not a panacea; it pretty much demands a 

dry loop, as reverb is such a diffuse sound it's hard to pin 

down and remove. Otherwise, this type of editing can be 

extremely effective. 

o t 

Do "Expressive" 
and "Drum Loop" 
belong in the 
same sentence? 
Keep reading.... 

«We. kiik-1111111111111110111111 

:doe_ min 
Fig. 1:The loop beginning ( highlighted in black) has been copied and 
pasted twice just before the loop, providing a cool lead-in. 
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Fig. 2: Cut up a loop, then rearrange the pieces to add variety and inter-
est (the cut and copied pieces are highlighted in yellow for clarity). 

CHOPPING ISN'T JUST FOR FIREWOOD 

Chopping a loop into pieces and rearranging them can work won-

ders. For example, cut a 16th note from the loop's beginning, then 

paste it in for the two 16th notes that precede the loop. While 

you're at it, draw in a level curve so they build up to the loop itself 

(Figure 1). The end result is a seductive lead-in. 

You can also chop internally to the loop; for example, swap the 

2nd and 3rd beats to add some variation. Or, " intensify" a part by 

chopping an eighth note hit in half, throwing away the second half, 

and repeating the first part twice (Figure 2). In this example, you get 

two 16th note hits instead of a single 8th note hit. 

CHANGE THE TEMPO 

If you're using REX or Acid-compatible loops (and their " stretch 

markers" are placed properly), you're in luck because they'll follow 

reasonable tempo changes. Real musicians simply do not maintain 

a rock steady tempo — not necessarily because they can't, but 

because they manipulate the " groove" to add emotional impact. 

Pulling back the tempo a bit can help emphasize the vocals in a sen-

sitive verse, while speeding up a little bit provides the rhythmic 

equivalent of modulating upward by a semitone. 

ME VIRTUES OF AUTOMATION 

Dynamically varying the drum loop levels and timbre via host 

automation can help restore some of the dynamics that are taken 

away by repeating a loop over and over again. Even better, assign 

some of these parameters to a hardware control surface so you can 

manipulate the dynamics in real time, and do a " performance!' 

So are we grooving yet? You should be if you've taken the above 

tips to heart. It takes some extra effort to make a loop really shine, 

but when you hear how these techniques can make a tune come 

alive, you'll make that effort. 
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AN EVENING WITH CHRIS LORD-ALGE 

by Jeff Anderson 

Chris Lord-Alge, you say? Gazing at his 

discography is akin to reading a telephone 

book — one that would have only the 

numbers of some of the most important, 

genre-defining artists and albums of the 

past few decades. We could rattle off his 

credits, from Green Day to B.B. King, Eric 

Clapton to Bad Religion, and The Black 

Eyed Peas to HIM., for the rest of this 

article. And while we could give just the 

laundry list of doings, maybe drop a gear 

sheet or three on you, we figured it a 

much better use of our resources to catch 

up with him, pick his brain, and run off 

with a proverbial boatload of cool tips 

ranging from throwing huge drum tracks 

around to breaking into the business the 

right way. He was only too happy to oblige 

us, so read on as the man himself gives 

you an exclusive EQ tutorial on mixing for 

the masses. 

EQ: So, when starting a mix, how do 

you initially approach a project? 

Chris Lord-Alge: The most 

important thing is laying out your console 

properly. It doesn't matter if you do a lot 

of mixing, or if you're just some guy trying 

to get a quick mix of what you've been 

working on, it's all about how you lay your 

stuff out, level-wise, to get optimum con-

trol. It's all about organization: Setting up 

clear 'ole thallp gui-

tars, drtiarri77- 7 -rv6ca— looking at the 

arrangement of the song and organizing 

accordingly. I know that, for all the drums, 

I have to comp down to have it on 16 or 

20 faders. For guitars, I go through the 

song; put all of the guitars up and see 

which way they're going to work in terms 

ge, 16 or 20 of 

them, I have to really decide .•. 

can comp them down. 

EU: You're mixing everything, an incredibly 

diverse array of stuff. How ready are the 

files when you get them? 

CLA: I have two assistants, Keith 

Armstrong and Dim-e. They get the files 

on whatever format — DVD-R, hard drive, 

CD, or even a hard drive that's in 17 differ-

ent pieces! That usually comes in a box 

with a power cord with a case that's 

falling apart. About half the time there are 

files missing, or the session file won't 

open, even when we've sent out a letter 

to make sure all the files are good. That's 

why we like to get them as soon as possi-

ble. Face it, if you're picking Mario 

Andretti to drive your race car, you let him 

see the car way in advance — let him test 

drive it, let him make sure that he has 

everything he needs in that car before you 

send him out to race, or you will lose.... 

My guys have a template — whether 

it's screaming punk, rock, hip hop, R&B, 

or country — our guys know where to 

park the audio on my Sony PCM-3348 dig-

ital 48-track. Before I even start the mix, 

they prep the files. They know what I like. 

They go in and clean it up as best as pos-

sible, prepare the drums the way I like 

them, then go through the vocals and 

erase all the crud. The audio maid comes 

in and gets out her duster. Sometimes it 

takes her an hour; sometimes it takes her 

six. They prep it, transfer to the 48, we 

make a comp master, and I mix from that. 

No matter how large the file is, we get it 

comped down to 46 tracks. 

We always have the rough mix in sync 

for reference. My guys know how I'm 

going tollairthes tilliromped — - 

I train them very wa, and gne them plenty 

of leeway on making comps that work. If 

it's over 100 tracks, then I will end up 

getting involved in the comping process. 

Sgt. Peppers may have been done on a 

couple of four-track machines, but there's 

no one trying to make a record in that 
fy .i.iesrs aamurrtraror• 14 sue• ha... +es eirs to little&  

comping, it's probably going to help the 

big picture. Manageability of the mix is 

way more important than spreading it out 

over some 112-input console. It all goes 

through the same funnel — and the 

smaller the funnel, the punchier the 

sound. The less you have to worry about 

reaching and grabbing, the more you can 

worry about important things like the 

record's overall vibe. Because that's all 

that really matters. 

Eel: How long does it take you to mix 

the average song? 

CLA: I usually do one or two a day. That 

doesn't take into account the time my 

guys spend doing the prep work. 

EQ: Where are you doing most of your 

work? 

CLA: We just built a new studio in 

Burbank called Resonate Music. It has a 

completely open architecture. Very mod-

ern — it's a big, giant, open space. The 

control rooms are like pods inside an open 

landscape. Real clean lines, lots of win-

dows, and lots of light. You can actually 

tell what time of day it is. We're here usu-

ally during the days only. We're not really 

night guys. Generally, when you're doing a 

couple of mixes a day, or even one, you're 

rolling out like a banker. You hear how our 

origination skills work? All of the guess-

work has been taken out by that point. 

The only hitch is when a band guy comes 

in wanting to take a little time, to get used 

to everything, to get the vibe. 

EU: I was up until 4:30AM with a band 

last night working on a mix. I know, at that 

igçray thaelpplid have in 
nap-Any  positive i y then, 

it's so late. Everyone is so burnt out.. . 

CLA:' If the stuff comes in prepared, and 

you have the rough mix for direction, then 

you eliminate all of the questions. Here's 

your big problem, and why you were there 
Ae'inIkAA. If thew ara raarfir tn miii 

then they are ready. All of their arrange-

ment questions need to be answered, to 

be addressed, prior to the mixing. 

If not, what's the point? You're not hir-

ing me to arrange your song. That kills my 

creativity. You're hiring me to put my spin 

on it. I don't want to have to put my spin 

on it while you're still deciding what parts 

I should spin. 
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Ea: So how do you get that out of the 

way before.. . ? 

CLA: That's one of the rules. If you are 

not ready to mix, I am not ready either. 

Ea: You ever had an instance come up 

where you had to do some arranging? 

CLA: Very minor things will come up 

from time to time, " Mute that one part, or 

mute this part," or I will get a song that is 

in total disarray, arrangement-wise, and I 

will just put my fist to it and make the 

arrangement work. There are times that 

my clients go, "you just pick what you 

think works." It's not as if I'm going to dis-

card half of what they put on there, but 

I'm going to weed it out, make it grow — 

to make it do what it's supposed to do. It's 

all for them lthe client) to win. They always 

win. You're not going to want me to come 

to bat unless you really have it together. If 

you don't — you're wasting the spark. The 

spark happens when it's ready. It's on the 

console and it's like, " here we go." Then, 

we should only be worrying about fixing 

the audio quality in the mix. That's the only 

thing to fix in the mix. 

EU: So let's dig a little deeper and talk 

about drum tones. Are you triggering a lot 

of the drums? 

CLA: We've been known to have some 

snare and kick drum " helpers" to bring it 

all together. It's all about character. 

EU: When you say " helper," do you 

mean that you're having the real and trig-

gered tracks playing at the same time, and 

using the trigger as an addition to the 

original sound? 

CLA: Yeah. Give me the original drums, 

and then let me help the snare drum. If 

you're replacing the snare drum completely 

then it's a drum machine, or it's a BFD 

[Fxpansion's drum sound software mod-

ule). They're fine if the song is the kind to 

use a BFD sound. They kind of sound like 

live drums because they have the leakage 

and everything, but it doesn't take long to 

figure out that they're not. If it's BFD, let 

us know so that we can think along the 

BFD lines not only with EQing but also 

with prepping. The BFD thing has like zero 

character — it's so hard to make them feel 

right. It's fake. I don't care how you sam-

ple it. It's the same deal with plug-ins: 

Certain gear cannot be recreated well by a 

plug-in. It may look like it, it may have a 

big old meter on it, it may move around 

the same way, but it's generally not going 

to have the character 

Ea: I work on an old Neve 8108. That's 

what I've learned to appreciate about it. 

All the inconsistencies give it character. 
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AN EVENING WITH CHRIS LORD—ALGE 

CLA: Yeah, it's not about kHz and bits — 

it's about distortion, bending and rounding, 

and character and ... tinted windows. 

ECI: So what types of gear are you using 

to get your drum tones? 

CLA: As tar as gear goes, I've got the 

old [ Universal Audio] 1176s, 1178s, and I've 

got a whole rack of Neve limiters. I've got 

two to four of them since the 2252s. The 

drums are getting a lot of Neve action and 

Pultec for the EQing. It's tubes and Class 

A Neve limiters, then Neve EQs, then even 

adding some plug-ins. A lot of stuff comes 

in a little too dark, so we used plug-ins for 

the EQ department — just to get the 

tracks a little brighter on the way in. 

Ell: How do you get the drum tones to 

sound so " wide"? 

CLA: It's all about the balance. I'm not 

pummeling the tracks with compression. 

Use the compression for character, not 

pummeling. Like guys that pummel with 

Distressors on the tracks, I'll turn them 

back. Don't do that to me! Make your 

nuked room tracks and then leave them 

on the side — give me the un-nuked room 

tracks so maybe I can do my own thing 

with my $8,000 limiter. I think the biggest 

problem that I run into with drums is that 

tracking engineers get heavy-handed. They 

build it in, it's too late to make changes, 

and it's not good. I would rather have 16 

extra tracks where you didn't mangle it so 

I can maybe use your mangling with my 

mangling and make it all work together. I 

came across an instance where there was 

only one drum room track and it was 

nuked, when the chorus hits it drops in 

level, and I have one mono drum room 

that you nuked. What do you want me to 

do with that? Thanks! Where's the origi-

nal? Oh, we consolidated it? 

Occasionally I'll run the snare drum 

through the half-inch machine and back, 

then just slide it in Pro Tools and fix it. We 

use that to take the front end off. We do 

experiment with that a lot. 

ECt: When you're mixing overheads, how 

much are you riding the faders? 

CLA: Well, you know, you're going to 

have to do it. You can't get away with it; 

you're going to have to ride the faders. If 

the drummer doesn't balance well, or 

you're missing cymbals . you have to 

do something. 

EU: So ere you using compression on 

the overheads? 

CLA: It all depends. If it's already come 

to me mangled, i have no choice but to 

use the console [SSL compressors] a little 

bit. If it's completely un-mangled, I might 

use the 11/8s and then use the line trims 

to adjust how much spank I'm getting. If 

the cymbals start going away too easy, 

then I'll just back it off. It's all about how 

much character I need and how much con-

trol I'm going to lose. Once you start 

compressing the overheads too much, 

you loose the crashes — they just fold 

right in. It's tricky, arid it does vary widely 

from album to album. 

EU: What are your favorite compressors 

and tricks for the bass tracks? 

CLA: The [ Universal Audio) 1176. I have 

various years of them, and some are mure 

aggressive than others. The biggest prob-

lem with bass is the amp, phase, or delay. 

It's all about the phase and delay issues. 

If I can't get the amp phase to feel right 

with the DI, and if the DI sounds really 

good, the amps are gone. I'll bring the DI 

up on two faders for level. 

Ell: What do you mean two faders for 

level? 

CLA: Well ... just bring it up on two 

faders. Why push the fader through the 

roof? Put it on two channels. The guy who 

trained me, Steve Jerome, he'd print the 

kick on channel one and two, and the bass 

on 23 and 24, and then he made me listen 

to the difference. The two faders just 

sounded better. It's just two parking 

spots. If you have an open fader on the 

console, put the bass on two channels 

and the faders at 0, not + 5. The fader 

sounds better at 0 than + 5. The problem 

with the bass phase is that some guys get 

it, and some guys don't. Sometimes I 

can't get the phase right between the 

amp and the DI tracks, or the sub and the 

SansAmp tracks. I think they should just 

put a sync pop at the beginning. When 

you're recording the bass, make sure you 

record the guy plugging in. You know, that 

snappy sound or transient? When you line 

it up, it will be perfect. Makes too much 
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We just wrapped up Pirates of 
the Caribbean: Dead Man's 
Chest, and there are Royer R-
122V tube ribbons all over the 
score. I used three R-122Vs on 
the decca tree, and also 
extensively on the woodwinds 

There's something going on in 
the mids with Royer's tube ribbon 
mics that's hard to explain; 
there's a reach and depth and 
lushness that sounds magical to 
me 

For some remote island cues 
that needed a cannibal vibe 
Vinnie Colaiuta, Abe Labonel Jr, 
and JR Robinson played drum 
kits simultaneously on the Sony 
scoring stage. I captured eh 
kit as a mono setup - panted 
left-center-right - using a sisnglej 
R-1 22V over each kit It soilincied 
amazing. tier 

ea%  
Alan Meyerson ir eat 
(Scoring Engineer & Mixer Hans 

- 
Zimmer , James Newton Howard) eft 

411" 
s aft aller 

See pheterapheitlie 
of AlaneXE.'iratre 
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AN EVENING WITH CHRIS LORri-ALtlE 

sense, doesn't it? All you gotta do is plug 

the cable in. 

EO.: Kind of like old movie clapboard. o 

CLA: Well thoy did that for a reason. It's 

right there in your file: Just move the 

audio file, or whatever it is, and then 

check it out. You might like it, or it might 

suck, but it gives you a shot. 

EO.: Back to time alignment. How much 

time do you, or your guys, spend getting 

the drums in time and phased correctly? 

CLA: I don't have them touch that at all. 

Let me deal with that. I'll hit mono and 

start phasing myself out. I'll have a phase 

festival. It's just force of habit from years 

and years of doing this. You know what it 

When mastering 

engineers get mixes 

that are Ll'd ["over-

finalized" by the 

Waves L'1], it's a real 

drag. When a client 

leaves here with a 

mix CD, it's exactly 

what came off the 

console — no bump-

ing or tricking. 

is? You just put the whole drum kit in 

mono and start listening, flip the kick 

and snare out of phase on the console 

and say, "OK, does the snare have more 

bottom now? Does the kick feel louder? 

Did the toms vanish all of the sudden dur-

ing a tom roll?" Another thing is: So you 

have the kick and snare in the room mics, 

right? Flip the phase. Did the room just 

get more kick or more snare? I'll always 

lean toward the snare popping more. 

Sometimes it's just the snare you have to 

flip out of phase. Then you have the snare 

top and snare bottom ... well that's obvi-

ous, that's the real easy one to pick. 

Generally it just takes a phase button on a 

console. Time alignment only really comes 

into play with audience mics on live 

recordings. On the Woodstock show in 

'94, the freaking crowd mics were like 

800 milliseconds late! It was cool, but 

when I aligned them I could use the roar 

from the back and it wasn't this big echo. 

EO.: What about guitars? What's your 

favorite gear and what problems do you 

run into tho most? 

CLA: [ Universal Audio] LA-3s or some 

old tube inward connection limiters. 

They're kind of like old Fairchilds. They 

have two knobs and one setting: stun. You 

just insert and go. They are tube limiters. I 

run into acoustic guitars having the fret 

slide louder than the guitar. 

EO.: So do you still compress as normal, 

then automate? What do you do? 

CLA: The sound of the guitar is more 

important than the artifacts coming from 

it. It just means you've got your hand on 

it, riding those tracks. Or sometimes we 

just have to get rid of some of the crud in 

Pro Tools. Also, with the amount of tracks 

that guys are using, there will be a gui-

tar chord that just hangs over to the 

next section as the song changes and 

that's really bad — you have to get rid 

of that overlapping. By getting rid of 

that, you just make it sound like it was 

one part. It's intuitive musical knowledge. 

Just think about the song, and use the 

tools in front of you. 

ECL: What dB range are you mixing at? 

CLA: I don't have an exact range, but 

it's quiet enough that I can hear the fans 

in the hard drives. I use a boom box a lot 

of times, and that's pretty quiet. 

Ell: Do you use a stereo bus compres-

sor on your two-bus? 

CLA: I use a Focusrite Red 3. I'm not 

pounding it all — just breathing on it. It's 

more for the color, and to compact it a little 

bit. When mastering engineers get mixes 

that are Ll'd ["over-finalized" by the Waves 

Li], it's a real drag. When a client leaves 

here with a mix CD, it's exactly what came 

off the console — no bumping or tricking. 

It is a good device. Look, it's an effect. I 

think guys who make CDs with that are 

tricking the client. You have to stand by 

your mix file. What you deliver should be a 

flat copy. Now you can normalize it, so that 

your peak is the roof lor zero.) 

Ea: Are you mixing down to half-inch? 
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CIA: Yeah, we use half-inch. Ampex at 

+6 • .. and we're hitting the needles usu-

ally one or two dB over zero, dopending 

on the song. Then it all goes on the HD 

file at 96kHz, 24-bit. We have one Pro 

Tools rig just for the two-track. I want all 

my versions in sync with the master so 

that you can go between any of them and 

they are all in sync. 

ECL: So do you A/B them? 

CIA: You could do that, but the purpose 

is to have all of the versions and edits in 

sync. Here's an example: You're like, " ah 

crap, a clean version. I forgot that song has 

[a non radio-friendly word] in it, you gotta 

make a clean version." Well, the instrumen-

tals are in perfect sync — just flip it in, and 

flip it out. Everybody wins. Or here's 

another example: Your favorite limiter 

made a crunchy noise at the beginning of 

the song. Well, since it was first pass, it 

had Cleared its throat by the second pass. 

You can fix it — all of the different versions 

are in sync, so just use the intro from the 

vocal up version. You can't guarantee that 

100% of your files leave without a speck of 

crud on them, because of an old piece of 

gear. It's tough enough getting the files in 

and out of here in perfect order. 

The whole key is in documenting. I 

learned that from Bob Clearmountain — 

he documents everything perfectly. He 

came up with this great program called 

"Session Tools." Our track sheets are 

typed, every CD is printed on, we have 

backups upon backups. It's audio. It's our 

lives. Sure, no one's gonna die if a mix is 

lost, but it won't if you're into the disci-

pline of organization.... 

ECI.: So .. . vocals. Do you have any 

standard gear or tricks that you use? 

CLA: I have a couple old blue face 

1176s, one in particular that's all wired 

wrong inside. It's perfect! The key to 

vocals is prepping the track before it hits 

that limiter. We pre-EQ it. We will cut up the 

audio files sometimes to levelize it. We'll use 

a couple of plug-ins. We'll always experiment 

with vocals 'cause, hell, even transferring to 

analog doesn't work sometimes. 

EO.: How much are you compressing 

and automating the vocals? 

CLA: Oh, we're hitting them with a 
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AN EVENING WITH 

CHRIS LORD-ALGE 

baseball bat like three or four times over. 

I'm not using the compression to save 

myself from having to ride the fader; I'm 

trying to put some character into it. I want 

it to sound like it was recorded on a 16 

track, with a Fairchild, hitting the tape 

nice arid hard, adding all of that color and 

character into it — making that in your 

face sound. We're trying to pull together a 

rack mount 2 machine that we just XLR 

in and out and to use as an effect. The 

half-inch doesn't emulate a 24-track vocal 

sound, and that's what I'm after ... like a 

30 or 15 ips Dolby vocal track sound. The 

half-inch is too clean; it distorts before it 

bends. Well, what's the tape width of a 

24-track? It's like a 12th of an inch per 

track with the gap. There's not much room 

there. You just can't emulate that. 

ECL: You're immensely successful in this 

field. How do you recommend that people 

break out of the hobbyist stage and into 

the big business? 

CLA: There's only one way to get in the 

business, I believe. Find the nearest 

recording studio that has somebody cool 

in it, and beg, beg, beg to make the guy 

behind the board coffee. Beg to clean the 

toilet, beg to work there. Be a fly on the 

wall, be in the room with the guys who 

make hits like Bob Clearmountain, or Tom 

Lord-Alge. Be in the room with Andy 

Wallace. Do whatever you can do to get in 

the room. Take note of everything they do, 

and find a way that you can do it for your-

self. And do it better. Learn the techniques 

of the vanishing art of recording from the 

guys that really know how to do it. 

When you are starting out you are in 

the prime time to absorb, to discipline 

yourself. If you're a slob, it's not going to 

work for you. Be ready to work 15 or 16 

hours a day. Make friends, and do it all 

for nothing. Get up off your ass and put 

down the bong; get your hands out of 

your pants and head to the studio. I was 

12 years old when my mom took me to 

the studio and I wanted to be there 

every single day. That's the love for it. All 

the stuff you need to learn, you really 

need to learn while you're young. Listen 

to the music — don't just look at it, 

Nobody cares what the impedance is; all 

they care about is when you can walk 

into the room, set up a mic, turn the 

knobs, hit record, and make everybody 

go " wow." 
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RUJO BLACK BOX RELOADED 
It's a computer interface and the key 
to rhythmic guitar parts 
by Craig Anderton 

So what's a guitar recording interface 

with a bunch of amp models doing in 

here, given the drum/rhythm-oriented 

theme? 

Simple: It fits the theme. 

The Black Box ( BB for short) is ideal 

for EQ's style of applications-oriented 

reviews, because just saying what it is 

doesn't help much in understanding the 

way it can applied. The BB is a indeed 

different from the norm, because it 

doesn't follow the traditional 

interface/processor paradigm. 

What's more, M-Audio recently 

relaunched the BB with Version 2 

The Black Box interface is simple, so tweaking parameters is simple too. 

AVP AilIORIVE 

firmware, which alters its personality 

even further. Aside from adding fea-

tures, the BB is now compatible with 

M-Audio's Pro Tools M-Powered software, 

which is also somewhat misunderstood 

(see sidebar). 

First, do some homework: Surf on 

over to www.m-audio.com/oroducts/ 

en-us/MAudioBlackBox-main.html for 

the details, so we don't have to waste 

space here on repeating the specs. 

You'll also find info there on the Black 

Box Pedal Board accessory, which has an 

expression pedal and two footswitches. 

SO IS IT A POD OR AN 

ADRENALINN? 

Neither. The BB was designed in con-

junction with Roger Linn (the drum 

machine/MPC guy), and borrows liberally 

from his outstanding AdrenaLinn guitar 

processor. But what many people don't 

know about Roger is that he's a song-

writer with a few hits under his belt. So 

it's not surprising that perhaps the pri-

mary BB application is as a songwriting 

tool for guitarists — just scan the fea-

ture set, and you'll see what I mean. 

• It's a recording interface. So if you're 

working with a host program, you can 

catch any inspiration and blast it into 

a track. 

• There's a mic input and a guitar 

input, which can record simultane-

ously (with direct monitoring, which 

means you're monitoring the 

processed signal going into the 

computer — not the one coming out 

of the computer, which is subject 

to latency). 

• Pretty much everyone agrees it's 

more inspiring to write to drums than 

a metronome, and the BB includes 

some fine " load and go" drum pat-

terns for its built-in drum machine. 

• There's guitar processing, because 

like having drums, a good guitar sound 

will inspire you as well. 

The other main application is more spe-

cific:The BB provides unusual, tempo-

synced effects — perfect for env kind of 

highly rhythmic musical genre, like hip-

hop, trance, techno, etc., but which can 

also add a new dimension to pop and 

rock parts. You can put the drums and 

mic through the effects, as well as delay 

and reverb, which can be especially cool 

for drum overdubs. 

This is the AdrenaLinn part of the 

equation; overall, BB is slightly more lim-

ited in terms of tweaking, but includes 

more amp models and is easier to use. 

WE ALL WANT A NO-

BRAINER INTERFACE 

One of the requirements for a songwrit-

ing tool is that it have a no-brainer inter-

face, so I did the " musician reality test" 

of trying to make it work without read-

ing the manual. I/O is obvious: Four 

knobs on the right control levels for the 

mic in, guitar in, output level, and a con-

trol for mixing the direct monitoring 

inputs with playback from your host. 

Simple enough. 

Ten buttons access the various edit-

ing functions (drums, amp type, effects, 

etc.).These take a little bit of thought, but 

not much. When you call up a function, 
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The control panel applet is where you choose the Black Box effects input and timing source, adjust 
latency, update firmware, and the like. 

four related parameters show up in the 

display, and each has an edit knob. For 

example, if you call up the FX function, 

one knob chooses the effect. The other 

three choose effect parameters (e.g., for 

chorus they're FX speed, which can be 

tempo-synched, FX depth, and FX 

wet/dry). Bottom line: Upon installing 

the drivers, I had no problem getting 

audio in and out of the host, choosing 

effects, and editing them. 

However, the latest firmware adds 

a " Shift" function to some controls, 

where you " double-click" a button to 

access a different function. This is not 

obvious, so check the updated manual 

or manual addendum (both available 

online). For example, the original BB 

amp models had bass and treble para-

meters. In the update, if you double-

click the "Amps" button, the bass 

control does double-duty and affects 

M- Audio Black Box: Conclusions 

the midrange. Similarly, double-click 

on the dedicated Delay button to 

access parameters for the reverb 

that's new to V2. 

Incidentally, BB V1 owners can grab 

the update for free. And yes, it's worth 

the download time — even if you're on 

dial- up. 

Product type: USB interface with 

built-in guitar processing, tempo-

synched effects, and drum loops 

Target market: Guitarists, particu-

larly those into songwriting, who need 

innovative effects and computer I/O. 

Strengths: Novel, inspiring 

effects. Pro Tools M-Powered compat-

ible. Includes drum machine and mic 

input. Easy to navigate. About half 

the price of an AdrenaLinn but has 

more amp models and the same 

effects pedigree. 

Limitations: Can't monitor 

drums while recording stereo 

processed guitar without recording 

the drums as well (you can do this 

with both in mono). Can't mix and 

match amps and cabinets. No soft-

ware editor/librarian. 

Price: $329.95 list price 

Contact: www.m-audio.com 

Few products combine guitar pro-

cessing and a USB interface in a 

package specifically for guitarists; 

the main competition for the BB in 

this price range is the Line 6 

TonePort UX2 interface ( doubling 

your budget puts you in reach of 

the AdrenaLinn — which doesn't 

have a USB interface — as well 

as the DigiTech GNX3000 and Line 

6 PODxt Live, which do). 

Let's get the main BB limita-

tion over with first: routing when 

recording. The drums and guitar 

share the same stereo feed to the 

computer, so if you want the 

drums to be a scratch track that 

you hear in your phones, but also 

want the processed guitar to go to 

the computer, the drums will be 

recorded in the same track as the 

guitar. There is a workaround 

where you can split the guitar into 

one of the stereo channels and 

the drums into the other, but then 

you lose the benefits of any stereo 

effects on the guitar (such as 

tempo-synced panning). Also, I 

wish there was a stereo line in for 

processing other signal sources, 

and a software editor/librarian. 

However, one cool routing feature 

is that you can record simultane-

ous dry versions of the guitar and 

mic signal, which is very useful if 

you're into re-amping. (Note that 

the latency for my system was 

below 6 ms, but the direct moni-

toring means that's not much of an 

issue anyway.) 

Compared to the UX2, the 

UX2 has more versatile models 

(e.g., you can mix and match 

cabinets) and offers a stereo line 

input for processing gear like 

keyboards, drum machines, etc. 

It also offers mic preamp model-

ing, extensive software-based 

editing, and is supported by a 

ton of free patches. 

On the BB side of things, 

though, you get some very cool 

beats for the drum machine, and 

of course, the tempo-synced 

effects are the BB's outstanding 

feature that, so far, no other 

hardware device can touch. 

These really are something spe-

cial; as a "techno guitarist," I 

find that adding beat-synced 

effects to guitar gives a synth 

vibe but retains the guitar's 

organic quality. You can also tap 

tempo, so you're not restricted 

to being tied to the host's MIDI 

clock. For live performance, 

though, there's no hardware 

MIDI in jack if you want to sync 

to something like an MPC. 

While the drum machine may 

seem conceptually more like a 

glorified metronome, processing 

it through the effects and laying 

down some drum tracks can give 

truly unusual, and very com-

manding, drum sounds. It's a 

nice bonus, as is the " lite" ver-

sion of Ableton Live included 

with the package. 

Another very important point 

is that BB is approved hardware 

for Pro Tools 7 M-Powered soft-

ware ($299.95), so it opens up the 

Pro Tools world without having to 

go the Digi hardware route. 

The bottom line is if you want 

to hook into a computer host 

with a guitar and mic, while tak-

ing advantage of truly innovative 

effects and some inspiring drum 

loops, Black Box wants you. And 

vice-versa. 
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M-RUDIO BLACK BOX 

PRO TOOLS M-POWERED: THE GUITARIST'S PERSPECTIVE 

A little history: For years, Pro Tools required using 

Digidesign's hardware DSP cards and interfaces, which 

upped the price considerably. As native apps starting chip-

ping away at the Digi dynasty, though, Pro Tools LE 

appeared — you still needed a Digi interface, but all DSP 

was now handled by the computer. 

Today we have yet another variation: Pro Tools M-Powered 

PTMP for short). Somewhere along the line, people got the 

idea that this was somehow a " lite" version of Pro Tools that 

lacked the capabilities of a " real" version of Pro Tools LE. 

Upon further inspection, though, PTMP is pretty much Pro 

Tools LE except that it works with any of several hardware 

interfaces made by M-Audio, including the Black Box. 

So what are the differences? Basically, they involve 

options. PTMP does not support DigiTranslator, the DV 

Toolkit, Digidesign's Ethernet-based control surfaces, and 

Avid video peripherals. Otherwise, the specs are familiar: up 

to 128 audio tracks, 256 MIDI tracks, 24-bit resolution, up to 

five RTAS plug-ins per 

track, and the like. 
(a .• jag 

With Pro Tools now 

more affordable, it's 

worth examining where 

it fits into the world of 

software hosts. First 

off, Pro Tools 7 is a 

major departure from 

previous versions. MIDI 

is more sophisticated, 

and the inclusion of e, 
Instrument Tracks 

makes it easier to deal 

with virtual instru-

ments. There's also 

support for the 

"Acidized" file format (which made its debut in Sony's Acid) 

and Propellerheads' REX file format, both of which allow for 

relatively painless time- and pitch-stretching — at least in 

theory. Problems arise if the files were not edited properly 

for stretching, because they may stretch over only a narrow 

range, and there's no way to edit the " stretch markers." (To 

date, the only multitrack hosts that can edit Acidization 

markers are Sony Acid and Cakewalk Sonar, and only 

Propellerheads' ReCycle can edit REX files.) 

It's significant that Pro Tools ( like Samplitude) started off 

as an audio program intended to replace the traditional mul-

titrack recorder/mixer-based hardware studio. MIDI was 

never its strong point, nor was it intended to be. Programs 

like Performer, Logic, Cubase/Nuendo, and Sonar started as 

MIDI programs and added audio, so their current MIDI capa-

bilities exceed that of Pro Tools, even with version 7's 

»•••• 

enhancements. One side result is that PTMP doesn't do 

notation or tablature, both of which depend on strong MIDI 

foundations. 

However, Pro Tools' workflow is natural for those used to 

recording audio. It can look like a mixer, with inserts where 

you expect them to be. People who cut their teeth on Pro 

Tools can fly around the user interface, and if their main ori-

entation is recording and editing audio, many of the bells 

and whistles offered by other hosts — while essential for 

some musical applications — aren't that relevant to the Pro 

Tools experience. 

. . and you wonder if you should go the Pro Tools route. If 

you plan to do extensive MIDI work, I'd recommend you 

keep looking. But if you're mostly into recording your guitar, 

your band, vocals, etc., Pro Tools has a lot going for it. For 

one thing, it's a standard; I'd guess there are more file 

exchanges done with Pro 

Tools sessions than for 

••C,—,..7e;7; 

101111 it 

mar ....111111 

any other host. Second, it 

has a huge amount of 

third-party learning sup-

port in terms of books, 

courses, and tutorials. 

Third, in recent years Pro 

Tools has become far 

less insular. You can 1-_],a-2. 0_,2 

I ' • • rewire programs like  le 1! 
g 

Reason and Live into it to 

ain the benefits of addi-

e is; !. • tional recording options, 

roma• and much Digi hardware 

is ASIO-compatible so 

that a device like the 
etrenneeftj 

If you can't tell the difference between this ProTools M-Powered screen and 
Pro Tools LE, it's because there are hardly any differences at all. 

Black Box works with any 

ASIO-compatible host, 

not just Pro Tools. 

Nor are you forced 

into using plug-ins and instruments compatible with 

Digidesign's RTAS format. Fxpansion's VST-RTAS Adapter (for 

Mac and Windows) opens up the wide world of VST plug-ins 

to Pro Tools. 

Compared to its main competitors, Pro Tools is less fea-

ture- rich; for example, there are fewer advanced MIDI fea-

tures, and fewer bundled plug-ins (although the ones that 

are included are excellent). But also consider that PTMP is 

under $300, which is relatively inexpensive compared to 

some other programs. 

A lot boils down to the type of music you do. If you're 

into highly electronic musical styles, then it's worth consid-

ering the many hosts with feature sets that fit these genres 

like a glove. But for straight-ahead audio recording, it's hard 

to go wrong with Pro Tools and its intuitive workflow; Pro 

Tools M-Powered makes it just that much more affordable. 
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Reviews 

IK MULTIMEDIA CLASSIK 
STUDIO REVERE') "Vintage" hardware 
by Sam Wheeler 

High-quality reverb can 

restore a subtle realism to 

acoustically dead studio 

tracks or digitally generated 

sounds, as well as warp and 

bend a sound beyond recog-

nition — it that's your thing. 

It can also cost a lot of 

money. 

Pro-quality hardware 

reverbs can soak up well over $ 1K at 

checkout; high-end software is generally 

not cheap either, and it still might suck 

(CPU power, as well as eggs). IK 

Multimedia neatly addresses all these 

issues with their Classik Studio Reverb 

plug-in, which packs some serious algo-

rithms and delivers them with a 

detailed, yet facile interface that mim-

units the soft-ics the vintage hardware 

ware emulates. 

The Plate algorithm's Advanced mode has buttons to select various 
editing screens. 

THE INTERFACE 

CSR includes four separate plug-ins: Hall, 

Inverse, Room and Plate. Each plug-in 

has its own interface, with an Easy mode 

that puts all the major controls on one 

screen, and an Advanced mode (spread 

over several pages) for precise control 

over all plug-in parameters. 

Very cool: Four assignable macro 

controls provide simultaneous control of 

up to eight destination parameters via 

one manual control. You can have each 

macro set value limits for each parame-

ter, as well as choose a linear, logarith-

mic, or exponential response curve. This 

is extraordinarily useful and highly enter-

taining, as you can shift on-the-fly 

between different acoustic spaces with 

one fader. 

What's more, two LFOs and two 

envelope filters provide additional modu-

lation sources, and you can automate up 

to eight parameters per modulation 

source. ( Interestingly, a key to the vin-

tage hardware reverb sound was modu-

lation, which added complexity to the 

simpler algorithms of the day.) 

APPLYING CSR 

The sound, by the way, is fantastic. But 

let's get this straight: CSR is not a con-

volution reverb, it's an emulation reverb. 

reverbs get virtual 

The program emulates the sound of the 

classic 'verbs you've heard on records, 

rather than using algorithms sampled 

from actual acoustic spaces. This frees 

the program from having to sound like a 

cathedral in France or a bathroom stall at 

Wendy's, and also frees the CPU from 

having to calculate the convolution algo-

rithms. It can instead focus on providing 

more control over more parameters of 

the classic reverb sound components. 

This kind of control can be almost 

frightening. You can still construct virtual 

spaces by tweaking parameters in Easy 

mode for a classic sound, but you can 

also wave your freak flag high in full psy-

chedelic regalia by getting really weird in 

Advanced mode — where I suspect 

hardcore reverberites will spend most of 

their time. 

I opened CSR in Acid 5.0 on my 

3GHz laptop with an RME interface, 

then set up all four plug-ins in 

Advanced mode. Unfortunately, the Hall 

plug-in had a couple of freakouts and 

locked up on me. Reloading seemed to 

solve that issue, but this particular 

plug-in has issues with noise when 

manipulating controls. [Editor's Note: 

We were not able to duplicate this on 

our system.) If you get your settings, 

then leave it alone. The Hall works well, 

and creates acoustic spaces very easily. 

The other three plug-ins were rock solid 

no matter what I did to them, whether 

inserted alone on a bus, or assembled 

to warp and mangle a single track. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Plate plug-in is fantastic for vocal 

tracks and drums — I like tight reverb 

on vocals, and this 'verb is certainly 

tight. I don't really get into the Inverse 

style all that often, but modu-

lation control of the buildup 

and cutoff can get you to a 

very dreamy place. Hall is 

fine, but the Room plug-in is • 

my overall favorite The 

-ound is so detailed that you 

can almost feel out the space 

with your ears. It is also one 

of the easiest ones to mess 

with, as the parameters are 

pretty straightforward. 

The down side? Actually, not much. I 

would have liked to be able to warp the 

Hall plug-in more, but it certainly per-

formed its standard duties well. The gor-

geous, large screen kind of clogs up the 

interface in most DAWs, but there are 

workarounds (like two monitors or 

screen layouts). My only real complaint 

is the USB dongle key, which takes up a 

precious laptop port and is an accident 

waiting to happen while mobile. Oh 

well, I guess these are dangerous times. 

All in all, CSR delivers a whole lot of 

reverb — with a great interface, useful 

automation, and terrific sound — without 

brutalizing your processor or cleaning 

out your bank account. 

Sam Wheeler has been creating and 

recording his own music since before he 

was 10. As a player of various stringed 

instruments, he irritated the eardrums of 

many unsuspecting New England rock 

aficionados in various group and solo 

performances toward the end of the last 

millennium. He currently resides in 

Cambridge, MA, but may return to his 

home planet any day now for a long 

overdue extreme makeover. 

Product type: Plug-in for VST/RTAS 

(Mac, Windows) and Mac AU; Windows 

XP/2K, MacOS X 10.3 or later. 

Target market: Those who want 

the sound of classic hardware reverbs. 

Strengths: Great sounds. Versatile. 

Extensive modulation options. Easy and 

Advanced interfaces. 

Limitations: USB dongle used for 

copy protection. 

Price: $339 

Contact: www.ikmultimedia.com  
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Professional CD 
manufacturing: 
Ifs not fast I II 

Your prized CD project can't be handled like a " drive through" operation. You need it 

crafted to your specifications, with unusual care, by real artists and real experts. 

That's an important difference that Oasis has strived to offer musicians on every project. 

No matter how large or how small. For fifteen years running. 

And when we've completed your project—when the pristine sound reproduction, 

printing, and other painstaking details are all in place—the benefits of being an Oasis 

client have really just begun. For example, it's a tremendous advantage to place your 

music in the prestigious OasisSampler radio promotion program—an exclusive and 

automatic benefit of working with Oasis. Your favorite track from your CD will be 

delivered directly to around 500 of the most relevant radio stations in your pinpointed 

musical genre—and to our private list of highly connected industry insiders, people who 

can make a real difference in your career 

The feedback from these promotional endeavors has been remarkable. Our clients are 

repeatedly contacted by radio stations, booking agents, and industry insiders asking 

for more material, and some have landed extremely lucrative deals—like our client 

whose music was recently purchased for use and played under the credits on Deadwood, 

HBO's runaway hit series. 

But the Oasis Sampler is only one of a baker's dozen of interrelated Tools of 

Promotion (TOP). All of our TOP services are designed to help independent musicians 

jumpstart their careers. 

Ask your friends. Ask around. Or just pick up the phone and talk with 

one of our famously friendly Client Advisors. Call (888) 296-2747 or 

email advice@oasisCD.com and let us know how we can help. 

Sincerely, 

Micah Solomon, President and CEO 

:OASIS':] ('I) \ I \\ II \CI L 
oasisCD.com 

(888) 296-2747 

info@oasisCD.com 
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INCLUDED WITH YOUR CD or DVD PROJECT—THE OASIS TOP' TOOLS OF PROMOTION: 

Your Music on an 
OasisSampler'm 

Distributed to 

Radio Nationwide 

Galaris/Oasis CD-ROM 
with 14,000+ Music 
Industry Contacts 

Distribution for your CD/DVD: 

¡Tunes Music Store 

amagen.com• 

cdbaby ( 0 0 tun low 
BORDERS.com 
Waldenbooks.com 

A Full Year of 
Electronic Press 

Kit® Service and 
Exclusive Live 
Performance 

Opportunities: 

onicbids 

SoundScan®. 
Music-Career 
Software, Retail 
Cases, Barcodes 

FREE Website 

with the features 

musicians need! 



rFIKR\\ K KINFTIr 
A/K/A "the neeciledrop music plug-in" 
by Craig Anderton 

"It's not what you think ... really .. 

can explain...." 

Aside from being a staple in any 

romance movie or soap opera, that line 

also applies to Kinetic 2. No, Ell hasn't 

changed its focus to consumer-oriented 

software. Sure, in theory that's what 

Kinetic 2 is all about; but play with it for 

a little bit, and you'll find the Secret 

Hidden Application that's of interest to 

far more than consumers. 

KINETIC HAS POTENTIAL 

Kinetic 2 is a Windows-only application 

that some people have referred to as 

"Reason lite." Going from foundation to 

finished tune, you first create or load 

"parts" ( like drums, bass, pad, etc.). 

These are Kinetic 2's individual loops. 

Up to 16 parts make up a " groove." 

There are 64 total grooves in a song, 

and there's a cute little grid for picking 

the groove you want to play at any given 

moment. At the highest level, there's a 

song track where you can string these 

grooves into a sequence. 

Parts can be soft instruments trig-

gered by MIDI, or WAV files. If acidized. 

the WAV files will stretch with tempo. 

Instrument-wise, Kinetic 2 includes the 

Psyn II (sophisticated, highly editable 

virtual analog synth), Roland 

GrooveSynth (lots of different sounds 

Play with it 
for a little bit, 
and you'll find 
the Secret 
Hidden 

Application 
that's of 

interest to far 
more than 
consumers. 

with decent editability), and the 

DropZone drag-and-drop sampler. For 

effects, you have the Alias Factor lo-fi 

processor, PowerStrip (yet another incar-

nation of Cakewalk's X-Y processor), 

HF Exciter, ModFilter, Chorus/Flanger, 
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The top top strip is the groove mixer, where each channel hosts a part. Note that the mixer settings 
can be totally different for each groove. Below that is the MIDI editor, and at the bottom, the song 
arranger. Toward the right is the Grid note entry interface, which can be triggered from a 
QWERTY keyboard. 
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Para Q ( EQ), Classic Phaser, 

Compressor/Gate, Tempo Delay, and 

Reverb. Many of these are borrowed 

from Project5. 

But before going any further, let's 

look at the real reason why we're here. 

APPLYING KINETIC 2 

One cool thing about Kinetic 2 is it's a 

perfect laptop program. There's even a 

"grid" controller that lets you tap out 

rhythms or melodies using your QWERTY 

keys. But what's really special about 

Kinetic 2 is that it can be a ReWire client. 

When you're dealing with software 

DAWs, like Sonar, Cubase, Digital 

Performer, Logic, etc., you never really 

forget that they're based on the linear 

recording paradigm. A few programs 

have broken out of that mold, such as 

Acid, Live, and Project5. Even so, 

they're still designed to record music 

rather than be songwriting tools 

(although they can provide that function 

quite well). 

Kinetic 2 makes no apologies for it's 

raison d'être: As it says on the manual's 

cover, " Produce Your Own Beats." But 

what I'm finding is that it makes a great 

companion to more traditional host pro-

grams. When rewired into the host, I 

can come up with a slamming rhythm 

track within seconds that puts click 

tracks and metronomes to shame — and 

makes far more inspiring noises. And of 

course, one thing Kinetic 2 can't do is 

audio overdubs: vocals, guitars, etc. So 

after getting the groove together, it's a 

simple matter to switch over to the host, 

add some ear candy, and — done. 

In some ways, I'm seeing Kinetic 2 

more as a sound library. It sort of fits in 

the slot between eJay's " sound-library-

plus-Sequencer" approach and some-

thing like Reason or Project5, in the 

sense that it produces canned beats, 

but onas that you can modify to a great 

extent if you want. 

So the bottom line is these days, I'll 

use Kinetic 2 while I'm on the road to 

cook up some nice beats, then rewire 

them into my host when I get home and 
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do the overdubs. But I've also used Kinetic 

2 to come up with some cool tunes when 

chilling back at the hotel — it sure beats 

watching yet another rerun of Back to the 

Future Ill on HBO. Sometimes those 

tunes even turn into something. 

And when I'm home, Kinetic 2 has 

served as a great " idea kickstarter." Sure, 

it's a program in its own right, but I suspect 

the EQ crowd will see it as a writing mod-

ule you can rewire into your host of choice. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I suppose I should also talk about its 

intended application. Okay. The MIDI edit-

ing is excellent and simple — it reminds 

me a lot of the way Live does MIDI, which 

in turn reminds me a lot of how Project5 

does MIDI. You can use a standard piano 

roll grid, or more of a step sequencer 

approach, and automation (of the mixer, 

parts, or even the song arrangement) is 

drop-dead simple as well. 

The key to Kinetic 2's speed is the 

browser that appears when you want to 

401.0 homeimie an mulnterrol timlonui A 01 reell Audi , mop Ch'UOU 

load or create a part. You specify the type 

of sound generator you want to use (audio 

loops or various broad categories like 

drums, pads, bass, etc.), then a particular 

style of music, which then reveals a selec-

tion of possible patterns or loops. If you 

choose a MIDI device, you can then use 

the browser that shows an instrument, 

style, and device chain. Device chain? Yes, 

you can save combinations of instruments 

and effects. Without the browser, Kinetic 

2 wouldn't be the high-speed groove gen-

erator it is. 

Given the price, I didn't expect 

Kinetic 2 to offer as many sound-warping 

features as it does. The mixer for the var-

ious parts in each groove includes two 

aux sends and a master effects chain 

slot, so yes, you can slam a compressor 

in the output to beef up the sound a bit. 

There's even a " MIDI learn" function so 

you can use an external control surface, 

but in an inexplicable faux pas, the mixer 

channel solo buttons can't be controlled 

via MIDI. Huh? If you want to do a break-

beat kinda thing, you need to create a 

separate groove with just that channel, 

and trigger it (which can be instantly, at 

the next measure, or at the end of the 

current groove). 

Bottom line: I've found Kinetic 2 to be 

surprisingly useful, and if you have a pen-

chant for grooves, you might too. 

Product type: Beats/groove creation 

program that's also a great " host accessory." 

Target market: DJ/groove musi-

cians, but it's more versatile than just that 

Strengths: Rewires into hosts. Nice. 

selection of content. Put grooves together 

really fast. Surprisingly sophisticated edit-

ing functions and feature set for this type 

of program. Useful selection of instru-

ments and effects. Hosts third-party VST 

and DX instruments/effects. 

Limitations: Can't control mixer solo 

buttons via MIDI. Instruments aren't VST, 

so you can't use them in other programs. 

Price: $99 

Contact: www.cakewalk.com  

onev is No Object 
"My band's success has put me in a place 

where I can afford whatever mics I want. 

I've tried more expensive mica, but always 

came back to the Studio Projects' T3. 

It makes my music sound the way 

I hear it in my head!" 

Chris Henderson 
3 Doors Down 

9 Pa ern 
Tube www.letudiaprojeote.com 



Reviews 

RPI R29 
Yes, they shrunk the API sound into 

by Jeff Anderson 

API is marketing their new A2D as "ear 

candy" — and that slogan nails it. The 

A2D contains a pair of preamps for rais-

ing mic-level signals to workable line 

levels. These preamps feed analog XLR 

outs, as well as a digital converter, 

which provides AES and S/PDIF digital 

outs (this is the first API device with digi-

tal outs). The A2D handles all common 

samples rates from 44.1 to 192kHz. 

The 24-bit converters have discrete 

analog op amps on the front end, and 

there are two 

lovel controls 

to adjust the 

digital output 

volume. These 

controls have 

come in very 

handy during 

my mixing 

sessions; you 

can control the amount of signal running 

through the unit, which affects the over-

all tone, as well as the amount of signal 

leaving the unit. 

The A2D can run from an external 

clock source via SuperClock, accepted 

from a BNC cable; a front panel light 

indicates an external sync source. By 

using a 9-pin D-sub connection, you 

can even link multiple A2D units 

together so that they all run off of the 

first clock in the chain. (At our studio, 

we slaved the A2D unit up with an 

Apogee Big Ben, so every digital piece 

in our studio was running from the 

same clock source.) 

Normally, I wouldn't take the space 

to gives props to meters, however the 

20-segment LED meters on the front 

panel are incredibly vibrant. There are 

two complete sets of meters; on the 

input side they range from —30dB to 

+27dB. On the digital side, they display 

—56dB to OdB. Even if you are using the 

unit as an analog preamp, the digital 

meters indicate the current levels. 

how clean and warm the sound was. The 

312 mic preamps are the same used in 

API consoles, as well as their 3124 quad 

mic preamp. As you raise the input level, 

you can hear the transformer saturating 

— a huge part of that glorious, classic 

API sound. 

On the analog side, this unit covers 

all the bases. Over the past few months, 

we've used it on everything from bass, 

vocals, guitars, overheads and even key-

boards at line level. It has XLR analog 

ins and outs for each channel on the 

that little box 

CONCLUSIONS 

Last month, I used the A2D on quite a 

few sessions. When overdubbing, I 

routed the signal straight from the mic, 

to the A2D, then digitally through an 

XLR cable into our DAW's AES port, 

bypassing the console. The presence of 

an API was very apparent. I usually pre-

fer to hit gear hard to get the most color 

out of it, so the 2:1 transformer routing 

switch rocks! By attenuating the levels 

at both the input (pad) and output, you 

can really hear the saturation and 

color that the 

A2D adds to your 

sound. [his unit is 

extremely quiet, 

but even when 

you're running it 

hard, the sound 

remains noise-

free, pristine, and 

full of color. 

The A2D is so versatile and has so 

many features that relate to so many 

applications, I consider it an exceptional 

value. Personally, I feel getting " that 

API sound" alone is worth the cost — 

especially because it works in an all-

analog or analog in/digital out context. 

We even used the A2D as in insert 

from our analog console on a vocal 

track as an effect to " jam it out" and 

get that API sound. It makes a great 

front end for your DAW, thanks to clean 

analog engineering and solid digital 

conversion — and more importantly, 

because it sounds crisp, clean, warm, 

and fat. That little rack box really does 

contain the famous API sound. 
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APPLYING THE API 

After using the A2D for both tracking 

and mixing, I couldn't help but notice 

back of the unit, and line level TRS (bal-

anced) high impedance inputs on the 

front. Additionally, the back has balanced 

TRS inserts before the AID converter. 

These allow inserting analog processors 

into the analog chain prior to conversion; 

an obvious application is a limiter to pre-

vent overloading the converters. 

You can handle pretty much any sig-

nal, as there are switches for polarity, 

phantom power, a —20dB input pad, and 

mic/line select. An additional 2:1 trans-

former switch provides —10dB of atten-

uation by selecting a different tap of 

the preamp output transformer. By 

attenuating the output with this switch, 

you can " hit the unit harder" or pass 

more signal through the A2D to get 

more color, yet still be able to turn 

down the preamp output so that you 

have a manageable line level signal to 

send to your recorder. 

One other nice feature: During my 

mixing sessions, I've been sending our 

console's analog signal to the A2D, and 

then using the AES port to send the digi-

tal out to an Alesis MasterLink. Thanks 

to the A2D's volume trims, it's possible 

to control both the left and right levels 

going to the MasterLink ins. 

Product type: Rackmount stereo 

preamp with digital and analog outputs. 

Target market: Higher-end studio 

and stage applications. 

Strengths: Can color the sound in a 

very desirable way. Lots of interfacing 

options. Gives the "API sound" at a 

lower price point. 

Limitations: No significant 

limitations. 

Price: $1,995 

Contact: www.aoiaudio.com  
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• EATS COMPLEX ALGORITHMS 

FOR BREAKFAST. 

IMULTI•C111111111 IIFICTS SYS7(11 I-1 8000 PN 

Eventide's signature 5.1 reverbs and effects require sheer processing power for dense reverbs and complex algorithms — the kind that can crush 
mortal effects processors. If you're ready to push the boundaries of creativity, meet the new super-heavyweight champion: the 8-channel, 24-bit./96kHz 
Eventide H8000FW Ultra-Harmonizer® effects processor. 

.110011 "0. 

FIREWIRE UPGRADE 
AVAILABLE 

Built on a foundation of nearly sixteen hundred preset-algorithms, it encapsulates the last 30 years of digital effects processing. And with over eighty 
5.1 presets, this baby's ready to take the future head-on with headroom to spare. If, for example, a complex algorithm gets a little too big for its britches, 
Monolithic Tandem" runs it on two DSP chips. With that kind of parallel processing power, your creativity is unrestrained. 

Despite all that brain and brawn, the H8000FW is remarkably friendly and easy-to- use, optimized for flexibility and control. Virtual racks have been 
crafted which give you up to five stereo effects processors combined in one preset-algorithm Search functionality helps you Sun presets for easy 
retrieval. 

The H8000I-W combines the advantages of the H8000A with the H8000 and adds seamless FireWire connectivity with your computer. 

So, crank up an Eventide H8000FW Ultra- Harmonizer and feast your ears on the most amazing effects you've never imagined. 

• 8 channels of 24- bit AES/EBU, ADAT and FireWire I/O 
• MIDI, BPM and Tap Tempo synchronization 

• Up to 96kHz sampling frequency 
• PC and OS X graphic editor/development tools included 
• 4 channels of pristine analog I/O; s/n > 110dB 

For more information call (201) 641-1200, email audio@eventide.com or visit www.eventide.com 
Eventide and Harmonizer are registered trademarks. Monolithic Tandem. and VISIG are trademarks of Eventide Inc ©2006 Eventide Inc All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners 
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MOW VOYPnER PPCK 
q\-/NITI-1Pq17F-P There's a reason 
why so many studios have a Minimoog around 
somewhere . . 
by John Davis 

The Moog Voyager is the 

greatest analog mono-

synth ever made. There, 

I said it. Now that's out of 

the way, I can explain 

how and why I came to that 

conclusion . . . 

I've spent a lot of time with 

classic and not-so-classic analog synthe-

sizers, from original Minimoogs and 

Korg MS-20s to the Yamaha CS series 

and my prized Octave CAT synth, as well 

as spending time on one of the largest 

fully functional modular synths in the 

world (a 200+ module hybrid of 

Polyfusion, Moog and MOTM modules). 

Every synth has its own personality and 

set of idiosyncrasies, at times both 

charming and frustrating. In a recording 

situation, analog synths — monosynths 

in particular — are great fun, allowing for 

hours of tweaking and making cool, 

unique sounds ... but this sucks when 

it's time to take those songs on the road 

and perform them. 

The Minimoog Voyager answered 

everyone's prayers when it was intro-

duced by offering the legendary Moog 

sound and style with full digital recall of 

all parameters and some new features, 

such as additional LFOs and routing flex-

ibility (for all the specs, go to 

www.moogmusic.com• under Minimoog, 

choose " Rack Mount Edition"). 

I always wanted a Voyager, but the 

price was too high for me, and I always 

thought that the little touch pad thing 

would probably break in a few years, and 

act as a magnet for any objects like 

microphone stands to fall into it. So I 

was excited to hear about the introduc-

tion of a Voyager Rack. 

THE VOYAGE BEGINS 

I immediately pulled the Voyager Rack 

out of its box, turned it on, and stared at 

the glowing blue backlit panel. This fea-

ture, which almost seems like a gimmick 

at first, turned out to be a life-saver on 

the road. All the knobs have an incredi-

bly smooth and substantial feel to them, 

and instill a feeling of confidence in the 

craftsmanship. Pretty soon I 

got tired of looking at it, 

and realized the 

only convenient 

MIDI controller 

was my 

ancient, 

dawn-of-MIDI 

E-mu Emulator 

II. I figured if I 

could get the 

Voyager Rack to work 

with that, it would probably work 

with anything. 

While testing this synth, I made a 

deliberate decision not to open the man-

ual, as I figure a monosynth should be 

the epitome of user-friendly synthesis. I 

was not disappointed. After plugging in 

the MIDI controller, I browsed through 

the Edit menus and found everything I 

would ever want to change, from note 

priority ( cool for making it respond like 

an old mini with low note priority, or a 

Yamaha with top note priority) to MIDI 

channels, to additional modulation rout-

ing and filter modes. Saving patches 

was easy, but naming them was as 

tedious as on any synth where you 

have to write with cursor keys. Once I 

had figured out these few things, I fig-

ured I knew enough to make all the 

sounds I needed. 

APPLYING THE VOYAGER 

I wanted to re-create some of the glitchy, 

sample-and-hold type sounds I made 

with my Octave CAT synth for my band 

Phonograph's LP It was easy to " zero" 

the synth to give myself a clean slate, 

and then I set about making a percussive 

glitch type sound that could be manually 

manipulated with the knobs: A combina-

tion of hard sync between two of the 

oscillators, and modulating the other 

oscillator produced a sufficiently weird 

timbre, so I then started tweaking the 

envelope to get the right percussive 

"click." Setting the LFO to trigger the 

envelope was simple, and tracked 

extremely well; the option to sync the 

LFO to MIDI is great if you need to trig-

ger the envelope from, say, a drum 

machine. The envelope is extremely 

tight, capable of such fast attack times 

that it can click at the beginning of notes. 

This review came at a perfect time 

for me, as my band was getting ready to 

open for Wilco on the southern leg of 

their spring tour. As the Wilco tour grew 

closer, I had a hefty arsenal of sounds 

ready, and was amazed at the ergonomic 

nature of the panel, which was incredi-

bly easy to get around. At every show 

we played, the Voyager Rack performed 

flawlessly. Even during a five-minute 

blackout on stage (due to a lighting com-

puter crashing), the backlit panel let me 

keep playing as usual. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The sounds, construction, and interface 

of this synth are all top notch, and the 

only thing that I found the least bit 

annoying was the need for an 

"Accessory Port" to access all the CV 

features, as I really wanted to try and 

interface it with more of my gear — like 

clocking the envelope on my 

Moogerfooger lowpass pedal off of the 

LFO, or slaving another synth to it for 

additional oscillators and envelopes. 

(Editor's Note: Moog Music has just 

introduced the the VX352, which pro-

vides control voltage and gate signals 

for control of the MMV Rack's synthesis 

circuits.) 

But the bottom line is I think that 

the Minimoog Voyager is the greatest 

monosynth ever made, and is an artful 

mixture of tradition, technology, and 

musicality Moog's legacy lives on. 

Product type: Monophonic rack 

mount analog ( not virtual analog) synth. 

Target market: Synth fans who 

want the Moog sound. 

Strengths: Well-crafted. Easy to pro-

gram. Makes high-quality analog synth 

sounds. More affordable than the key-

board version. 

Limitations: Optional accessory 

port required to access internal CV 

functions. 

Price: $2,395 

Contact: www.moogmusic.com  
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qRcil tones Tony Loves his 
Styx 

Tragically Hip 

Sieve Stevens 
Steve Miller 
Sony Broadcast 
Sobtech 
Shakira 
Seal 
Sarah McLachlan 
Santana 
Robert Scovill 
Robert Cray 
Red Hot Chili Peppers 
Randy Travis 
Radiohead 

Prince (Peter Gabriel, king crimson) • 
Peter Gabriel 
OSA - On Stage Audio 
Oak Ridge Boys 
Nine Ind Nails 

Na0411al 
Michael 
Metalrba 
Matchbox 
Masque Sound 
Mark Howard 
Mark %Jan 
MarcusMIter 
Linkin Park 
Klondike Sound 
Khaliq Glover 
Kenny Loggins 
kd Lang 
Justin Meldal-Johnson 
Journey 
Joni Mitchell 
John Patitucci 
John Mayer 
Joe Wash Band 
Jimmy Haslip 
Jewel 
Janet Jackson 
House of Blues 
Grand 010pre 
Garbage 
Faith Hill 
Dwight Yoakarn 
Destiny's Child 
David Tom 
David Rideau 
Dave Bottrill 
Craig Anderton 
Clair Brothers 
Cinque de Soled 
Chuck Rainey 
Chick Corea 
Charley Pride 
Celine Dion 
Canadian 
California Guitar. 
Bryan &tens 
Bruce Spn 
Billy S 
Billy Ray 
Ben 
Bare 
Banff 
Aud 
Ani 

VVill Lee 

Vanessa VVilhams .11 
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Radial DI 
"...my bass comes through extremely 

clean, very quiet, and with a smooth 

transparent low end. I use my Radial Dl 

for everything." • 

-Tony Levin 
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RADIAL CIJSTOM SHOP snakes • panels • cables • electronics 

4E-0 

EVOLUTION 
OF THE SNAKE 
introducing the 

CONVERTIBLE V-12 
World's first modular snake! 
For over 25 years, sound companies and broadcasters have been 

restricted to snake systems made from a single steel panel attached to a 

back box No flexibility No way to upgrade Suddenly, the Convertible V12 

changes all the rules Now you can order a snake system to meet today's 

budget and expand to meet the demands of tomorrow as you grow 

The V12 features a high-density 'rack inside a rack' design that packs up 

to 64 channels in less than 24" You can mix and match input and output 

panels. add cross-patching and sub-snakes even bad the back with 

multi-pins XLRs or whatever else comes to mind Best of all. the V12 is 

built tough to handle the road 

Radial Convertible V12 - the evolution of snake design' 

• Modular expandable system design 

• Up to 64 channels in 12 RUs 

• Veam, Mass & Ramlatch multipins 

• Jensen or Radial iso transformers 

• RF network reduces noise 

• Choice of 5 sub-snake boxes 

• 14-gauge steel & I-beam frame 

• Color coded panels for fast setup 

• 100% quality performance guarantee 

Input rnoduks 
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Return modukt 
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Sub snake malule 
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Output rnadule 
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Sounds 

Pin rpH PI run 
Electro Magnetic Fury 

Contact: Big Fish Audio, 

www.bigfishaudio.com  

Format: 1 DVD-ROM with REX2 loops, 

Apple loops, and WAV files, 16-bit/44.1kHz 

Price: $99.95 

From the title, I was expecting some 

seriously ugly noise, like what you might 

get from a bunch of avant-garde 

"artistes" who feel sorry for you 

because you can't appreciate the beauty 

of their intense angst. Nope. This fury is 

a controlled, mysterious fury, the kind 

you'd get from a dragon who'd been 

sleeping for centuries, and you had the 

bad luck to trip over on the way back to 

the time machine. 

In typical Big Fish fashion, you get lots 

of construction kits (95 plus a folder of 

"atmospheres," for a total of 705 unique 

files), which averages about seven files per 

kit for each of the three file types. The first 

file is a mix of all parts (except in the REX 

folders, which omit the mix due to difficulty 

in REXifying this type of file). This makes 

for easy auditioning. Each kit indicates the 

"native" key signature and tempo, most of 

which hover in the 100-140 BPM range. 

Some of the kits would fit right into 

the Zion party scenes in the Matrix; 

other beats sound like the Chemical 

Brothers in a nasty mood. But they're 

not just about noise — there's an 

intensity and sophistication to these 

sounds that raise them above the usual 

"hardcore" loops. 

I've put some files on 

www.eamag.com because a sound is 

worth a thousand words. If you're in an 

industrial/soundtrack frame of mind, this 

DVD-ROM delivers in spades. — Craig 

Anderton 
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PUT YOURSELF IN THE MIX 
Would you like to mix concert sound like Conservatory graduate Eddie Mapp for Evanescense„Staind, POD and Zakk Wylde? 

What about winning a Grammy for Radiohead's 'Hail to the Thief like Darrell Thorpe? Thousands of audio recording professionals 
have graduated from the Conservatory to work in a career that they had only once dreamed about. With your passion and our 

training you too could be working as a recording engineer, mixing sound for motion pictures and even touring with bands as their 

Front of House engineer. When it comes to audio.. WE ARE THE EXPERTS. LET US HELP YOU GET IN THE MIX. 

CONSERVATORY OF RECORDING ARTS & SCIENCES 
ilk 2300 E. Broadway Rd. I Tempe, AZ 85282 

1205 N. Fiesta Blvd. I Gilbert, AZ 85233 

-› 1-800-562-6383 
www.audiorecordingschool.com/eq.html 
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Sottcover, 224 pages, 
B&W illustrations throughout, 
$19.95 

Learn How to Set Up 
and Run Your Own 
Recording Studio 

SA 
511J D1OÉ,. 
OWNER 

R COMPLETE GUIDE TO SETTING OP HD 
RUNNING YOUR OWN RECORDING STUDIO 

JOHN SHIRLEY 
RICHARD STRASSER 

Li T losan o o er mus clans ant engineers, you might he 

dreaming of opening your own studio, It's exciting to pursue that 
dream of financial success and artistic independence, but it can 

turn into a nightmare if you haven't planned wisely. Now you can 
avoid common mistakes and ensure long-tenn success by follow-

ing die sound business strategies detailed in this new hook. 

The Sally Studio Owner explores all aspects of starting and 
finning a professional sound-recording studio, from smaller 

project-style facilities to million-dollar majors. From business structures, financing, and government regulations to studio design, marketing, 
and taxes, the information in The San y Studio Onner is based on detailed research and sound practices. all presented in a practical "how-to" 

style. Even if you liave no prior business or sound-recording experience, The Sam' Studio ()tiller will help turn your goals into reality. .. 

EQO'S08 

JOHN SHIRLEY Is a composer, professor, recording engineer, record producer, 

authoi. and studio owner. He holds a PhD in Music Composition and is a 

contributing editor for ne Magazine 

DR. RICHARD STRASSER is coordinator of the Music Business program at the 

University of Massachusetts—Lowell. He earned a Master of Music and a Doctor 

of I Arts at the Manhattan Sch - 

Available at fine book and music stores everywhere. Or call toll free (866) 222-5232. 

qBackbeat Books 

6600 Silacci Way, Gilroy, CA 95020 USA 
Phone: 14081848-8294 
Fax: 1408) 848-5784 
E-mail: backheat@rushorder.com 
Web: www.backbeatbooks.com 

Distributed to music stores 

by Hal Leonard Corp.; 

to bookstores by 

Publishers Group West. 



Sounds 

BIG FISH I:11 in10 
Hip Hop Exotica 

Contact: Big Fish Audio, 

www.bigfishaudio.com  

Format: 1 DVD-ROM with REX2 

loops, Apple loops (AIFF), and WAV files, 

24-bit/44.1kHz 

Price: $99.95 

And now for something completely differ-

ent: Are you ready for Dubai hip-hop? 

And maybe some Bhangra and Latino hip-

hop as well, because this DVD-ROM 

throws hip-hop beats against a map of 

the world, and sees what sticks. 

Interestingly, most of it does, yet doesn't 

seem forced. 

The 55 construction kits (with 966 

unique files, except for the REX versions, 

as hits and mixes don't translate well to 

that format) each have the usual mix-of-all-

elements and the constituent elements, 

but also include folders of the drum tracks 

broken down into individual loops, and 

another folder of hits. This allows cus-

tomizing your tracks to a greater degree 

than most libraries, as you can drag the 

hits over to create rhythmic variations. 

Most tempos are in the hip-hop/rap 

sub-100 BPM zone. Unlike some sound 

reviews, where I feel a product has multi-

ple applications, this one zeroes in specif-

ically on hip-hop and doesn't let go. What 

adds the flavor is the exotic character of 

the ethnic instruments and scales sitting 

side-by-side with more traditional hip-hop 

elements ... if only the real world could 

be so neighborly. 

One heads-up: You can't use these 

sounds in music libraries. Oh well. It's 

still an innovative collection that will 

inject freshness into hip-hop projects; 

check out the audio examples at www.  

eamag.com. — Craig Anderton 

WAV REP APPIF LOOPS 

HIP HOF 
:Ullffij,) 

A CROSS-CULTURAL RENO OF HIP HOP 
GANGSTA BEATS AND WORLD MUSIC FLAVORS 

11,111Muniallilb CID ft3 
Jerry Heller 

Hui Hon Visionary a Co-Founder Ruthless Records 

Here! 
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illbruckacoustic 

The R- ults 

SONEX 
II II I I II I I II II 11111 1111111 I I III 1111 III I I I II III I II I 1111 

Capture precision sound tailored to your needs and 
budget. Since every recording environment is different, 
illbruck offers a range of innovative acoustic solutions 
—plus the expertise to maximize sound quality in your 
unique space. We feature SONEX® products made 
with willtec® a fire-resistant material that's easy to 
install and easy to move if you do. 

Make a sound decision and call us at 
1-800-662-0032 or visit 

, t--Rcoustic.com/eq 
0 2006 illbruck acoustic, inc. All rights reamed. 

SONIC CIRCUS 
Serious Studio Infrastructure 

The most comprehensive selection of recording 
equipment in the world. 

www.str niecircus.com 

_L SONIC 
- 8 " " 4 " " ,' CIRCUS 
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professional 

PRESENT 

A CELEBRATION AND TRIBUTE TO TRUE MUSICAL INNOVATION 

BERKLEE PERFORMANCE CENTER SEPT.22ND 2006 
FRIDAY, 7:30 PM 

HOSTED BY 

SPECIAL GUEST 

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

HONORING LEGENDS IN DJ, RECORDING/ENGINEERING, MUSIC PRODUCTION AND PERFORMANCE: 

GRANDWIZZARD THEODORE 

GRANDMIXER DXT 

JAZZY JAY 

JAM MASTER JAY 

DJ JAZZY JOYCE 

BRUCE SWEDIEN 

DJ PREMIER 

MARLEY MARL 

MICII›AEL BRELKER 

Al KOOPER 

FEATURING MUSICAL PERFORMANCES AND APPEARANCES BY: 

7L & ESOTERIC 

JAZZY JAY 

GRANDMIXER Diu « 

GRANDWIZZARD THEODORE 

SPECIAL K 

TEDDY TED 

IVIIKF PHILLIPS 

AL KOOPER 

THE XECUTIONERS 

THE ALCHEMIST 

  AND MORE 

•PRCCEEDS TO BENEFIT THE BERKLEE CITY MUSIC PROGRAM 

music 
keyboard 

IRMMIX Electronic Musiétan FutureMusic 

  DJ TIMES 

.C.Nionark ndustries LLC. All rights reserved. - 

'' ',Lilt: 2,1' 

ORDER TICKETS THROUGH ticketmaster (617-931-2000) OR BY VISITING 
VVVVW.MILESTONES2006.COM 



THE FUTURE OF MUSIC 
ElISTRIPII Finn Wril IP ÍTIMPUTER 
Is it twilight time for CD Baby, The Orchard, 
and Amazon? 
by Moses Avalon 

Only a few years ago, signing a deal with a 

major label in order to get your CDs distrib-

uted en masse started to seem like "old 

think." But who would have thought that 

the idea of pressing CDs to reach the 

masses may become outdated? Imagine 

being able to run your entire independent 

music distribution empire without printing 

a single CD or licking a single stamp: These 

days, it's simpler and cheaper than ever to 

be a successful indie. 

New models are emerging that elimi-

nate the need to press CDs, deal with e-

tailers, hunt down money, hand over 

exclusive rights to masters, or give up a 

large cut of profits just for the luxury of hav-

ing your songs on iTunes. In terms of both 

Physical Media and Digital Distribution, 

today's options will make producers, and 

artists re-think their entire career plan. 

PHYSICAL MEDIA 

Physical media is being re-shaped by a 

concept that has been around for years in 

the book publishing world: "on-demand 

printing." The term says it all. Instead of 

printing hundreds to thousands of units 

that then sit in your garage, you can have 

the exact amount of units printed after you 

sell them, at which point they're sent 

directly to the buyer. 

Several companies have offered this 

type of service for musicians, but for rea-

sons of cost and convenience, it hasn't 

been met with great enthusiasm. "Truth is, 

today most artists are doing their on-

demand burning themselves," says Tony 

van Veen, an executive to Discmakers, one 

of the country's leading CD manufacturers 

for indie artists. But pressing CDs on your 

home computer not only means inferior 

quality to mass-produced product; there is 

still the matter of selling them, fulfilling the 

orders, tracking the sales, and getting paid. 

A lot of those headaches were handled by 

the likes of Amazon or CD Baby, but that 

may soon be changing. 

Meet Jeff Price and his small company 

TuneCore, Out of Brooklyn, New York. Price 

is the co-founder of SpinART Records, a 

hip New York indie label that actually turned 

a profit in the 1990s with acts like the 

Pixies. In 2004, Jeff looked at the land-

scape of independent music distribution 

and saw two huge flaws: 

• Artists and small labels need to go to 

too many places to fill out their distribution 

team and most importantly... . 

• They were assigning very important 

back-end rights to their music exclusively, 

and paying high percentages, just for the 

privilege of getting their music on iTunes or 

not having to deal with fulfillment. 

CD Baby is the leading fulfillment com-

pany in independent music, being respon-

sible for about 25% of the titles available in 

the independent music market. Using 

them as a comparison, we see that the e-

tailer charges an average of 30% for fulfill-

ment of physical product ($4 a unit), along 

with outside expenses that bring the unit 

cost up to over $6. 

COMPANY THRESHOLD VIG OPT OUT LENGTH EXCLUSIVE 

AWAL 

awal.co.uk 

IRIS 

irisdistribution.com 

DRA 

digitalrightsagency.com 

IODA 

iodalliance.com 

The Orchard 

theorchard.com 

CD Baby 

cdbaby.com 

TuneCore 

tunecore.com 

S50 

S200 

S250-S500 

S25 

15% 

15% 

30 days 

no 

TBD no 

15% 1 month Complex 

but doable. 

S50 TBD 6 months 

Adjustable start-

ing at S10. S20 is 

the default. 

SO ( money held 

for 15 days) 

8% 30 days Complex 

but doable. 

SO (fee of about 

Si a year per 

album) 

Fire at will. 

30 days 

3 years 

2-3 years 

perpetual 

1 year 

6 months 

maybe 

no 

TBD 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 
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II Cost of CD. $ 1.50 (assuming on order 

between 500-1000 units) 

• Shipping to CD Baby: $1 per unit (five 

unit minimum) 

• CD Baby's fulfillment fee: $4 

• Total cost per unit: $6.50. 

On top of this, CD Baby's startup fees 

of $35 plus $20 for a bar code (which is a 

"sub-code," not an actual, entire UPC 

code) put the client into a scenario where 

they have to sell about 10-15 units of a 

particular title just to break even. Think that 

will be easy to do? Here are some statis-

tics to consider. 

Neilson SoundScan — the leading com-

pany that tracks retail CD sales — reported 

in 2004 that out of the 4000+ CD Baby 

titles they tracked, only about 700 titles 

registered more than 12 units sold on the 

popular service that year. CD Baby claims 

about 70,000 clients, which means about 

only 1% of their clients are in the black. 

When you add the cost of printing the 

physical media, the losses become even 

more extreme. 

In companies like TuneCore, a client 

sends only one CD (the master) and they 

can even email it to save on postage. 

TuneCore sends it to their strategic part-

ner, Digital Catalog Service (DCS), a com-

pany with several major label accounts. 

They oversee the on-demand producing of 

the CD — in full glass-master quality — 

and print the artwork using a professional 

offset process that ends up costing the 

client about $6 a unit. They ship it, collect 

the money, and the client can withdraw 

their profits at will from their TuneCore 

account. They take no fees for warehous-

ing or shipping, so this strategy makes it 

virtually impossible for a new artist/label to 

lose money. 

How does the old guard feel about this 

new solution? CD Baby and their main 

competitor, The Orchard, have not 

announced plans to partner up with any 

on-demand pressing services. However, 

DiscMakers Executive VP Tony van Veen, 

who has enjoyed a very comfortable place 

in the existing model, says they are step-

ping up their on-demand services. " It's a 

small but growing part of the landscape. In 

fact, DiscMakers already offers a short-run 

duplication service where you can order 

CDs in quantities as low as one disc:' 

Cost is about $4 per unit, a price that com-

pares well to newcomer TuneCore. 

DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION 

astribution side of the fence, 

the main " aggregators" for indie artists 

thus far have been CD Baby, The Orchard, 

IRIS, AWAL, and DRA (apologies to any I 

left out). All offer to get your music on 

iTunes and other download services, like 

Rhapsody, Napster, e-Music and others. 

But not all their contracts are created equal. 

Many have confusing clauses with terms 

like " underlying compositions" to describe 

the type of rights that an artist must convey 

in order to utilize their service. This has 

some industry lawyers nervous about what 

actual role the aggregator assumes. 

Many also have " payment thresholds" 

that seem reasonable at first, until you do 

the math. A "threshold" in this context is a 

financial goalpost that a client has to reach 

in order to trigger a cashout. In some 

cases it can be as high as $200 a month, 

and this is after the aggregator takes their 

15% vig. That nets out to about 336 down-

loads per month before you get paid — not 

200 downloads, as you might initially 

assume if you are thinking in terms of 

about $1 a sale. ( Example: For a 99e down-

load on iTunes, about 290 goes to Apple, 

leaving about 700 that is passed on to the 

aggregator. Then the aggregator takes its 

15%, leaving 59.50. Divide that into $200, 

and the result is about 336 downloads.) 

Jeff's premise with TuneCore is that 

digital distribution should be a " flat fee," 

pay-as-earned service — not one that 

keeps a hand in the artist/label's pocket for 

months or years at a time, or creates diffi-

cult thresholds in order to qualify for pay-

ment. "You walk into FedEx and ask them 

to deliver a package to iTunes. FedEx 

charges you $ 15 and that's it," says Price, 

"They do not say 'OK, that will be 20% of 

the revenue for the next three years." 

A good point. In TuneCore's contract for 

digital distribution, there is no payment 

threshold, no exclusive rights granted, and 

no grab is made for back end rights either. 

They take 0% of revenue and, best of all, 

you can fire them at will, leaving the client 

PRINTING 

FULFILLMENT ON DEMAND MARKETING COMMENTS 
OVERALL 

5 STAR RATING 

no no 

no no 

yes no yes 

no 

yes no yes 

yes 

yes 

(partnered) 

On- Demand 

yes Contract straightforward but leaves out many contingencies. 

However, short terms and low threshold keep it a contender. 

no Some elements are exclusive, but not master recordings. 

High threshold and long terms require careful consideration. 

** 

Deals mostly with artists that have a lot of activity, therefore ** 1/2 

all points are negotiable. Points herein are a range. 

no no Caution: Uses the term " underlying compositions" to define 

rights granted. Will negotiate. 

Spotty rep but under new management that is eager to 
repair mistakes of the past. New contract a vast improve-

ment over the old one. Will negotiate. Short terms fetching. 

** 

*** 

no no Caution: Uses the term " underlying compositions" to define " 1/2 

rights granted. Will not negotiate terms. Variable threshold 

is troublesome 

yes 

(partnered) 
no In theory, best deal in town for the emerging artist. Although **** 

run by industry veterans with good reps, the company is still 
very new. Worth watching. 

www.ecimag.co, SEPTEMBER 2006 EQ 



THE FUTURE OF MUSIC 
DISTRIBUTION: VOUR COMPUTER 

free to make deals with larger major labels 

should the situation arise. 

So how do they make money? TuneCore 

charges 99¢ per song as a one-time fee, and 

990 as another one-time delivery fee of the 

entire album to iTunes and any other digital 

store of the client's choosing. So, a 10-song 

album delivered to iTunes US and Rhapsody, 

for example, would be $10.89, and each store 

after that would be another 99e. An annual stor-

age and maintenance fee of about $8 an album 

is then applied, resulting in a total of about $18 

to get set up on two stores. Compared to the 

leading competitors with almost double the 

setup fees and back end rakes of 9% to 30%, 

theTuneCore model seems highly competitive. 

Then there is the matter of how long you 

are locked in to some aggregators. Most 

insist on commitments that last from six 

months to three years. Not only is this a life-

time in a recording artist's emerging years, 

it's a lifetime in the world of digital technology. 

New formats are opening up every month: 

satellite radio, internet radio, podcasting, 

streaming into restaurants and arenas. 

Although some companies advertise " non-

exclusive" deals, giving the impression that 

you can have several aggregators who spe-

cialize in different areas, they are hoping you 

ignore an important point: Many legitimate 

labels won't sign an artist if that artist has 

already given away the rights to distribute 

their music on any mass scale, even if they 

are "non-exclusive" rights. 

To ease your apprehension about all this, 

some offer "30 day opt-out" clauses. This also 

sounds appealing until you look carefully at 

the reality: Since the advent of digital distribu-

tion, many people have tried "opting out" of 

old deals in favor of newer, better ones only to 

find that months later, there are multiple 

copies of their same masters on download 

services, each paying different royalty rates. 

Reality: In general, "30 day opt-outs" are 

fallacies. No company can really get you out 

of the entire digital network with 30 days 

notice once you are loaded into iTunes, 

Napster, etc. and I suspect that you'll see 

mention of this feature start to fade away 

from legitimate aggregators' advertising, as 

luitorPlauertv 

it can not really be fulfilled reasonably. 

So to whom does the future belong? Will 

we start to see those who take back-end 

rights fall behind in market share? Are we at 

a tipping point where granting rights in 

exchange for an opportunity seems like "old 

think?" I for one am keeping a close eye out 

for a reverse bidding war between the old 

bosses and all- in-one companies that 

espouse a more liberating philosophy. 

(Editor's Note: More information on the 

companies mentioned in this article and their 

practices can be found on the author's award-

winning website, www.MosesAvalon.com.1 

Moses Avalon is the author of the new book, 

Million Dollar Mistakes: Steering Your Music 

Career Free of Lies, Cons, Catastrophes, and 

Landmines, and the classic best seller, 

Confessions of a Record Producer, now in its 

third printing and required reading in over 35 

schools. He is an artists' rights activist and 

runs one of the nation's leading music busi-

ness consultation companies. 
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It's time to get hip to the latest and greatest FREE tool 
for guitar players of all ages, styles, and abilities. It's GPTV! 
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INClUDES CD-ROM! 

lurn music otes 

into bank notes 

Trade paper, 220 pages, ISBN 0-87930-844-3, $22.95 

"Before any meeting, negotiation, deal, 

or green light, make sure to read this book." 

—Paul Resnikoff, founder and editor, 

Digital Music News (digitalmusicnews.com) 

BREATHTAKING changes are transforming the music 

business. While these changes may be smashing 

traditional business models, eroding CD sales, and 

creating havoc among the major record companies, they 

are also providing new opportunities for unsigned artists, 

independent labels, and music entrepreneurs. 

The Future of the Music Business provides a legal and 

business roadmap as well as practical tips about how to 

sell music online, develop an online record company, take 

advantage of wireless technologies, open an online music 

store, and much more. This book details the latest legal 

developments, chronicles the major labels' battles with 

peer-to-peer services, and proposes solutions for the 

industry's woes. The Future of the Music Business also 

features interviews with artists and entrepreneurs who are 

creating the future with the latest digital technologies. 

The accompanying CD-ROM includes a two-hour seminar, 

additional interviews, and hundreds of active links to 

legal, business, and technical resources—plus links to 

Web pages updating the book—so that it will never be 

out of date. 

An entertainment attorney and consultant based in 

New York City, Steve Gordon writes on entertainment and 

copyright law for Entertainment Law and Finance and serves 

on its board of editors. www.futureofthemusicbusiness.com 

Available at fine book and music stores everywhere. 

Or call toll free 866 222-5232. 

Backbeat Books 

6600 Silacci Way 

Gilroy, CA 95020 USA 

408 848-8294 p 

408 848-5784 f 

email backbeat@rushorder.com 

wob www.backbeatbonks.com 
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CABINETS & NUM 

V Craia Anderton 

Create dual-band distortion for 
more flexible sounds 

Split the guitar signal into high and low bands, then process each one individually. 

Guitar Rig 2 added a Crossover Mix module, capable of splitting an input into 

two separate bands. This allows techniques like choosing a chunky distortion for lower frequencies, 

and a more intense, sustained distortion for higher frequencies. 

aulbar Rita 
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CABINE TS 6 INICS 

CABINETS 6 MICS 

1. In the Components section, 
click on theTools tab and drag 
the Crossover Mix module 
between the Input and Output 
components. 

2. Click on the Amps tab in the 
component section, and drag 
over the Amp that will process 
the low end ( Gratifier is a good 
choice). Drop it between the 
Crossover Mix Low and High 
modules. 

3. Set the Crossover Mix 
Crossfade control to 100:0 ( all 
lows) and crossover Frequency 
to taste ( try 600-800Hz). Now 
tweak the Gratifier controls for 
the desired low band sound; 
the preset " Punchy Clean - 
Bass" is a good point of 
departure, maybe with a bit 
more Bass and a little less 
Treble and Presence. 

4. Click on the Amps tab in the 
component section, and drag 
the Amp you'll use for the high 
band Amp between the 
crossover High and Crossover 
Mix modules. Lead800 
(Distorted 800 preset, with 
Boost enabled) works for me. 

5. Set the Crossover Mix 
Crossfade control to 0:100 ( all 
highs) and tweak the Lead 800 
amp for the desired high 
band sound. 

6. It's time for trie finishing 
touches. Adjust the Crossover 
Mix's crossfade slider for the 
desired balance of the high 
and low sounds; also 
experiment with the 
Frequency parameter, and 
you might want to spread the 
two bands a bit in the stereo 
field using the Pan controls. 
Rock on! 

Patching theTube Compressor between the Crossover High module and the high 
band amp can give a smoother, more sustained high end 
Enabling High Resolution mode ( in the Control Center section) doubles the hit on 
your CPU, but also doubles the sound quality — highly recommended. 

EQ SEPTEMBER 2006 www.eornag.com 



Session II 

ENTRY DEADLINE 

12.15.06 

To ItNTER 

SONGWRITING CONTEST 

Catecories 
Rock World 

Gospel/Inspirational 

Hip- Hop Children's Electronic 

Pop Folk Rhythm & Blues 

Jazz Country Latin 

Awards and Prizes 
$20,000 for the MazeII Song of the Year 

$60,000 in EMI Music Publishing Contracts 

S120,000 in Project Studio Equipment 

12,000 Custom CDs Courtesy of Disc Makers 

Open to Songwriters and Bands 

your original song(s) fill out this application and...yult 
CHECK ONE E SESSION I O SESSION II 

NAME 

ADDRESS AP f 

CITY STATE ZIP 

PHONE ( AGE 

EMAIL 

SONG TITLE 

CHECK ONE: E LYRICS INCLUDED E INSTRUMENTAL COMPOSITION 

CIRCLE ONE IF PAYING BY CREDIT CARD)/ VISA MASTERCARD 

CARD # 

EXP SIGNATURE 

Make your check or money order for $30.00 per song payable to: 
John Lennon Songwriting Contest 

Check one category only 
:7: rock I:world LI gospel/inspirational 

children's CI electronic pop folk 

Ojazz El country latin hip-hop 

www.psc.com 

Sponsored by: 

EDIROfr-
fn Roland 

John Lennon Songwnting Contest 

180 Brighten Road Suite # 131 

Clifton, NJ 07012 

Each entry rust consist of: 
• Completed and signed entry form (or photocopy). 

All signatures must be original. 
al CD(s) or audio cassette(s) containing one song 

only, five (5) minutes or less in length. 

• Lyric sheet typed or printed legibly (please include 
English translation if applicable). Sheets not 

required for instrumental compositions. 
la Check or money order for 530.00 per song (U.S. 
currency only) payable to John Lennon Songwriting 

Contest. If paying by credit card, 530.00 per song 
will be charged to your account. 

Please read all rules carefully, and then sign your name in the 

space provided. If entrant is under 18 years old, the signature of 

a parent or guardian is required. 

1 Env, .../// v/ /(.-• ',led must be contestant's original work Songs may not 

exceed fi ve 151minutes in length Songs may have multiple co- writers, but 

please designate one name only on the application Contestant may send 

as many songs in as many categories as he/she wanes, but each entry requires 
a separate cassette. CO. or filla file entry I orm, lyric sheet and entrance fee. Oro 

check or money order for multiple ea/Isis/categories is permitted . E. arance 

fee e non•retundahle JLSC t. not respons,ble tor late lost damaged, 

misdirected, postage due, stolen, or misappropnated °nines The JLSC 

is not responsible or faulty file uploads accompanying online entries) 

2 The Jan Lemon Songenting Contest s car:Lang 2 separate contests 

darrg 20:6. Semen I and Sesson II. Tonton 1121 O.. Pr.» waing scnah 
ham erch Sesser, lone from each category) wg rePeee $5.000 in recast 

studio egoapment from Rokanzi/Ectria Avslaa-Teznsca and Elnan Mann 

aftilf5 and a S5C13 gft caracole han MosiconsFarecorn. The 12 Grad 

Prue Winners in ea& Seseron na ga head end it at aline eying 

cc/moos/on to become tre Lennon Award Winner in their respectrve 

category. The 12 Lennon Award Wavers we repave a WOO EMI Musc 

Publishing Contract. end 1.033CDs in ful color prenum &Pena Duna's. wort, 
81.430 courtesy of Dscrnakers. hey-. (361 Erastg a., each Susseei oat 

receive $103 gift certificates horn Mtsciarketnea com. One (1) Len. Award 

wnring sag wil screw an Apple Pow, Mac Cs.5.. Cnerna Deplay and S20.000 

tame -Sorg of the Year" coatesy of Maned 

3 Contest is open to amateur and professional songwnters. Employees of 

JLSC, their families, subsidiaries, and al-Mates are not eligible. 

4. Winners will be chosen by a select panel of lodges comprised of noted 

songwnlers, producers, and music industry professionals Songs will 

be Judged based on melody, composition and lyncs nvnen appecatam 

The qualrty of performance and production will not be considered. Pnzes 

WA be awarded Jointly to all authors of any song: division of prizes is 

responsibility of winners Void when proented Al federal, state, and 

local laws and regulations apply. 

b. One (1) bend se be selected by WAAPE13 TOUR '07 organ.ers to toss an 

calant for one week cn WARPED TOUR'07. Performs'. wit be castles. 

6. %rimers will be mined by mail ad must sign and ratan an affidavit of 

ehabely/repadeg nçartepubloody release sett. 14 days of notrfershon dale 

The affidavit oit state that wormer's song is cnyinal work and heishe holds 

all nyhis to song Failure to ego and return si.ch affidavit within 14 days 

or provreon of false/Am.:mite informatmn therm era result in annischate 

dequaldicatm and an alternate winner woe be selected. Affdavns of winners 

under 18 yeas of age at tone of award must be osuntersegned by parent or 

legal guardian. Aff gees subsea to verification by JLSC and es agents cony 

constitutes permssion to use winner's narnee. Irkeness., and zocas for 

llelrffT .dwalhflh3 and nuteCrty purposes wrthout addreana coreperessan 
7 CDs, cassettes, and lyrics will not be returned 

8 Winner Anaoureamants: Session I announced on September 1, 2006. 

Session II announced on March 1, 2007. Announcements will be posted 

On IISC.COM. 

I have read and understand the rules of the John Lennon Songventing Contest and 

t accept the terms and conditions of parbnpaten. if entrant is under 18 years old 

the signature of a parent or guardian is required.) 

Signature 

maxell 1.- __)Fioland Th DISCMAKERS 

iGuitar audicytechnica à Musician's Friend &sonicbids 

Date 

"Lennon" and "John Lennon" are trademarks of Yoko Ono Lennon. All artwork © Yoko Ono Lennon. Licensed exclusively through Bag One Arts, Inc. Design: Baree Fehrenbach 



Power App Riley 

Improve the sound quality of your recordings 

Get rid of annoying hiss, hum, rumble, and other constant noise sources. 

Adobe Audition has an outstanding suite of noise reduction tools. With the one 

described here, you " capture" a sample of the noise you want to remove, and Audition will subtract 

from your signal only audio that is identical to the sample. 

man Pies -• Effects ii .1 Favorites 

El• %knack Effects 
e Amplitude 
a Deday Effects 
ey Htets 
e Restoration 

Auto Click/Pop Eliminator (Process 
CliciVPop Eliminator (process) 
Clip Restoration (process) 
H.. ^.:............ ,r.--.. L_ Norse Reducbon (prac.55) 
Capture hoe Pedt.e.rey Ohle 

Capture Noise Reduction Profile 

The current nee selecten val he captured and loaded as a Nase Profile for 
use the next trre the Noise Reducticri effect is launched. 

r Don't darkly this message n the f, 

711 

Files Effects x Favorites 

E Multitrack Effects 

E Amplitude 

E Delay Effects 

Filters 

S Restoration 

Auto Click/Pop Eliminator (process 

Click/Pop Eliminator (process) — 

Clip Restoration (process) 

nISS Reduction (process) 

TÍ20 dB 

r 

t 11 

.1 17—  dB 

z 

T Bypass 

Prevtew 

OK 

Dose I 

Cancel 

Mal "11 

.1. 

Cancel 

1. Select Edit View, then 
drag and-drop the file that 
needs noise reduction into 
the workspace ( or load the 
file with the file menu's 
"Open" option). 

2. Click and drag over a 
region that contains only the 

noise you want to remove. 
Several hundred milliseconds 
should do. 

3. Under the Effects tab, 
expand the Restoration tree 
Double-click on " Capture 
Noise Reduction." When the 
Capture dialog box appears, 
click on "OK" 

4. Again under the Effects tab, 
double-click on " Noise 
Reduction ( Process)" 

5 Adjust the noise reduction 
level as desired. Also enter a 
"Reduce by" setting, typically 

between 5 and 20dB. 

6. Click on Preview to hear the 
effects of the noise reduction. 
Click bypass to compare. 

7.1f the amount of noise 
reduction is as desired, click 
on " Select Entire File," then 
click on "OK." 

The defaults work well, but click on the Help 
button to learn how to get the best 
combination of noise reduction and 
natural sound. 
The blue line in the More/Less box is an 
envelope. Adjust it ( add nodes if desired) to 
shape which frequencies are affected by the 
noise reduction. 
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In the Studio TrenChP c 
by Phil O'Keefe 

STUDIO SECURITV 
How to help keep what's yours 
If you value your gear and personal safety, you 

need to focus on studio security. For example, 

the owner of a local rehearsal studio had 

spotted a car with three men inside, loitering 

in front of his business late one night. One of 

the men got out and approached the studio's 

door with a pizza box, as if to imply he was 

there to make a delivery. But the owner 

observed it was just a box, and not being car-

ried inside an insulated pizza delivery bag. So 

he told the man over the intercom they had 

not ordered a pizza, and were closed. After a 

few minutes, the man returned to the car . . 

flashed its headlights at a van parked down the 

both vehicles left the area. 

If the studio owner hadn't been paying attention, that 

close call could have turned into something far worse. Here 

are a few studio security tips that will hopefully keep you out 

of harm's way. 

• Clear brush and anything else around your property where 

a burglar could hide and work unseen. Make sure the stu-

dio's perimeter is well-lit; the more visible and exposed a 

thief is when trying to break into your place, the less he's 

going to like it, and the greater the odds he'll look else-

where. Motion-triggered lights add an element of surprise if 

the thief isn't expecting to have the lights go on suddenly. 

• A centrally monitored alarm system usually costs under 

$50 a month, and sometimes results in lower insurance 

rates. Consider wiring some select items of gear to the sys-

tem so that removing them triggers an instant silent " panic" 

alarm. Harden the phone lines — either lock the box, or 

install a backup cell phone dialer in case the landline's cut. 

II Dogs intimidate the bad guys and sound off when they 

see a threat or a stranger approaching. If you have a residen-

tial studio, consider getting one — but only if you're willing 

to care for it properly. 

• Cameras, peepholes, and door intercoms allow you to see 

and communicate with who's out there without directly 

exposing yourself. Additionally, there are systems that allow 

you to visually monitor the activities inside the studio from 

anywhere in the world over the net, which can be great 

peace of mind when you travel. Even Target sells them now: 

Go to www.target.com and enter " Sylvania internet cam-

era" in the search box. 

II Know your neighbors, and ask them to keep an eye on 

things. If there's a Neighborhood Watch program in your 

area, get involved. 

• Install heavy-duty, anti-tamper locks and strike plates. 

II Get a security assessment from a qualified security com-

pany, but check them out with the Better Business Bureau 

and your local law enforcement agency before inviting them 

over. And get to know the local police officers; the better 

you know them, and more importantly, the better they 

know and like you, the better off you'll be if you ever need 

their help. 

NEIGHBORHOOD 
WATCH 

WE IMMEDIATELY REPORT 
ALL SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITIES 
TO OŒ  POUCE DEPARTMENT 

. which 

street, and 

II Stay current on your local studio scene. 

Report suspicious activities to the local police 

and other local studios; encourage them to do 

the same. 

• Get Caller ID on your phone. Screen clients 

and calls and make a note of phone numbers on 

all incoming calls. 

• Meet with new prospective clients at a neutral 

location, such as a local coffee shop. Get their 

contact info and verify their identification (e.g., dri-

ver's license) before allowing them studio access. 

Background checks aren't too expensive, either. 

• Referrals from people you trust are frequently less risky 

than new, unknown " cold call" clients. Encourage referrals 

and do what you can to develop repeat customers. It's not 

just good for security, it's good business. 

II Balance your need to advertise with security. Large signs 

that say " recording studio" and gear boxes left in the trash 

let the bad guys know there's probably valuable gear on-site. 

• Don't broadcast or announce all of your security mea-

sures. Any defense can be countered, and if the crooks 

know what your security measures are, they can plan how 

to overcome them. 

• Limit the entourage. You're running a studio, not a club-

house. Whenever possible, discourage people outside of the 

band from attending sessions. 

• Beware of " inside jobs." Check the references of anyone 

you might hire to work at your studio, including cleaning 

companies, maintenance and repair shops, and anyone who 

will have access to your studio. If you have employees, re-key 

the locks and change any alarm codes whenever anyone 

resigns or is fired. 

• Small, easily concealed items like stompboxes and micro-

phones can " walk away" if you don't lock them up when 

unused. At the end of sessions, do a " walk-through" of the 

entire studio before the clients leave so that they " don't 

forget any of their stuff" — which also lets you make sure 

that all of your stuff is still where it should be. 

III Keep your eyes open, and trust your intuition. When in 

doubt, pass on the prospective client. You don't have to be 

paranoid, but be aware of your surroundings and any 

developing situations. If you feel you're being cased, call 

the police. 
It's never fun to think about these kinds of issues, but be 

careful — there are people who would rather steal what 

you have than work to earn it for themselves. And while 

insurance can replace stolen gear, you never know when the 

pizza box may have a gun inside of it instead of a late night 

snack . .. and your life can't be replaced. 

Phil O'Keefe is a producer/engineer, and the 

owner of Sound Sanctuary Recording in 

Riverside, California. He can be contacted at 

wvvw.ohilokeefe.com or via the Studio 

Trenches forum at vvww.harmony,central.com. 
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Everything 
for the Musician. 

Order Today! 
We're your ultimate source for music gear. 

Visit www.musiciansfriend.com today and find out for yourself! 

FREE Shipping! 
On most orders over $99, see our website for details. 

The Lowest Price Guaranteed! 
We'll meet or beat any verified competitive offer for 45 days. 

Total Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
Take 45 days to be sure you're totally pleased or your money back. 
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by Michael Molenda 

PUNCH DRUNK 
Monaural miking strategies for speaker cabinets 
Depending upon your 

perspective, miking gui-

tar cabinets can be a 

frustrating and hopeless 

activity, or a thrilling 

foray into experimenta-

tion, discovery, and 

bountiful shades of kick-

ass tone. Defeatists typi-

cally bemoan their lack 

of high-end micro-

phones, a dearth of mic 

options, the absence of a 

pristine acoustic environ-

ment, and various other woes such as crap mic preamps, 

semi-pro outboard gear or plug-ins, and limited inputs. 

Whaaa. Whaaa. Whaaa. 

Let's cut to the chase. No one who really and truly 

aspires to make good recordings should subscribe to 

defeatist psychobabble, because any imaginative individ-

ual with an average work ethic can document fabulous 

guitar sounds with two microphones of any value (one 

dynamic and one condenser), two inputs, any old type of 

preamp, and zero outboard gear. The not-so-secret secret 

here is savvy microphone placement guided by the quali-

tative analysis provided by those two auditory devices on 

the sides of your head. Now, let's look at some common 

single-mic positions. 

DEAD-ON 

Mic Type: Dynamic. 

Position: Point the mic directly at the center of the 

speaker. If the cabinet has a grille cloth, rest the mic 

right on the fabric. If not, place the mic about four inches 

from the speaker's dust cap or the middle of the cone. 

Tonal Characteristics: Dry impact. Tight and punchy 

with meaty bass content. Excellent isolation. 

Variations: For enhanced highs and a more dimensional 

sound, trade the dynamic for a condenser. You may have 

to pad the mic input if the amp is blasting to avoid 

unwanted distortion. If the condenser has multiple polar 

patterns, try cardioid first to maintain isolation. If bass is 

too pronounced due to proximity effect [a boost in the 

low-frequency response of a directional mic when the 

mic is placed very close to the sound source], switch to 

omnidirectional. This will diminish low-end mud, but it 

will also capture sound in a 360-degree field around the 

mic position. 

Ear Training: Move the mic around the speaker — a little 

below or above the cap, over to the right and left edge, 

down to the bottom edge or up to the top — to audition 

how slight position changes affect the tone. If you stum-

ble across a sound you love — freeze. 

ROOMY 

Mic Type: Dynamic. 

Position: Place the mic approximately three feet from 

the cabinet, pointing directly at the cen-

ter of the speaker cone. 

Tonal Characteristics: Natural 

roar. Enhanced mids and highs, 

de-emphasized bass. 

Natural ambience. 

Variations: To capture 

more sparkle — as well as 

a clearer and more dimen-

sional room sound — 

use a condenser. 

Ear Training: Try 

moving the mic 

around the cabinet (and even behind it if it's an open-

back cab), as well as increasing the distance between 

microphone and speaker. Look for a point where the 

source sound (the amp) and the room sound collaborate 

to produce an exciting and natural tone. 

AMBIENT 

Mic Type: Condenser. 

Position: Place the mic at least ten feet away from the 

cabinet, at a height of at least five feet. 

Tonal Characteristics: Wide-open spaces. Blossoming 

ambience with a midrange sting. 

Variations: Move the mic around the room to find a 

sweet spot where the reflections and source sound con-

geal in an animated mixture of impact and expanse. 

Ear Training: If your condenser is a multi-pattern model, 

switch between cardioid, omnidirectional, and hypercar-

dioid to audition how each polar pattern affects the 

sound of the amp and room. 

OFF-AXIS 

Mic Type: Condenser. 

Position: Switch the mic to its cardioid pattern, and 

place it approximately three inches from the speaker (or 

grille cloth) at a 45-degree angle. 

Tonal Characteristics: Funky snap. Shimmering highs 

with a taut midrange and moderate bass response. 

Variations: Slightly adjust the degree of the off-axis 

position, and trade the condenser for a dynamic or an 

affordable ribbon mic. 

Ear Training: While maintaining the same off-axis posi-

tion, move the mic to different areas around the speaker. 

Listen for those moments when the resulting sound 

causes the hair on your arms to stand at attention. 

Next Issue: Stereo miking strategies. 

Michael Molenda is a seminal San Francisco 

punk, multimedia artist, and producer who 

has recorded tracks for everyone from 

NASA to Paramount Pictures to various 

major and minor labels to hundreds of 

bands you've never heard. He currently co-owns Tiki 

Town Studios with producer Scott Mathews, and is 

signed to MI5 Recordings. 
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT 

RTM450 Cardioid Condenser Instrument Microphone 
Audio- Technica 
Now Available 
Audio-Technica's new ATM450 side-address stick condenser delivers 
outstanding reproduction/positioning flexibility. Extended frequency 
response is ideal for high SPL, live/amplified acoustic instruments. 
Hi pass filter, 10 dB pad, isolation clamp, windscreen, pouch. 
SRP: $369 
www.audio-technica.com 
330-686-2600 

Onyx Satellite 
Mackie 
Now Available 
The Mackie Onyx Satellite is the world's 
first two-piece FireWire recording 
system. featuring a portable Satellite pod 
with Onyx preamps, and a separate 
Base Station...so you never have to 
unplug your studio again! 
SRP: $519.99 
www.mackie.com 
800-898-3211 

Radial JOG DI 
Radial Engineering 
Now Available 
A 19" rad:mount 6-channel Dl designed for keyboards and 
professional studio and live touring applications. The 
JD6 features Jensen transformers for optimum signal 
transfer without distortion and to eliminate buzz and 
hum caused by ground loops. 
SRP: $900 US 
www.radialeng.com 
604-942-1001 

Sonitex STX-1260 
OtiumFX 
Now Available. 
Sonitex is a VST effect plug-in for Windows 
that is dedicated to adding sonic texture to 
digital audio, and provides detailed emulation of 
vinyl records and vintage hardware samplers. 
SRP: $49 USD 
www.otiumfx.com 

To advertise in this section of EQ contact Christine Vela at 631-223-3562 or cvela@musicployer.Lorn 
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18 'oc< Files 
by Lee Flier 

FINDING THE 
PERFECT GROOVE 
What Makes Rhythm Come to Life? 
Ah, the elusive groove — one of the most important ele-

ments ( if not the most important element) in most forms 

of pop music. Yet the groove is also the most difficult 

ingredient to quantify, the most mysterious and primal. 

Bands who get a great groove going in a live situation 

often find it tough to capture that same feel in the 

studio. Many of the factors that make it possible for 

musicians to find the groove make the engineer's job 

more difficult, resulting in concessions being made to the studio environment that often affect the perfor-
mance. But it doesn't have to be that way! Here are a few 

tips and tricks to help create the right environment for 

great groove to happen. 

Treat the rhythm section as the foundation. Often, 

an artist or producer will record bed tracks using a 

sequencer, or guitars and a drum machine, and overdub 

bass and drums on top of these basic tracks. This tech-

nique can detract from finding the right feel because the 

rhythm " specialists" — the bassist and drummer — are not 

in the driver's seat; they're following along with a canned 

"groove." If possible, lay the rhythm tracks down first and 

track them at the same time. The interaction between the 

musicians, and their ability to be spontaneous, is a huge 

factor in finding the right groove and feel for the song. 

Make sure the musicians can see and hear each 

other. Try tracking the basics without headphones. 

Musicians usually find it more natural and inspiring to be 

able to hear each other directly in the room. If you do use 

headphones, many musicians (especially drummers) pre-

fer to use sound blocking cans, such as the AKG Sound 

Isolating Headphones or " Superphones" and 

"Ultraphones" from GK Music — these ensure the musi-

cians aren't struggling to hear the bass and other instru-

ments over the live drums. 

Also, if possible, make sure the musicians are all in the 

same room together or at least can make eye contact with 

each other. Some studios have a drum booth, which forces 

the drummer to be isolated from the other musicians — I 

prefer to let the drums live in the main room and put gui-

tar amps behind baffles or in small iso booths (and maybe 

not even that, if the room is large enough), letting the gui-

tarists and bassist stand in the main room with the drum-

mer. If I do use baffles around the drums for a tighter 

sound, I lay them on their sides so the drummer can see 

over them. If the musicians can easily see and hear each 

other, they can truly listen to each other and interact, and 

that's what makes the groove come alive. 

Try losing the click track. Most pop music these 

days is cut to a click track, for many reasons: It ensures 

consistency in tempo (especially for inexperienced drum-

mers), simplifies editing, and the click and tempo map 

can synchronize sequencers and time-based effects. But 

there are drawbacks, too: It usually forces the musicians 

to use headphones; it again doesn't let the rhythm sec-

tion be in the driver's seat; and that same " consistency" 

that keeps anything bad from happening tempo-wise can 

also prevent something great from happening. Most 

forms of music throughout history have used shifts in 

tempo, both dramatic and very subtle, as a form of cre-

ative expression. Many of your favorite classic rock and 

R&B recordings are nowhere near exactly consistent in 

tempo; there are subtle pushes and pulls that happened 

spontaneously and add to the tension and excitement of 

the groove. Aside from those who know how to build 

grooves and tempo changes into sequencers, subtle tim-

ing variations seem to have become a lost art since click 

tracks have become standard. 

Even inexperienced drummers with tempo problems 

often have trouble playing to a click, and therefore have a 

better feel without one. I'm generally willing to live with a 

bit of inconsistency in the tempo rather than sacrifice 

overall feel or the musicians' comfort level. In fact, I don't 

know who made the rule that all music has to be exactly 

consistent in tempo, but it doesn't sound very rock'n'roll 

to me (or classical, for that matter, which uses lots of 

tempo variations). Most pro session musicians pride 

themselves on being able to groove even with a prere-

corded track or a click, and there's no doubt it can be 

done. But I've often heard even better results when they 

have the freedom to play with the tempo at will — so 

unless someone specifically asks for a click, or the groove 

just isn't happening without one, I avoid it. 

So how to deal with editing and sychronization when 

there's no click? There are several methods. One is to 

overdub a track of quarter notes on a cowbell or other per-

cussive instrument, and use that as a trigger or edit point. 

It's easy enough with modern DAWs to stretch phrases 

that don't exactly match in tempo when editing, or create 

a tempo map by using tap tempo. Tools such as Beat 

Detective can generate a tempo map from what the drum-

mer played, rather than lining up the drums to a grid. 

And if you use loops, " acidized" and REX format loops can 

follow tempo changes, so no worries there, either. 

This is all about using technology to serve the music, 

not the other way around. And once you try " thinking out-

side the grid," you may find the results so rewarding that 

it's easy to work around any pitfalls. 

Lee Flier is a guitarist, songwriter, engineer 

and producer based in Atlanta, Georgia. Her 

band, What The... ?, is a fixture in the Atlanta 

area, has released two independent CDs and 

of late has been performing in other states and 

countries. She can be contacted via the band's web site at 

www.what-the.com, and also moderates the "Backstage 

With the Band" forum at www.harmonv-central.com. 
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VOCRLS 
MEET SVNTHESIZER 
Applying "synthesizer thinking" to vocals 
give unique, signature sounds 

Today's sound tools can take vocals 

further than ever: You're no longer 

limited to cutting your vocals 

through a vocoder, like Kraftwerk or 

Daft Punk, to sound "electronic." 

Many processors can give your 

vocals a synth-like sheen that 

makes them more at home in elec-

tronic tracks; the point here is not 

so much to make the vocals " bet-

ter" but to make them evocative 

and " different:. in a world where 

different is good. 

TWEAKING TIME 

Go to www.eamag.com for two 

vocal examples that illustrate the 

processing described here. 

"VoiceClean.mp3" has my 

unprocessed vocals for a song 

called "The Sentinel:. The vocal is in 

Spanish, which makes it easier to 

focus on the sound rather than 

the lyrics. 

I used a Groove Tubes GT67 

mic, because it seems to like my 

voice; the preamp was nothing 

boutique, just the one in my 

ProjectMix I/O audio interface. The 

software was Ableton Live, with 

the plug-ins detailed below. 

DYNAMICS CONTROL 

One of the first steps for " synth-

like" vocal tracks is to add heavy compression/limiting after 

recording the track. The object is not to suck the life out of 

the performance, but to make it fit well in the mix. I used a 

Waves C4 (Figure 1) throughout the entire track, but auto-

mated the dynamics so the chorus could have more natural 

dynamics. Because the C4 is multiband, you can apply the 

compression very precisely. 

Fig. 1:These Waves C4 settings provide heavy 
compression for the entire track, except for 
the chorus. 

EQUALIZATION 

Even if you're adding a lot of processing, that's no excuse 

not to record the best take possible. I avoid using proces-

sors to " fix" problems; I'd rather not have any problems in 

the first place, and use processors to enhance what's there. 

Sometimes I use two EQs for different purposes: One 

fixed EQ ( in this case, Live's " EQ Four") to add a " global" 

effect to the track, and a second to enhance some specific 

parts. The second EQ (Ozone 3; see Figure 2) was auto-

mated to provide a temporary highpass filter when a loop 

0 S.. 

119 NUASWANIC VOW/ PVF O rj  .,„,c2,..0 HARMONIC ElIC.VE , 

A. )  1/11r.‘VR;NG REVERS f")  MI.10.1,11„.A.WO DVAINWPCS 

LOWESt MAXIMIZER e MusT.MIC.110 STEREO IMAISINO 

Fig. 2: iZotope's Ozone 3 serves here as an accu-
rate automatable EQ and reverb processor. All 
other EX are off. Note that the EQ curve is gen-
tle, with no radical EQing. 

inc 
by Gu5 Lozada 

can 

with heavy low-end content 

entered the mix. 

A CHORUSED LINE 

While " chorusing" doesn't sound 

exactly like a backing chorus when 

applied to vocals, it does tend to 

thicken the sound. Furthermore, 

extreme settings can lead to 

extreme results, like creating a wider 

stereo imaging by panning the wet 

and dry sounds to opposite sides of 

the stereo field. I applied Live's 

Chorus FX to the vocal track to cre-

ate the same kind of effect as a 

synth patch's " unison" mode, where 

you add extra oscillators. 

REVERB 

Use reverb with care, otherwise 

you'll lose the intelligibility of the 

lyrics. Ozone 3's reverb provides 

more of a subtle, " mastering" reverb 

instead of a big hall or plate. The 

result is a solid ambience that adds 

depth and space to a vocal. 

DELAY-LAY-LAY 

Electronic music loves rhythms: drum 

loops, synth drones, arpeggiators, and 

... delay lines. Today's automatable 

and tempo-synced plug-ins are great 

for vocals, especially with " synth-pop" 

type music. This tune uses Live's built-

in PingPong delay with automation, so I could have long tails 

when needed yet pull back to keep the verse understandable. 

To hear the final result, download the file 

"VoiceFXFull.mp3" from www.eamag.com. Of course there 

are more options: Reversing some parts, pitch-shifting, time-

stretching, and beyond, like using some very specific plug-

ins or recording techniques. Meanwhile, consider whether 

your vocals might benefit from some synthetic veneer — 

even if it's not an "electronic" tune. 

Gus Lozada is a contributing editor to several 

magazines and vvebsites. He fronts the band 

WoM (www.wom.com.mx which recently 

debuted under the Universal Latino label in the 

U.S.), hosts clinics around the world about 

music production, and moderates "Nuestro Foro," Harmony 

Central's Spanish-language community His email is 

aus@auslozada.com. 
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CATEGORIES 

MARKETPLACE 

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

DUPLICATION 

ACCESSORIES 

MIXING/MASTERING 

GEAR FOR SALE 

STUDIO FURNISHINGS 

SOUNDS/SEQUENCES/SOFTWARE 

TALENT AND EMPLOVMENT 

FOR SALE 

MARKETPLACE 

MMUS 

WHERE SIGHT AND SOUND MERGE 

PLAY- IT 
PRODUCTIONS 

259 W. 30th Street, NY. NY 10001 
IOU YRIE,1-800.815-3444 or 21'2.695-6530 WWW.PlAY-ITPRODUCTIONS.NET 

MHRKETPLRCE 

THINK YOU CAN ONLY BE 

INSPIRED BY THE CLASSICS 

AND THEIR CLONES? 

i) 
s the mug pe ' "ell ruundLerd Amid In ' 
• rh on nu mr • dininek2ehrdr,ris• 

An amazing mir rigors wag out of meter, Sew-daris 
ond rich lie Olt be disoppoinnal. • 
an, 0Nleen Smile Op f5kNes Sea N9 11.114 

MUSIC 

NETWORK 
Your gateway to artist news, 

gear reviews, lessons, 
and more... 

www.musicplayer.com 

A Y-- BUDGET DESERVES GREAT SOUND 

ta  e  

$799.004! k  P 4 • 

w/P°4er ‘uP0/). 

NEW! TS-2 Variable Voltage 

Large Diaphragm Tube Mic 

with Continuously Variable 

Polar Pattern. $749.00 MSRP 

NEW! TS- I 

Small Diaphragm, 

Tube Mic with Omni 

and Cardiold capsules. 

$499.00 MSRP 
Chame eon La 

www.chameleonlabs.com 206-264-7602 

LFMNIRAX 
_ . 

.91111M11/1011Amo .rm 

11.111111•111fflo 5,11» 

The Industry Leader In Studio Furniture 

Synergy XL Series 

Synergy SOIAR XL 

ailimeiffl. Vale 

1 The Synergy X1.1. are 
designed to provide 
beautiful and ergonomic 
console bowing,: fix all 
the popular mixers, 
providing you with 
optimum functionality 
to accommodate these 
mixers and associated 

-- peripherals. 

F.' O. Bra 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966 
' 800.332.3393 415332.3392 FAX 415.332.2607 
www.onmjffl,com inftegutteltax.com 

eat 
• 
u 4 r-

Manufacture your 
• CD at Oasis and get all of these 

on EE: 
• 

• OasisSamp Radio Promotion 

• Distribution: CD Baby, Borders.com, CD Now, 

Amazon.cnm, Virginmcga, Waldenbooks 

• XM Satellite Radio Airplay 

• Sonicbids Electronic Press Kit 

• CD-ROM of 14,000 Music Indi istry Contacts 

• Direct SoundScan ' Upload 

• Patent- Pending Retail Display Racks 

OASIS • • 
CD MANUFACTURING 

www.oasisCD.com 

tel (888) 296-2747, (540) 987-8810 
email info@oasisCD.com 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

MARKETPLACE 

MARKERFOAM— ACOUSTIC FOAM 

Ve 
GIANT 54"x54" • $29.99 
IMMEDIATE SHIPPING 

Kill Noise Quick? Maximum der. j shuots of Mawerfnani mount easy 
professional. A low cost. super-effective 

sound absorption solution that's proven in studios worldwide Bequest 
Foam Catalog & free samples today Blue or gray available 

2" Reg 539 95 Now $29.99 • 3" Reg 549 95 Now $39.99 

mARKERTER BLADE TILES 
America's Best Acoustic 1710 Value! 

Nigh Performance.. Low, Low Cost! 

BT2 16x1602, charcoal or blue .$4.99 ea. 

BT3 16x16x3-, charcoal or blue $7.29 ea. 

BT4 16`x16x4", charcoal  $8.49 ea. 

111! Serious Low Frequency Absorption! 
¡Mogul& design to re the corners of your room, 

23.5" 8 x 11" 0 Charcoal Gray 
MF-Sil • $24.99 Ea. 

yy. 

BASS TRAPS 

FREE Foam Adhesive with any Purchase of B, 
or mew loam sheets! Promo  Code I EUFtni 

MARKERTEK JUMBO 

Ili , SOUND ABSORB BLANKETS . ' heavy-duty il, OUI!  Wiled i, irii,t, absorb 
r  Nin sound wherever they're hung or draped. 

, yoty.q.,,, tor stage, studio and held use Top 
' professional duality at a super saver pncel 

Weight: 6 lbs Black SAS-1 • $19.99 

œgne 
14 ANKENY EIC V IDEO S U PPLY 

www.markertek.com • 800-522-2025 

• JL94 

..!'The sound was so rich and full 
that I would've sworn that this was 
a tube pre, except that the sound 

also had a solid-state focus." 
- PEO 1/PEO I I? review, MA' June V4 

PEOIR 

;1- 41 • 1g) • f.:ree • 7. 

PA FOUR 

i wunder 
• 

\AD wunder audio 
512.338-6777 

wunderaudio.com 

MARKETPLACE 

Anyone who has 
heard them knows... 

DEFIOUNE for ROS: the 10th of every month 

OON'T MISS OUT ON NEXT MONTH 
CALL CHRISTINE VELA AT: 

631-223-3582 OR EMAIL AT: 
musicplayer.com 

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS FIND SERVICES 

INC 

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 

Celebrating over 16 years of reducing 
sound to a Whisper! 

Recording. Broadcasting, Practicing 

MDL 102128S 
(8 9X10 

19 sizes and 2 Levels of Isolation Available 
New! Sound Wave Deflection System 
(Change parallel walls to non-parallel) 

Immediate Shipping! 

www.whisperroom.com 
l'H: 423-585-5827 FX: 423-585-5831 

RCOUSTIC PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

AcousticsFirsr 
To m' Number: 888-765-2900 

Full product line for sound control 
and noise elimination. 
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

REALTRAPS" 
High-Performance Acoustic Treatment 

Rave Reviews 
From Top Pros 

"After analog 
the ba 

mastering morn 
measurably and 
a bass note is 

the swe 
—Bob 

f.  ward-winning mastering 
. and author of Mastenng 
- the art and the science 

,.oirn why REat.Ptarrs has fast become 
treating pro recording Studios arid li 
web site for a wealth of product int 
of the clearest explanations of nxim 

Trill -Fr...77 866-732-5872 RFXILTRAPS corn 

VocalBooth.corn 
MODULAR SOUND REDUCTION SYSTEMS 

Listen to your dreams. 
Follow your heart. 
Don't ever stop. 

- Calvin Mean 

541-330-6045 
VVWW.VOCALBOOTH.COM 

SOLE r 4,1144 

INFO 

(41$) S4-2377 

58 Nonotock St.. Norttemptom MA 01 01EQ 

ORDER ( 800) 583-7174 
Infoefellentsource.com • www.ailentsource.com  

Acousticore Fabric Panels - Sound Barrier 
Isolation Hangers - A.S.C. Tube Traps 
Silence Wallcovering • WhisperVVedge 
Meleflex • S.D.G. Systems • Tecnifoam 
R.P.G. Diffusors - Sonex • Sound Quilt 

b. ACOUSTIC 
Design Consulting Products 

soundcontrolroom 
toll free 866-788-1238 
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DUPLIERTION 

de, Lonely 
RECORDS 

CO & DVD Manufacturing 
10% National Price Guarantee 

tern990 Retail Ready 
CD Package 

PRINTING 
GRAPHIC DESIGN 

AUDIO MASTERING 
DVD AUTHORING 

POSTERS 
BUSINESS CARDS 

POSTCARDS 
BARCODES 
AND MORE 

Get a FREE Catalog 
1.800.409.8513 

www lonelyrceords.corn 

LAST CHANCE 
GET 60 FREE DISCS WITH ANY NEW 
CD OR DVD REPLICATION ORDER. 

Our 60th anniversary special offer ends 12/31/06. 

Visit iww.discmakers.comieq 
or call 1.8662948829. 

---;DISC MAKER 
IS TM 

CD AND DVD MANUFACTURING MADF EASY 

CDS • OVOS • SHAPED DISCS • SPECIALTY PACKAGING • CASSETTES 

NEED CDs? THE CHOICE IS CRYSTIL,q,Ms 
r a .1 r,r !If 9!J r!J :I LI f 

1000 cos • 5999 ,COMNETE RETAIL READY) 
1000 PROMO CD PACK • S599 
1000 DVDs • $1499 MMRIET 

VIVIW.CRYSTALCLEARCOS.COM 1-800-880-0073 

100 BM! OEMS '59 

SNS 100 BULK DVDRS - $110 IIIIGITAL 100 BASIC DVDRS - 5149 INC 1000 FULL PACKAGE DVORS - 51199 
AL ATLANTA 678-442-na33 al 

a m a, TOLL FREE 1-877-442-09n 

You should care who 
moires your CD. 
Your care pr 
is worth it. 

1  M USIC 
M ANUFACTURING 
S ERVICES 

Fast, quality, affordable CD, DVD and vinyl 
manufacturing for independent labels 

and musicians since 1988. 

NEW YORK 
1-$00-293-2075 

NASHVILLE 
1-1100-909-75611 

TORONTO 
1.400-667-4237 

musicmanufacturing.com 

Anal. I /Di • ital 

MASTERING 
by world class engineers 
- $493 for complete album up to 12 songs 

1-866-414-5266 www.2020music.com 

Located In NY, mastering hundreds of major releases since 1995 

CD - R DUPLICATION 
100 CD's $1.39 ea. 

With Color Inserts 1.99 ea. 2 Page & Tray ) 

THE 4th CREATION 
DUPLICATION 

Price Includes CD - R, Duplication, 

Thermal Imprinting. Jewell Bon. 

Inserting of cover, lc Shonkwrapped 

(936) 756-6861 

SMALL ROS WORK TOO! Contact Christine Vela: 
(631)223-3562 or cvela@musicplayer.com 
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CLRSSIFIEDS 

DUPLICATION 

ACCESSORIES 

'1' »ltdlyliMiiki 
"11 

ut Discounts! 
Pd. 

..Lbj .aue .141.» ZJ 
f.!il 124 S1t.3 

erwohlsons«ordist.com 

877-000S ON 1 44,re 56,see 51.,M7 

Just trings.com 
World's Largest Selection of Guitar & Bass Strings! 

www.juststrings.com (800) 822-3953  

GET IT SOLO IN EQCLRSSIFIEDS! 
CALL CHRISTINE VELA AT: 

631-223-3562 OR EMAIL AT: 
cuela@musicplayer.com 

Case Specialists 
www.newyorkcasecompany.com 

We Will Beat 
ANY Price! \\-- 
877-692-2738  '   

MIXING / MASTERING 

MASTERING 
"BIG LABEL" Sound...Guaranteedl 
caed in New York $475 Complete 
SPrsing the U ; .5 hotu Deal! 

Since 

1-800-692-1210 71 
www.musichousemastering.com 

We specialize in creating audio 
and video services. 

Offering 5.1 mastering, Audio Engineering, 
Promotional video, and free consultation! 

Contact us anytime! 
www.secretsonichaven.com 
Emaihsonicriderzeyahoo.com 

Phone:310 350 3594 

You will have the fat, 'Immix!' major-label 
sound that sells discs... or the work is free. 
Custom gear. Rut-class results. Free 16-pg brochure 
800-884-2576 www.drtmastering.com 

4T..HRFESHOLU 
w710. mASTERINu-

STEPHEN MARSH 
11111Men 310.571.0500 

FREEONLINERDVERTISING! 
Place a print ad in EQ and it will appear on ECIrnag.com for free! 

email your ad to cvela@musicplayer.com 

GEAR FOR SALE 

EVERY MAJOR BRAND OF EVERYTHING. 

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF MUSICAL 

GEAR IN STOCK. 

ALTO MUSIC 

Guitars, recording, keyboards, amplifiers, 

drums, pro sound, new & used. One of the 

largest selections in the country. 

We ship everywhere. 

(845) 692-6922 • sales@altomusic.com 

180 Carpenter Ave., Middletown, NY 10940 

Ask for Uncle Freddy - He loves Ya! 

e•,,/ 
C42 Cardioid Condenser Microphone 

Josephson Engineering 
www.josephson.com 

STUDIO FURNISHINGS 

Gear racks, 

media drawers and more 
The RACKIT1' System 

Factory direct since 1984 
Free brochure (please mention EQ) 
Per Madsen Design ( 800)821-4883 

www.rackittm.com 

Studio Furniture FREE 
800.315.0878 CATALOG 

•••••ARGOSY' 
argosyconsole.com 

WV.EQ_MAG.COM 

SOUNDS / SEQUENCES / SOFTWARE 

Mel) emand 
lm 

Real Drums. Real Songs. Real Easy. 
Pro-Level Loops in Easy-to-Use Song Sets'm 

Stereo & Multitrack In User Formats 

www.drumsondemand.com 
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TALENT FIND EMPLOVMENT 

mum( tu 1111( ( 10(4\ Linut-

"As a customer, Sweetwater's 
service blew me away. Now I'm 
ON the team!" 
— Brandon McSwa in, Sweetwater Sales Engineer 

Ever wonder what it would be 
like to work here 

Learn more at Sweetwater's 
Online Career Center. 
• The Company 

• The Culture 

• The Community 

• The Perks 

• Current Openings 

úl111111 
Turn Your Passion for 
Music Technology into 
• Rewarding Career! 

Exclusive Web 
Video: 

ef Step inside the doors and 
get an in-depth look at 

Sweetwater 

•111=1 

Visit: www.sweetwater.comicareers 
Ca11:1-800-222-4700 Jeff McDonald x-1052 

FREE ONLINE 
ADVERTISING! 

Place a print ad in El. 

and it will appear on EQmag.com fu 

free! 
email us your ad! 

cvela@musicplayer.com 

COMPOSER 
www.soundclick.comfjohndavidthomas 

www.cdbaby.com 
www.marquiswhoswho.net/johndavidthomas 

www.myspace.corn/john1951usa 
John David Thomas (John Thomas) 

712 Strathmore Drive, 
MODESTO, CA 95355, USA 

composerandartsman@excite.com 
www.johndavidthomas.com 

(800) 498-9711 

AD ORDER FORM 

FOR SALE 
Waterfront Fort Lauderdale home 

3/2, pool, 70' dock space on deep water, 
no fixed bridges to ocean. 

Dock your yacht behind your house. Full shore power 
plus home studio with control room, 

24 track, hot tub, new 3 zone a/c. $749,000. 
Linda Bailey, Coral Shores Realty 954 224-0948 

Tr' 

GET IT SOLO IN EaCLASSIFIEDS! 
CALL CHRISTINE VELA AT: 

631-223--3562 OR EMAIL AT: 
cvela@musicplayer.com 

An ad in EQ's Classifieds reaches more than 40,000' serious musicians for only 52 40 per word plus 57 ()0 fur an address Minimum charge 125.00. Please underline words tu appear in bold type and add 50.50 per every bold word. Please indicate clearly any words to 
appear in all caps and add $0.25 per every cap word. Each phone number, e-mail address. or website address counts as one word. Display Classifieds are $ 152.00 per vertical column inch. Color (Display Classifieds only): 25% extra. 3 months minimum schedule required. 
Deadlines are the loth of the month, 2 months prior to cover dale (for example, October 10th for the December issue, on sale in early December).All Classified ads are also posted on our Website (www.egmag.com) at no additional charge Businesses must list business 
name in ad. All ads must be received in writing, paid in full in advance. All ads must be music- related. Retail advertisers may not list discounted prices or percentages on specific models, unless items are used or discontinued.Advertisers must provide us with complete 
name, street address, and phone number, whether or not included in the ad copy (you may list a PO Box address in your ad, however) Mail ads to- IQ Classifieds, Attn. Darlene Lahrecque, 2800 Campus D, San Mateo, CA 94403. FAX fif paying by MasterCard. or Visa), 
1650) 513 4616 For more Informer, . call Darlene Lahrtfroue irIF,Y115 ,3 42 ,1. E dt5hr, o, fff,, , r • A,,di!c1ç,rcul,uIinn floes not include pass- along fate.) 

• 
• company Name   
• 
• Address  
• 
• Telephone  

Please print your ad clearly Use a separate sheet of paper if you need more room 
• 
• 

• 

• 

Contact Name 

  City :ate Zip   

E-mail  

• 

• Category I Guitar Shows 

Ido not include address when counting words) 

0 Instruments 3 Parts/Accessories 1 Duplication/Replication i Websites 

•• 1 s 1 Instruction 1 Software 1 Songwriting 1 Records/CDsNideos 3 Employment 3 Other 

Card 

TO COMPUTE COST OF AD . 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

Total cost per issue =  • 

(merumurn psn' • 

x number of issues to run x _ • 

Total payment = _ 
3 Payment enclosed, or Charge my • 

0 Visa 0 MasterCard 

• 

• 
• 

e words x $2.40 = _ 

O bold words x .50 = _ 

e ALL CAPS wds x .25 = _ 

Address $7.00 = _ 

Expiration date: 

Signed:   
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Studio Name: Blue Ribbon Studios 

Location: El Monte, CA 

Contact: www.blueribbonstudios.com 

Key Crew: Kent Verderico 

Console and Pies: 84-input DDA-AMR 24-analog console with 

Uptown fader automation — highly modified with Inward 

Connections 690 discrete summing amps, 36 modified channel 

strips including mic píes, Summit Audio 2BA-221, Demeter H 

series, Calrec PO-1347 

Monitors: NHT M10 with custom crossovers, 75-watt custom 

reference amp, Mackie HRS120 subwoofer, Auratone clones 

Outboard: Universal Audio LA2A, 1176LN, dbx 160XT, Calrec DL 

1656, Alesis modified 3630, Drawmer Dual Gate DS 201, 

Lexicon MPX550, Yamaha SPX90, FX500, Sony modified CE-775 

Mica: AKG 414 TL2, C451 EB, SE Z5600A, Marshall MXI,V775, 

MX1,600, Shure Beta 52, SM57s, SM58s, Oktava MK319, 

Optimus PZM 

Computers and Hardware/Software: Apple 2GHz Dual 

Processor G5, 19 Princeton LCD, MOTU 2408mk3, PCI-424 

FireWire interface, Apogee AD- 16X, DA-16X, Mini-DAC, Avastor 

HDX FireWire 800 drives, Unitor 8 USB MIDI interface, Apple 

Logic Pro 7, Pro Tools 7 LE, 40MHz PC running DOS for System 

990 Uptown automation 

Backline: Soundcraft 760B 24-track 2' analog recorder, 48-track 

E-mu Darwin System, Countryman type 85, Hammond T-200 

with mini Leslie, 1974 Fender Rhodes Stage 88, Marshall JCM-

800 100 watt 14 x 12 Celestion loaded), Roland A-33 MIDI 

controller 

Studio Notes: Stashed away in the San Gabriel Valley, 15 miles 

east of downtown Los Angeles, sits a seemingly typical 

suburban house that just happens to be a studio oasis. Complete 

with a 2' analog 24-track and a 9-foot DDA-AMR 24 console that 

resides in what used to be a living room, Blue Ribbon Studios is 

one of Southern California's more unusual operations — a 

professional home studio with a penchant for big studio sounds, 

that operates with an ear tuned towards independent artists. The 

goal is to offer dedicated service to those who can't necessarily 

afford the higher rates of similar facilities. 

For projects that require live tracking, Blue Ribbon Studios is 

functionally a " weekend-run" studio, as studio owner and 

engineer Kent Verderico splits his time between his own 

operation and that of being chief engineer at Santa Monica's 

own Emoto — where his energy is expended primarily recording 

session musicians and mixing spots for television and radio 

commercials during the standard " workweek." Working in a field 

like commercial recording demands attention to detail, fast 

studio chops, and stylistic versatility; Verderico brings the 

lessons learned under pressure to the more relaxed, musician-

friendly atmosphere of BRS. 

The ability to get a killer drum sound is undeniably one of 

the more difficult obstacles facing any home studio, and one 

reason why many home studio owners do at least some tracks 

at pro studios. BRS took this into account and uses hardwood 

flooring, non-parallel room shapes, and custom acoustic 

treatment to avoid the " home studio sound." BRS overcomes 

another Achilles' Heel of the home studio by making the control 

room long enough to provide honest bass monitoring, resulting 

in mixes that translate well fo the outside world. 

BRS's goal is to provide a relaxed environment without 

resorting to relaxed standards, and keep rates competitive while 

taking advantage of engineering experience. Their website is at 

www.blueribbonstudios.com. 

HEY, Ea READERS, WANT US TO FEATURE YOUR STUDIO? SEND 

PICS AND INFO TO eq@musicplayer.com. 
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QUID 
MIX 

32 channels of classic EQ and Compression simultaneously... 

on- board DSP means you get it all 
I h1 

• 
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Only Focusrite's Dynamic Convolution gives you genuine 

emulations of the most revered signal processors used on 

every hit throughout recording history. 

40 Compressors and 20 EQ's at your fingertips. 

32 channels running within your recording application,* 

powered by Liquid Mix's on-board DSP, means your 

DAW becomes a powerhouse at mixdown. 

The extensive Liquid Assets library 

means virtually any classic processor 

you've ever dreamed of is yours 

to use. You can even build your 

own hybrid EQ band by band! 

Want to learn more? 

Check out the video at 

www.focusrite.com/liquidmix 

You'll wonder how you ever lived without it. 

*VST/AU/RTAS compliant. 

ÍRTAS via included FXpansion wrapper.) 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION. FOCUSRITE, the FF logo. LIQUID TECHNOLOGY, LIQUID MIX and the LIQUID MIX logo are trademark - 
of Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd The Liquid technology utilises the patented process of Dynamic Convolution to actually measure 
examples of the sonic impact of original analogue products upon an audio stream, so as to electronically emulate the performance 
of the original products studied. The result of this process is subjective and may not be perceived by a user as producing exactly the 
same effect as the original products studied. 
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Deceptively compact. 

Unquestionably pro. 
Solid. Portable. Full-featured. The Ultralite 10 x 14 FireWire 

audio interface for Mac and PC is born from the innovative 

design, proven reliability and award-winning sound of the 

MOTU 828mk11 and Traveler FireWire interfaces. You get 

the real thing in a compact, bus-powered, fully portable 

half rack I/O, complete with two mic/instrument inputs, 

front-panel LCD metering for all I/O, 8-bus CueMix DSP 

on-board mixing, front-panel programming, SMPTE sync 

and many other advanced features. 
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The CueMix Console software gives you direct access to 

the UttraLite's 10-input, 8-bus digital mixer. Route any 

combination of inputs to four separate output pairs. 

Create and save up to 16 mix setups. You can even set up 

talk-back and listen-back for studio recording sessions. 

• Compact size — powered by FireWire and housed in sturdy 

8.5 x 7-inch aluminum alloy, the UhraLite provides rugged portability 

• Digital Precision Trim " — use digital encoders to boost mic/instrument 

input gain in precise 1 dB steps with numeric feedback in the LCD. 

• Three-way pad switch — apply zero, -18 or -36 dB pad to any 

XLR input signal, from a dynamic mic to a +4 dB line level input. 

• Stand-alone mixing — connect the included DC power supply and 

mix your band live, without a computer. Save up to 16 mix setups 

and then recall them on the spot with the front-panel LCD. 

• "Mix1" return bus — record the UltraLite's live mixdown back into • 

your audio software for archiving or further workstation editing. 

• Mac OS Universal Binary and Windows XP x64 drivers — use the 

UltraLite with today% latest Intel-based Macs or with a super-fast 

high-performance 64-bit Windows XP Pro audio workstation. 

• Actuss-the-board compatibility —works with all major audio software 

for Mac OS X and Windows XP Includes AudioDesk for Mac OS X. 
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